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Abstract

In the present thesis I investigate the lattice dynamics of thin film hetero structures of magnetically
ordered materials upon femtosecond laser excitation as a probing and manipulation scheme for the spin
system. The quantitative assessment of laser induced thermal dynamics as well as generated picosecond
acoustic pulses and their respective impact on the magnetization dynamics of thin films is a challenging
endeavor. All the more, the development and implementation of effective experimental tools and com-
prehensive models are paramount to propel future academic and technological progress.

In all experiments in the scope of this cumulative dissertation, I examine the crystal lattice of nanoscale
thin films upon the excitation with femtosecond laser pulses. The relative change of the lattice constant
due to thermal expansion or picosecond strain pulses is directly monitored by an ultrafast X-ray diffrac-
tion (UXRD) setup with a femtosecond laser-driven plasma X-ray source (PXS). Phonons and spins alike
exert stress on the lattice, which responds according to the elastic properties of the material, rendering
the lattice a versatile sensor for all sorts of ultrafast interactions. On the one hand, I investigate mate-
rials with strong magneto-elastic properties; The highly magnetostrictive rare-earth compound Terbium
Iron (TbFe2), elemental Dysprosium or the technological relevant Invar material Iron Platinum (FePt).
On the other hand I conduct a comprehensive study on the lattice dynamics of Bi1Y2Fe5O12 - Bismuth-
substituted Yttrium Iron-Garnet (Bi:YIG), which exhibits high-frequency coherent spin dynamics upon
femtosecond laser excitation according to the literature. Higher order standing spin waves (SSWs) are
triggered by coherent and incoherent motion of atoms, in other words phonons, which I quantified with
UXRD. We are able to unite the experimental observations of the lattice and magnetization dynamics
qualitatively and quantitatively. This is done with a combination of multi-temperature, elastic, magneto-
elastic, anisotropy and micro-magnetic modeling.

The collective data from UXRD, to probe the lattice, and time-resolved magneto-optical Kerr ef-
fect (tr-MOKE) measurements, to monitor the magnetization, were previously collected at different
experimental setups. To improve the precision of the quantitative assessment of lattice and magne-
tization dynamics alike, our group implemented a combination of UXRD and tr-MOKE in a singular
experimental setup, which is to my knowledge, the first of its kind. I helped with the conception and com-
missioning of this novel experimental station, which allows the simultaneous observation of lattice and
magnetization dynamics on an ultrafast timescale under identical excitation conditions. Furthermore,
I developed a new X-ray diffraction measurement routine which significantly reduces the measurement
time of UXRD experiments by up to an order of magnitude. It is called reciprocal space slicing (RSS)
and utilizes an area detector to monitor the angular motion of X-ray diffraction peaks, which is asso-
ciated with lattice constant changes, without a time-consuming scan of the diffraction angles with the
goniometer. RSS is particularly useful for ultrafast diffraction experiments, since measurement time at
large scale facilities like synchrotrons and free electron lasers is a scarce and expensive resource. However,
RSS is not limited to ultrafast experiments and can even be extended to other diffraction techniques with
neutrons or electrons.
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Kurzdarstellung

In der vorliegenden Arbeit untersuche ich die Gitterdynamik von magnetisch geordneten und dünnen
Filmen, deren Spinsystem mit Femtosekunden-Laserpulsen angeregt und untersucht wird. Die Quan-
tifizierung der laserinduzierten thermischen Dynamik, der erzeugten Pikosekunden-Schallpulse sowie
deren jeweiliger Einfluss auf die Magnetisierungsdynamik ist ein schwieriges Unterfangen. Umso mehr
ist die Entwicklung und Anwendung von effizienten experimentellen Konzepten und umfangreichen Mod-
ellen grundlegend für das Antreiben des zukünftigen wissenschaftlichen und technologischen Fortschritt.

In jedem Experiment dieser kummulativen Dissertation untersuche ich das Kristallgitter von Nanometer
dünnen Filmen nach der Anregung mit Femtosekunden-Laserpulsen. Die relative Änderung der Git-
terkonstante, hervorgerufen durch thermische Ausdehnung oder Pikosekunden-Schallpulse, wird dabei
direkt mittels ultraschneller Röntgenbeugung (UXRD) gemessen. Der Aufbau nutzt zur Bereitstellung
von ultrakurzen Röntgenpulsen eine lasergetriebene Plasma-Röntgenquelle (PXS). Phononen und Spins
üben gleichermaßen einen Druck auf das Gitter aus, welches entsprechend der elastsischen Eigenschaften
des Materials reagiert, was das Gitter zu einem vielseitigen Sensor für ultraschenlle Wechselwirkun-
gen macht. Zum einen untersuche ich Materialien mit starken magnetoelastischen Eigentschaften: die
stark magnetostriktive Seltenen-Erden-Verbindung TbFe2, elementares Dysprosium oder das technolo-
gisch relavante Invar-Material FePt. Zum anderen habe ich eine umfangreiche Studie der Gitterdynamik
von Bi1Y2Fe5O12 (Bi:YIG) angestellt, in dem der Literatur zufolge hochfrequente kohärente Spindy-
namiken durch Femtosekunden-Laseranregung zu beobachten sind. Diese stehenden Spinwellen (SSWs)
höherer Ordnung entstehen durch die kohärente und inkohärente Bewegung von Atomen, in anderen
Worten Phononen, welche ich durch UXRD vermessen habe. Somit sind wir in der Lage, die experi-
mentellen Beobachtungen der Gitter- und Spindynamik qualitativ und quantitativ zu vereinigen. Dies
geschieht durch eine Kombination von Viel-Temperatur- und Anisotropiemodellierung sowie elastische,
magnetoelastische, und mikromagnetsiche Modelle.

Die gemeinsamen Daten von UXRD und der zeitaufgelösten magnetooptischen Kerr-Effekt Messungen
(tr-MOKE), um jeweils die Gitter- und Spindynamik zu messen, wurden in der Vergangenheit noch
an unterschiedlichen experimentellen Aufbauten gemessen. Um die Quantifizierung präziser zu gestal-
ten, haben wir in unserer Arbeitsgruppe UXRD und tr-MOKE in einem einzigen Aufbau kombiniert,
welcher somit meines Wissens der erste seiner Art ist. Ich half bei dem Entwurf und der Inbetriebnahme
des neuen Aufbaus, welcher die gleichzeitige Messung von Gitter- und Spindynamik auf einer ultra-
schnellen Zeitskala unter identischen Anregungsbedingungen ermöglicht. Außerdem entwickelte ich eine
neue Messroutine für Röntgenbeugung, welche die Messzeit von UXRD-Experimenten um bis zu einer
Größenordnungen reduziert. Es nennt sich das Schneiden des reziproken Raumes (reciprocal space slicing,
RSS) und nutzt den Vorteil von Flächendetektoren die Bewegung von Beugungsreflexen zu detektieren,
was von einer Änderung der Gitterkonstante einhergeht, ohne zeitintensive Scans der Beugungswinkel
mit dem Goniometer durchzuführen. RSS ist besonders nützlich für ultraschnelle Beugungsexperimente,
weil die Messzeit an Großgeräten wie Synchrotrons oder Freie Elektronen Laser eine seltene und teure
Ressource ist. Darüber hinaus ist RSS nicht zwangsläufig auf die Anwendung in ultraschnellen Ex-
perimenten beschränkt und kann sogar auf andere Beugungsexperimente, wie die mit Neutronen und
Elektronen, ausgeweitet werden.
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Abbreviations

Bi:YIG Bi1Y2Fe5O12 - Bismuth-substituted Yttrium Iron-Garnet

FePt Iron Platinum

GGG Gd3Ga5O12 - Gadolinium Gallium-Garnet

HAMR heat assisted magnetic recording

HDD hard disk drive

PXS plasma X-ray source

RSS reciprocal space slicing

SiO2 Silicium Dioxide

SSWs standing spin waves

TbFe2 Terbium Iron

tr-MOKE time-resolved magneto-optical Kerr effect

UDKM ultrafast dynamics in condensed matter

UXRD ultrafast X-ray diffraction
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Chapter 1

Introduction

Ultrafast X-ray Diffraction (UXRD) is an experimental procedure to quantify the motion of atoms upon
excitation in crystalline nanostructures on an ultrashort timescale [1, 2, 3, 4]. This nondestructive tech-
nique combines the capability of X-ray diffraction to measure the interatomic distances with a precision
of up to 10−4 Å with a temporal resolution of hundreds of femtoseconds. This is particularly useful
for the ultrafast dynamics in condensed matter research field and, in extend, for emerging technological
advancements. This is because the nature of the solid state needs to be thoroughly studied on the scale
of femto- to picoseconds and nanometers to make contemporary technologies faster and smaller.

An intriguing example to illustrate the complexity of solids on an ultrafast timescale is the concept
of temperature. From a macroscopic point of view, usually a single temperature is assigned locally to
solids and can change due to thermal gradients. It is the same for the electrons, phonons and spins which
are in equilibrium and are accordingly described by their respective Fermi-Dirac- and Bose-Einstein-
statistics [5]. On an ultrafast timescale however, this view is not an appropriate model anymore for
two reasons [6]. Firstly, the temperatures of the three subsystems differ, because the absorption of a
femtosecond laser pulse primarily heats up the electrons and it takes several femto to picoseconds to in-
crease the phonon and spin temperature. Secondly, it is possible that individual subsystems themselves
are not equilibrated and can not be described by the respective quantum statistics, which prevents the
attribution of a single distinct temperature even locally.

Besides the concept of temperature, there are many other interesting facets of solids from a equili-
brated and macroscopic or ultrafast and nanoscopic point of view. Many of them have something in
common; they are directly or indirectly entangled with the solid crystal lattice. Whether it is magnetic
ordering, the electronic band structure or occupied phonon states, the lattice can be used to monitor the
subsystems via mechanisms such as magnetostriction [7], deformation potential [8] or phonon pressure [5],
respectively. This is the reason why UXRD, which quantitatively probes the lattice, has a large potential
for many ultrafast research fields, as spintronic, picosecond hypersonics, femtomagnetism, phononics, or
thermometry.

In this short introductory Chapter 1 I will elaborate on the nanoscopic ultrafast modeling of solids
to clarify the main focus of my studies. In addition, I will expand on the possible applications of UXRD
in the ultrafast research community and give a contemporary technological example in heat-assisted
magnetic recording, to substantiate why UXRD is a useful and elegant tool. Furthermore, i give insights
to the methodology of UXRD experiments and especially how I conduct them during my studies with
the plasma X-ray source.

In Chapter 2 I present my work and findings of my PhD-studies at the University of Potsdam in
the ultrafast dynamics in condensed matter (UDKM) group in depth. Those are, on a technical note, the
improvements to the experimental technique of ultrafast X-ray diffraction. I worked on the conception
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CHAPTER 1. Introduction

of the new reciprocal space slicing (RSS) approach, which drastically reduces the measurement time
and developed the combination of UXRD and time-resolved magneto-optical Kerr effect measurements
(tr-MOKE) in a single setup to quantitatively assess magnetoelastic coupling phenomena on an ultrafast
timescale. On a fundamental note, I discuss my findings about magnetoacoustics on the case example of
B1Y2Fe5O12 (Bi:YIG) thin films, a ferromagnetic insulator. I show how Bi:YIG can be excited directly
by a laserpulse or indirectly via strainwaves and heat transport to trigger coherent magnetic excitations
on a picosecond timescale, so called standing spin waves. Modelling the inner mechanics via masses
and springs to feed magnetization dynamics simulations reveal the significant role of heat and sound to
trigger the SSWs.

In Chapter 3 I present the articles I authored or co-authored during my studies. Before each arti-
cle, I give a complete overiew about my contributions to the publication as well as comments on the
main findings and additional, unpublished, information.
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1.1. The Scope of Ultrafast X-ray diffraction

1.1 The Scope of Ultrafast X-ray diffraction

Ultrafast X-ray Diffraction (UXRD) quantifies the lattice dynamics of thin film crystal structures with
a femtosecond time resolution [1, 2, 3, 4]. It is able to detect changes of lattice constants c below one
permille in real time, combining the structural spatial nanoscopic capabilities of X-ray diffraction with
the temporal nanoscopic qualities of the stroboscopic pump-probe technique. The crystal lattice of a
solid is a useful indicator for ultrafast dynamics on the nanoscale, since electrons, phonons and spins act
on the lattice in many different ways, as illustrated in Fig. 1.1.1.

Figure 1.1.1: Overview of the three subsystems of a solid and their interactions. The electrons
in the top are visualized by their reciprocal space with the Fermi surface being the surrounding circle.
Dark and light purple dots correspond to occupied and unoccupied states, respectively. The spin sub-
system on the bottom right is visualized by an arrangement of small arrows representing the microscopic
magnetization vectors of atoms in a crystal lattice. The phonons are visualized by an arrangement
of masses and springs, according to the definition of quantized lattice vibrations in the bottom left.
The schematic graphs of the heat capacities Ci depending on their temperature Ti and corresponding
amounts of heat Qi as the integrals are placed in the centers of the circles, respectively. The interactions
of the subsystems are named and the stresses on the lattice in the center are labeled with the respective
proportionality constants, the Grüneisen parameters Γi.

Although the topic is complex, the interactions and systems discussed in the research field of ultrafast
dynamics exhibit a multitude of similarities and symmetries. First of all, it is commonly accepted to
view the electrons and phonons as coupled heat baths with the same temperature in equilibrium [9,
10]. In magnetially ordered materials, such as ferro- ferri- or antiferromagnets, the spins account for an
additional degree of freedom where energy can be stored and thus the model is commonly extended to
a three-temperature model [11]. Heating a specific system, for example by the absorption of light by
electrons, will eventually lead to the increase of temperature of the phonons and the spins as well [6, 11].

3



CHAPTER 1. Introduction

However, the amount of thermal energy Qi stored in the subsystems is determined by the respective heat
capacity Ci, which are drastically different, see Fig. 1.1.1. The energy transfer between the subsystems
can be thought of as semi-classical scattering processes of the quasiparticles of electrons, phonons and
magnons. Following this thermodynamic approach, the effects of the subsystems can be generalized by
the Grüneisen approach which allocates an acting stress or pressure on the lattice σi to every amount of
energy density ρi in the subsystems, see Eq. 1.1.1 [12].

σi = Γi · ρi (1.1.1)

This stress on the lattice leads to a deformation of the lattice, according to classical elasticity theory of
solids [5]. The latter is a generalized version of Hook’s law, where the deformation is proportional to the
acting force. In the case of solids, the relative change of the lattice constant, i.e. the strain ε = ∆c

c , is
proportional to the stress or pressure, i.e. force per area. The proportionality constant in this case is

not a scalar spring constant but the elasticity tensor
←→
C i,j , where i and j are now indices according to

the Voigt notation of symmetrical tensors [5]:

εj =
←→
C i,j · σi (1.1.2)

UXRD offers the possibility to monitor the strain on a femto- to nanosecond timescale, which is why it
is a useful research tool for ultrafast dynamics in general. Measuring the strain and correctly attributing
certain strain signatures to the driving stresses and furthermore the dynamics in the spin, electron or
phonon systems is vital for generating insights about the interactions of nanoscale matter.

Having elaborated the similarities of the subsystems and the generalized approaches to the ultrafast
dynamics, it is also important to discuss the specifics and intricacies of the respective subsystems, which
I will do in the following paragraphs.

The electrons are usually the fastest subsystem in terms of equilibration and transport of energy. The
thermal equilibration, back to a thermal Fermi distribution with larger temperature, takes place in a
matter of femtoseconds, succeeding the efficient ultrafast photoexcitation [6]. The electronic tempera-
ture can easily exceed thousands of Kelvin since the heat capacity Cel of the electrons is small compared
to phonons. Cel rises linearly with the temperature and in metals, the electrons transport the energy
spatially via electronic thermal conduction or ballistic electrons at the Fermi velocity [5, 13]. In contrast,
in insulators or semiconductors, this energy transport is inefficient due to a negligible conductivity. In
ultrafast pump probe experiments, the initial optical pump laser pulse is often mainly absorbed by the
electrons and the energy is subsequently transferred to the phonons on a femto to picosecond timescale,
depending on the material [6]. The interaction of the electrons and the lattice exhibits many interesting
features. On the one side, it is possible to excite electrons to states with a different bonding distance
and strength, described by the deformation potential or even to non-binding orbitals which leads to
non-thermal melting [14]. On the other side, the electronic band structure is partially defined by the
arrangement of the atoms in the solid. Thus, a distortion of the lattice will change the electronic band
structure, which becomes apparent in structural phase transitions accompanied by an electronic metal-
insulator phase transition [15].

The phonon subsystem exhibits, compared to electrons, rather slow dynamics on a picosecond to nanosec-
ond time scale. Those dynamics can be divided into coherent and incoherent components. The coherent
dynamics are the phonon wave packets which interfere constructively to manifest in strain pulses or sound
waves [16, 17]. Those spatio-temporal harmonic distortions of the lattice can be monitored by UXRD and
are the main object of research in the field of picosecond acoustics or ultrasonics. The incoherent dynam-
ics are the thermal conduction via diffusion; phonon-phonon scattering processes which can be classically
described by the Fourier heat law [5]. Due to the comparably large heat capacity, the largest amount of
energy is in fact transported into the phonons due to thermalization of the subsystems. Since the stress
on the lattice is proportional to the energy density, thermal expansion is often associated with the excited
phonons in solids. This however is not the case for the non-equilibrium at ultrafast timescales on the one
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1.1. The Scope of Ultrafast X-ray diffraction

hand, where the amount of energy in the electrons is considerably larger or equally large for femto- to
picoseconds, depending on the electron-phonon coupling time [18]. On the other hand, spins exhibit fairly
large heat capacities near magnetic phase transitions, where the magnetic stress rivals the phonon stress
in amplitude, which we observed in FePt and Dy, see Article II and IV. Only if all relevant subsystems
are described by the same Grüneisen parameter, the contribution of spins and electrons can be neglected.

The spin system most notably has a significant effect on the lattice in solids with a magnetic order-
ing. In those materials, the timescale of spin dynamics ranges from femtosecond demagnetization over
picosecond spin waves to up to nanosecond remagnetization [11, 19, 20]. Antiferromagnets, ferri- and
ferromagnets alike exhibit magnetostriction, which means that a change of the magnetization state re-
sults in a stress on the lattice [7]. This is mainly due to a strong spin-orbit coupling which connects the
alignment of spin and orbital angular momentum, i.e. the magnetization and the spatial distribution of
electrons and thus the binding properties [21]. Inverse magnetostriction is consequently possible as well.
For example, a picosecond strain pulse can trigger a magnetic response, coherent precession [22]. Another
relevant quantity of the spin system is the magnetic anisotropy which describes the preferential direction
of the magnetization. Empirically, it was shown, that the anisotropy depends on the spin temperature,
i.e. the amount of random disorder of the aligned spins [21].

I mainly focus on the interaction of phonons, spins and the lattice, with UXRD as my tool of choice to
monitor the lattice on the ultrafast timescale, hence the title of the thesis.
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CHAPTER 1. Introduction

1.2 Technological and academic applications of UXRD

The storage of data with magnetic materials is older than a century and since then tapes are widely
used for sound recording or archives, due to it’s durability and reusability [23]. The large increase of
the areal storage density of magnetic recording media was started with the introduction of the first hard
disk drive (HDD) by IBM in 1956 with a capactiy of 5 MB and 2 kb/in.2 areal storage density [23].
Since then, contemporary HDDs exhibit an areal density of 600 Gb/in.2 exceeding capacities of 1GB.
However, the storage densities of conventional HDDs seem to have reached a limit, since the writing and
reading areas can not be constructed smaller without the loss of a longterm stability as well as fast and
easy writing and reading. Combining all three; the large storage densities, the stability and the easy ac-
cess, is called the trilemma of magnetic storage technology, as they rule each other out to some degree [24].

The trilemma is a consequence of the storage mechanism itself. To store digital information on a magnetic
device, a small unit area is set to a certain magnetization by an external field. This magnetization can be
set in two different directions, resembling the states of bits; up and down, 1 and 0. To read information,
the magnetic state of the unit area is evaluated by a magnetic field sensor [23]. The anisotropy of magnet-
ically ordered materials is a measure for how strongly the magnetiaztion state is fixed after being set [21].
A large anisotropy has the advantage of being impervious in relation to thermal fluctuations or external
fields and thus yield a reliable and long term stability of stored data. However, a much larger amount of
energy is required to change the magnetization state when writing new information on a medium with
large anisotropy. Additionally, the smaller the unit areas of the magnetization bits become, the stronger
their interaction becomes, demanding larger anisotropies to ensure stability and the prevention of data
loss.

Conveniently, heat assisted magnetic recording (HAMR) offers a solution to the trilemma and is al-
ready made commercially available, for example by Seagate [25]. HAMR employs a storage medium
with a large magnetic anisotropy and circumvents the potentially difficult writing process by heating a
small area of the storage medium to reduce the anisotropy temporally during the writing process [26].
This results in a large stability with an efficient writing process of future HDDs. A leading example of the
used materials is FePt [27], which I examined as part of my studies, see article IV. To additionally achieve
a large areal storage density, it is paramount to study the intricacies of the nanoscale thermodynamics of
the storage medium. The magnetic and anisotropic dynamics belong to it, as well as the heat transport
itself. The heating and cooling of the storage medium needs to be analyzed and modeled to design
media with small lateral heat flow, to not disturb neighboring magnetic bits, and a fast heat flow out
of the storage area to accelerate the writing process. The observation of ultrafast nanoscaled dynamics
on magnetic materials therefore acts as a possible foundation for the future technological advances in
HAMR and other storage technologies [28].

The example of HAMR illustrates, how UXRD is essential to build a solid foundation of physical models
for new technologies to stand on. In the case of HAMR, UXRD can assist the research about ultrafast
de- and remagnetization processes by quantifying the state of the lattice. As the latter is constantly
stressed by transient magnetic and phononic contributions, the lattice acts as a proxy for the energy
dynamics of and in between the two subsystems. This field of research is called femtomagnetism and was
essentially initiated by the observation of the ultrafast demagnetization of Nickel in 1996 by Bearepaire
et al., which happens on a timescale of 100 fs [11]. The major contribution of my work regarding the
field of femtomagnetism is the quantification of coherent and incoherent phonon dynamics in Article V,
VII and VIII, which generate standing spin waves in the ferromagnetic insulator Bi:YIG [29, 19]. In
particular I was able to show that the generation process of this insulator is thermally induced via a
two-photon absorption process, see Article III.

Emerging from femtomagnetism, spintronics is another research field, which possibly can benefit from
UXRD. The goal of spintronics is to manipulate the magnetic order in materials via electrical stimuli
or spin currents so that spintronic technology can ultimately complement or even replace contemporary
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1.2. Technological and academic applications of UXRD

electronic devices [30]. Since the spins are carried by the electrons and are collectively ordered in ferro-
magnetic materials, it is possible to generate spin currents by moving spin polarized electrons with an
electronic current. This is the reason for the spin Seebeck effect, where a magnetic potential difference
is accumulated by a thermal gradient, similar to the electrical voltage in the scope of the regular See-
beck effect [5, 31]. The spin Seebeck effect is also observable on a picosecond timescale [32] and since a
temperature gradient is the driving force, UXRD could be employed for a quantitative assessment of the
temperature via monitoring the thermal expansion of the lattice.

I have demonstrated in my PhD studies that UXRD is also very useful in the field of picosecond ul-
trasonics. This field of research is based on the work of Thomsen, Grahn, Maris and Tauc et al. who
experimentally and theoretically investigated the generation and detection of picosecond strain pulses in
solids, excited by ultrafast laser pulses, beginning in 1984 [16, 17]. Monitoring the coherent phonon wave
packets in solids yields insights about the acoustic properties in the GHz to THz range with wavelengths
of 4-100 nm [33, 34]. As the sound waves are local spatio-temporal distortions of the lattice, manifested
by the coherent superposition of phonons, UXRD is capable of monitoring this transient deformation
directly, as I show in articles I to V and VIII. Even more so, UXRD has several upsides compared to
conventional optical probing of the sound pulses as I explain in Sec. 2.1.2.

To conclude, UXRD is a useful tool in many research fields of the ultrafast dynamics in condensed
matter. Its capability to directly and exclusively monitor lattice dynamics on a femto- to nanosecond
timescale introduces an easy and reliable way to determine the lattice temperature and the strain dy-
namics. It thus facilitates a comprehensive modeling and understanding of the interactions in solids on
an ultrafast timescale. Besides the academic purpose of UXRD, technological advances are consequently
also propelled by it, as I exemplified with the HAMR technology.

7



CHAPTER 1. Introduction

1.3 Methods

In the following subsections I will shortly present the physical models, experimental techniques and
modeling tools which I mainly used during my PhD studies.

1.3.1 X-ray diffraction and reciprocal space

X-ray diffraction is a widely used tool in the structure analysis of solids, since it’s conception in the early
1900’s by Bragg and Laue [35]. It enables measuring the distances of atoms, i.e. the lattice constant c,
in crystalline ordered solids. To do so, the diffracted intensity of a parallel X-ray beam is measured as a
function of the diffraction angle θ. A maximum of the intensity can be associated with the distance of
neighboring scattering centers, which are mainly the core electrons positioned in the vicinity of the lattice
points in a crystal structure. This is done by the Bragg equation nλ = 2d sin(θ), which derives from
the condition of constructive interference from the scattered planar light wave of neighboring scattering
centers. Knowing the wavelength of the light λ and the diffraction order n, the distance of lattice planes
d is calcualted. d is equal to the lattice constant c, if the crystalline structure of the sample is aligned to
the sample surface, as shown in Fig. 1.3.1.

Figure 1.3.1: Schematic of the
Bragg- and Laue diffraction.
The incident X-rays (~kin) are
diffracted by the crystal lattice
(blue circles) under the angle 2θ to
~kout. The scattering vector ~Q is
perpindular to the diffracting planes
and point to a small section of the
reciprocal space with an intensity
distribution I( ~Q) in the inset.

The Bragg equation however is merely a special case of the more
universal Laue condition [36]. It is possible to think of other ge-
ometric configurations which lead to a constructive interference,
without the constraint of equal incident and emergent angles. In
fact, in an infinitely large crystal lattice, which is a good approx-
imation for solids, there are infinitely many equal or non-equal
pairs of incident and emergent angles with which constructive in-
terference is observed. Thus, Bragg’s method was generalized to
not measure the intensity as a function of the angle θ but as a func-
tion of the so called scattering vector ~Q = (qx, qy, qz) which is de-

fined by the change of the X-ray momentum ~Q := ∆~k = ~kout−~kin,
see Fig. 1.3.1 [36]. This ensuing three dimensional space of pos-

sible scattering vectors ~Q is called the reciprocal space. Scanning
the reciprocal space with different combinations of ~kin and ~kout

leads to the observation of many local maxima of diffracted in-
tensity, visualized by the red intensity distribution in the inset of
Fig. 1.3.1. Those correspond to a certain set of parallel diffracting
planes, to which the respective scattering vector is perpendicular.
Moreover, the arrangement of those maxima is a lattice itself, the
so called reciprocal lattice, whose lattice spacing is directly linked
to the inverse of the spacing of the crystal structure in real space
[36]. Ultimately, a theoretical scan of the whole reciprocal space of
a solid is comparable to a Fourier transformation of the scattering
probability’s spatial distribution, and thus the spatial distribution
of the electron density and by extend the atomic positions or the
actual crystal lattice [36]. Other than the Bragg equation, which
associates a certain angle under which constructive interference is
observed, to a lattice spacing, the Laue condition does this in all
3 dimensions. It states, that a local maximum of scattered inten-
sity I( ~Q) is observed, if the scattering vector equals a reciprocal

lattice vector, i.e. ~Q = ~G. Besides, the Laue condition offers the
possibility to add quantum mechanical momenta to the scattering process, for example from phonons
[37]. With that, scattering processes with quasi-particles can be included in the Laue model.

The experimental observable of X-ray diffraction is therefore the intensity distribution in the recip-
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rocal space, i.e. the intensity as a function of the scattering vector I( ~Q). On a reciprocal lattice vector

( ~Q = ~G), the intensity reaches a local maximum which is quantified by three variables: the position,
the amplitude and the width [1]. The first is directly linked to the lattice constant. The other two are
related to the structure factor and the lattice sum, i.e. atomic positions in the unit cell and the coherence
length of the scattering lattice. In this work, I mainly focus on the position of the Bragg reflections in
the reciprocal space as changes to the position of the diffraction maxima directly correspond to changes
of the lattice constants. The main observable is thus the strain ε := ∆c

c , the realtive change of the lattice
constant.

1.3.2 Pump-probe technique and UXRD

Now, after discussing how to extract the lattice constant of solids via X-ray diffraction, this experimen-
tal method needs an upgrade to measure the change of the lattice constant on an ultrafast timescale.
This is done by the so called pump-probe technique, where an intense ultrashort laser pulse excites the
sample and a second, usually far less intense ultrashort laser pulse probes the sample at a certain delay
[38]. This process is repeated thousands to hundreds of thousands of times per second, depending on
the repetition rate of the ultrashort laser system. The pulse duration of the laserpulses usually reaches
from 10 to 1000 fs in contemporary research. The delay of the two laser pulses is continuously scanned
on a femto- to nanosecond timescale to monitor the change of the probe signal after excitation. In an
all-optical setup, the changes of specific parameters of the probe pulse after excitation of the sample are
measured, such as the transmission, reflection or polarization. With this, is it possible to observe changes
in the electron-, phonon- or spin-subsystem on an ultrafast timescale. It is even possible to detect the
lattice response by optical means. However, in ultrafast X-ray diffraction experiments, the probe pulse is
a short X-ray pulse, not an optical light pulse. The X-ray pulse is diffracted from the lattice, capturing
the current state of the lattice according to X-ray diffraction [1, 2, 4].

As it took many years to realize the generation of intense ultrashort laser pulses in the visible, in-
frared or ultraviolet regime, the biggest technological hurdle for UXRD is the provision of ultrashort
X-ray pulses. Synchrotrons were the first source of nano- and picosecond X-ray pulses but a pulse du-
ration of 10 or even 1 ps is not feasible in state-of-the-art synchrotrons. The only sub-picosecond X-ray
sources are slicing beamlines at synchrotrons, free electron lasers or laser driven plasma X-ray sources
(PXS). I mainly used the latter for the UXRD measurements in this thesis and a detailed experimental
overview of the PXS of the UDKM group at the University of Potsdam is given in Sec. 2.1.2 and the given
references. With the PXS, we are able to generate X-ray pulses with a pulse duration below 200 fs. We
use those to measure the lattice constant as a function of the delay to the optical pump pulse, yielding
a sub-picosecond temporal resolution of the lattice dynamics upon femtosecond photoexcitation in thin
films.

1.3.3 Temperature and strain modeling

The modeling to fit the data collected by the UXRD measurements is usually performed with a compre-
hensive multi-temperature model in combination with a one-dimensional model of masses and springs,
provided by the udkm1Dsim-toolbox [39, 40]. This collection of Matlab or Python routines was
programmed and developed by former and current members of the UDKM group of the University of
Potsdam, in particular Daniel Schick. With the use of thermophysical parameters (see Tab. 2.2.1) it
is possible to simulate a multi-temperature sample system spatio-temporally. Furthermore, the elastic
response of the lattice is calculated with a simple but unit-cell resolved basic version of the Grüneisen
model which results in a spatio-temporal strain distribution which can be fitted to the measurements.
All the modeling is one dimensional, because an in-plane dynamic of the thin films can be neglected,
since the probe spot is usually much smaller than the area excited by the pump pulse. The measured
data can be thus modeled under the assumption of a homogeneous in-plane excitation, leaving behind
one dimension in which dynamics occur; out-of-plane. Additionally, the toolbox offers the possibility to
kinetically or dynamically simulate the time-resolved specular X-ray diffraction signal of the sample.
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Chapter 2

Results of the PhD

In this chapter I will present the main results and findings of my studies. Those are on one side the
technological advancements I propelled by introducing reciprocal space slicing and by the manifold com-
bination of ultrafast X-ray diffraction and time resolved magneto-optical Kerr Effect measuremnts. On
the other side, I used my expertise about the latter conjunction to analyze the role of sound and heat in
Bi:YIG, which are the origins of the various ultrafast magnetization dynamics of the much investigated
ferromagnetic insulator.
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2.1 Advancing Ultrafast X-ray diffraction

Ultrafast X-ray diffraction is a tool to monitor the lattice dynamics of crystalline nanostructures upon
femtosecond laser excitation [1, 2, 3, 4]. The deposited energy triggers a spatiotemporal distortion of the
crystal lattice which is quantified by the strain, the relative change of the lattice constant at any given
point in time and space. Analyzing the strain on a femto- to nanosecond timescale yields insights about
the energy redistribution and transport phenomena on the nanoscale.

In this section, I will give an overview of my contributions to the field of ultrafast X-ray diffraction during
my PhD studies in the UDKM joint research group at the University of Potsdam and the Helmholtz Zen-
trum Berlin. The first is to speed up experiments by reciprocal space slicing as a time-efficient alternative
for conventional reciprocal space mapping on the one hand. The second advancement aims at making
UXRD useful in the ultrafast magnetism comunity. To this end, we started the combination of ultrafast
X-ray diffraction with time resolved magneto-optical Kerr effect measurements at the same experimental
setup, ensuring identical excitation conditions.

2.1.1 Reciprocal Space Slicing

Reciprocal space slicing (RSS) is an experimental technique which allows a significantly faster assess-
ment of strain in quasi-static and ultrafast X-ray diffraction experiments compared to conventional full
reciprocal space mapping [41, 42, 43, 44]. Employing line- or area detectors in combination with a fixed
angle geometry, RSS reduces the measurement time for time- or temperature resolved strain signatures
by up to an order of magnitude. Thus it is essential for diffraction experiments at large scale facilities
such as free electron lasers and synchrotrons as measurement time there is a costly and scarce resource.
Even more, this applies to the Plasma X-ray Source setup used during my thesis, since the intensity of
the X-rays is comparatively low.

To understand the working principle and advantages of RSS which are described in detail in publi-
cation VI, it is instructive to compare it to conventional reciprocal space mapping. When using the
latter for strain assessment, the reciprocal space in the vicinity of a reciprocal lattice point is scanned by
rocking the sample by the angle ω and moving the detector by the angle 2θ with respect to the incident
X-ray beam, see green area in Fig. 2.1.1 a) [42, 43]. Doing so before and while the lattice dynamics
occur, two reciprocal space maps (RSMs) can be compared to determine the position change ∆qz of the
reciprocal lattice point in reciprocal space, which is directly linked to the average strain [45]. This takes
a comparably long amount of time since the goniometer of the diffraction setup is moved multiple times
for each RSM. However, the necessary ingredient for RSS to work is already utilized in most reciprocal
space mapping procedures, which is a line or area detector [44]. As seen in Fig. 2.1.1 a), the green lines
indicate the subsets of the reciprocal space for which the diffracted intensity is recorded simultaneously
by the position sensitive detector. Moreover, those subsets do always have a certain qz and qx range
which allows the detection of a moving reciprocal lattice point without moving the detector or the sample.

This idea is illustrated in Fig. 2.1.1 b), where a fixed detection geometry results in a single and one-
dimensional subset of the reciprocal space being monitored, the so called reciprocal space slice, indicated
by the green detector line. The pixels on the detector measure the diffracted intensity for a fixed range
of 2θ angles with a fixed ω angle and cut intensity distribution I(qx, qz) (red shaded area) in the center
of the reciprocal lattice point. In this configuration, the maximum of the integrated intensity along qx is
at the same qz value as the maximum of the RSM, as visualized by the inset diagram in Fig. 2.1.1 b). A
shift of the reciprocal lattice point by ∆qz also results in a shift of the intensity distribution measured
by the fixed detector line ∆qz,D. However, the observed shift in this configuration is always smaller
than the actual ∆qz of the reciprocal lattice point. This is due to the fact that the monitored reciprocal
space slice is always inclined approximately by the diffraction angle ω and thus cuts the shifted intensity
distribution off center [36, 41]. This is shown in Fig. 2.1.1 b), where the green detector line intersects
the 4th dashed, red contour line of the shifted intensity distribution at qx and qz larger than the center.
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The scaling factor S between the observed shift ∆qz,D and the actual shift ∆qz can be calculated and
mainly depends on the Bragg diffraction angle θB and the intensity distribution widths σx and σz of the
measured reciprocal lattice point.

I have shown, that S is close to one for small diffraction angles and larger widths along qx compared to
qz, which makes RSS useful in those cases. Also, ∆qz needs to be smaller than the size of the reciprocal
space splice monitored by the detector and the width of the intensity distribution. Otherwise, the recip-
rocal lattice point moves out of the detection range or the intensity becomes too small to measure. In
other words, RSS is especially useful for hard X-ray experiments on thin films, since the scattering angles
are small and the widths of the intensity distributions are significantly larger than those of bulk single
crystals. During my studies I always worked with hard X-rays and thin film heterostructes and almost
never encountered the problem of a shift being too large so that the reciprocal lattice point was moving
out of the monitored reciprocal space slice. The strain and the relative shift likewise rarely exceed a few
permille which is why every single strain assessment in the published articles I to VI and VIII presented in
this thesis was done via the RSS technique, unless stated otherwise. Exceptions for the use of reciprocal
space slicing in our group and thus falling back on to reciprocal space mapping are predominantly the
recent studies about SrRuO3 and FeRh (unpublished) thin films lead by Maximilian Mattern [46]. There,
large diffraction angles and consequently large RSS scaling factors significantly lower the signal-to-noise
contrast, which renders RSS suboptimal in those special situations.

Figure 2.1.1: Comparison of a): conventional reciprocal space mapping and b): reciprocal
space slicing. In a), a symmetrical scattering geometry in the reciprocal space is depicted. The red area
with concentric contour lines is the measured intensity distribution I(qx, qz) in vicinity to the reciprocal
lattice point. The contour lines shifted by ∆qz indicate the positional change of the lattice point due
to strain. The green area is the area scanned by the green detector line during a reciprocal space scan,
where ω and 2θ are moved in conjunction. The righthand diagram shows the integrated intensity of the
diffracted intensity in reciprocal space for the two positions of the reciprocal lattice point. A close-up of
the reciprocal lattice points and the detector line is depicted in b). The detector measures the intensity
in the reciprocal space at all points on the green line which thus acts as a 2θ-axis. In the righthand
diagram, the intensity measured by the detector is compared to the integrated intensity of the reciprocal
space for both positions of the reciprocal lattice point.
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2.1.2 Combining UXRD and tr-MOKE

UXRD probes the crystal lattice and temperature and the tr-MOKE quantifies the magnetization change
of a specimen [47, 48]. The combination of the two is particularly useful, since it yields experimental data
sets which validate models encompassing both subsystems of solids and their interactions. This contains
coherent and incoherent phonon dynamics, i.e. strain waves, lattice heating and thermal expansion [34],
coherent and incoherent magnon dynamics, i.e. spin waves and thermally induced demagnetization and
anisotropy changes [19]. Additionally, these models include phonon-magnon interactions such as (in-
verse) magnetostriction [7] and the thermodynamics of the coupled phonon and magnon heat-baths [11];
All on an ultrafast timescale. When conducting experiments combining UXRD and tr-MOKE under
identical excitation conditions, it is even possible to quantify phonon-magnon coupling strengths and
time constants of various materials on a picosecond timescale.

I almost exclusively concerned myself with the investigation of magnetic materials such as the giant
magnetostrictive ferrimagnet TbFe2 (I), the magnetostrictive ferro- and antiferromagnet Dysprosium
(II), the Invar-like ferromagnet FePt (IV) and Bi:YIG (III, V, VII, VIII), which exhibits a multitude of
spin or magnetization dynamics on the picosecond timescale, see Sec. 2.2. While I was mostly respon-
sible for the execution of the UXRD experiments and the subsequent data analysis, my colleagues and
coworkers measured and modeled the magnetic dynamics by tr-MOKE measurements. Together, we were
able to provide comprehensive insights about the interactions between the lattice and magnetic dynamics.

In article I we are able to allocate the periodic magnetization changes of a thin TbFe2 film upon femtosec-
ond laser excitation to a train of longitudinal strain pulses. We demonstrate, that due to inverse giant
magnetostriction, the strain pulses change the magnetization state of the probed volume linearly with
coincidental sign and amplitude [49, 50]. On the contrary, we observe in publication II that an energy
entry into the magnetic subsystem of Dysprosium modifies the shape of the strain pulses succeeding a
femtosecond laser excitation. The magnetostriction is modeled by a contractive stress originating from
the spin system which counteracts the thermal expansion of the lattice, which is extensively discussed
in the works of my colleague Alexander von Reppert [51, 52, 53]. A similar competition is discussed in
article IV, as thin films of the technological relevant and Invar-like FePt with different morphologies yield
contrasting strain responses upon laser excitation. Employing micromagnetic finite-element modeling,
the strongly pump energy density dependent picosecond strain signatures are rationalized with a negative
spin stress on the lattice [20, 54]. Anticipating the in-depth discussion about magnetoacoustics in Bi:YIG
in Sec. 2.2, the publications III, V and VII demonstrate the role of the temperature and strain dynamics
as well as the means of manipulation to trigger magnetic dynamics and spin waves in Bi:YIG [19, 29,
55].

However, one aspect remained a challenge in some cases. Since the UXRD and tr-MOKE measure-
ments presented in this work were always measured in different laboratories, a quantitative comparison
can be difficult due to inevitably differing experimental conditions. Different laser characteristics, pump
angles and spot sizes as well as probe spots give rise to the uncertainty of pump energy densities and
material properties which are parameters used in the modeling. Consequently, we decided to combine
UXRD and tr-MOKE at a single experimental setup to propel future investigations such as the compar-
ison of ultrafast thermometry via thermal expansion and the Debye-Waller effect as well as ultrafast de-
and remagnetiaztion.

To my knowledge, the combination of UXRD and tr-MOKE at a single experimental setup is the first
of its kind, although all-optical strain assessment in conjunction with tr-MOKE was performed already.
However, my contributions illustrate that UXRD has mainly two upsides compared to all-optical strain-
assessment via Brillouin scattering or transient reflection analysis. Those are the simultaneous collective
and selective probing possibilities in thin film heterostructures. On the one hand, the X-ray probe pen-
etrates the whole sample, so we can access every layer of the sample and are not mainly sensitive to
highly reflective interfaces or just the surface in the case for metals and semiconductors. On the other
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hand, the X-ray probe is diffracted to different Bragg angles for each unique crystalline structure, i.e. the
different layers. Thus, UXRD simultaneously yields the strain transients for each individual layer inde-
pendently, whereas the reflection or transmission signal in all-optical measurements can be a convolution
of the signals from several layers and interfaces, and some buried layers may even be optically inaccessible.

I helped implementing and commissioning a tr-MOKE setup into the already existing UXRD setup
in the PXS laboratory of the UDKM group at the University of Potsdam. The design and construction
was spearheaded and executed mainly by Jan-Etienne Pudell during his PhD studies. An explicitly de-
tailed and true to scale technical overview of the complete experimental setup is presented in his thesis
[56]. I display a sketch of the experimental setup in Fig.2.1.2 and a short description to provide sufficient
understanding of the mechanics and capabilities of the experimental setup in the scope of this thesis.

Figure 2.1.2: Sketch of the combined experimental UXRD and tr-MOKE setup in the PXS
laboratory at the university of Potsdam: The Ti:Sa oscillator provides femtosecond 800 nm laser
pulses to the two-stage amplifier, which generates 7 mJ pulses at a 1 kHz repetition rate via chirped
pulse amplification. 80% of the laser power output is used for the X-ray pulse generation as the laser is
focused onto a 15 µm copper tape producing copper plasma in vacuum and generating femtosecond X-ray
pulses [57]. Those are focused with Montell optics [58] onto the sample in the center of the goniometer
and the diffracted intensity is measured by the Pilatus area detector to probe the crystal lattice. To
trigger ultrafast dynamics in the samples, up to 20% of the laser power is sent across a mechanical delay
stage and focused onto the sample. 5% of the designated pump beam is separated and transformed via
2nd harmonic generation in a beta-barium borate (BBO) crystal into the 400 nm tr-MOKE probe. It is
focused through one of the two poles of the magnet perpendicular onto the sample, the reflection is split
up by a Wollaston prism and a balanced photo diode (BPD) detects changes in the polarization, which
is a measure for the magnetic state of the sample due to the magneto-optical Kerr effect.

The UXRD setup in at the UDKM group at the University of Potsdam employs a laser-driven plasma
X-ray source (PXS) for femtosecond x-ray diffraction [59, 60, 61]. With this, it is possible to generate up
to 2 Mcounts/s of photon flux of the Cu-Kα1 and -Kα2 lines at 1.54 pm with a duration down to 100 fs
at a 1 kHz repetition rate [57]. The X-rays are focused with a convergence of 0.3◦ onto the sample in the
center of the goniometer with an angular resolution below one arcsecond and an angular range of 120◦.
The diffracted X-ray intensity is measured by the Pilatus 100k area detector (Dectris) with 487×195
pixels and a pixelsize of 172 µm which can be placed at a distance of 0.1 to 2 m from the sample. The
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X-ray probe spot size is 0.3 mm measured at full width at half maximum (FWHM). The temporal delay
between pump and probe pulse is set with the mechanical delay stage of the pump beam, which reaches
up to 4 ns with an accuracy of 50 fs. The pump beam is focussed onto the sample with a variable spotsize
of 2.5 mm to 0.5 mm set by a lens telescope. The incident pump energy density is set with a reflection
polarizer with a range of 0.1 to 150 mJ/cm2.

A detailed description of the tr-MOKE portion of the setup and its specifications can be found in the
PhD thesis of Jan-Etienne Pudell and Lisa Willig, since the tr-MOKE setup is in principle a copy of the
setup which she constructed and commissioned during her PhD studies in our group [56, 62]. We are
solely able to pump and probe from the frontside of the sample and to perform polar tr-MOKE measure-
ments, so the setup is exclusively sensitive to out-of-plane magnetization changes. The probe spot size
is comparable with the X-ray spot at 0.3 mm and the pulse energy can be set by a waveplate-polarizer
combination right before the 2nd harmonic generation and is optimally set to 0.1 µJ. With the installed
magnet, it is possible to reach a homogeneous magnetic field of up to 2.5 A/m (3 T), which is sufficient
to saturate the thin films of TbFe2, Bi:YIG and FePt out-of-plane.
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2.2 Ultrafast Magnetoacoustics in Bi:YIG

The picosecond magnetization dynamics of YIG and in particular Bi:YIG as well as other iron garnets
have been rigorously investigated up to the present day [55, 63, 64, 65, 66, 67, 68]. Intelligently designed,
Bi:YIG combines the low magnon damping of YIG with a large magneto-optical contrast due to the
Bi-substitution, rendering it a workhorse in the research field of ultrafast spin dynamics [69, 70]. The
ferromagnetic insulator exhibits reliable and easily manipulated response of the spin system in the form
of a collective and coherent motion of the spins, so called spin waves [19, 29].

I studied the Bi:YIG thin film system with ultrafast X-ray diffraction to ascertain the role of coher-
ent phonon packets and incoherent phonon excitations, i.e. sound waves and lattice heating, in the
excitation of the coherent magnetization dynamics. Both were thought to be important, and we were
able to confirm this. Additionally, we quantified the share and efficiency of both processes.

In this section I will present the lattice dynamics of Bi:YIG thin films upon femtosecond laser exci-
tation. The excitation of the lattice, and subsequently the magnetization dynamics, are done directly
via one or two photon absorption or indirectly with a metallic transducer. I will present both stud-
ies separately and eventually bring them together with a comprehensive model of the magnetoacoustic
interactions in Bi:YIG.

2.2.1 Direct excitation via one and two photon absorption

Exciting a thin film with a femtosecond laser pulse eventually yields an ultrafast spatio-temporal deforma-
tion of the lattice which is in any case a superposition of at least two tightly connected but distinguishable
phenomena; sound and heat [17]. In photoexcited Bi:YIG, disregarding magnetic and electronic stresses
on the lattice, some of the energy absorbed by the electrons of the solid is transformed via electron-phonon
coupling into phonons. The increased phonon population associated with an increase of the temperature
exerts a stress on the lattice itself, the phonon pressure. According to the elasticity of solids, this results
in an expansion, which is the thermal expansion in equilibrium [5]. Assuming a homogeneously excited
volume, the expansion can only occur first at the surface of the material, as the pressure is isotropic.
With the release of the stress into strain, the adjacent volume can subsequently expand. This strain
wave propagates with the speed of sound, determined by the elastic properties of the material, deeper
into the volume. To summarize, femtosecond laser excitation leads to thermal expansion of the sample
due to heat and coherent phonon wave packets, i.e. strain pulses or sound waves [17, 71].

My experimental findings confirm a thermal expansion on the nanosecond time scale and picosecond
bipolar strain pulses. In publication III, we present a comprehensive study of the picosecond strain
dynamics in 150 and 135 nm thin Bi:YIG films measured at the PXS setup at the University of Potsdam
and in article VII we show additional lattice dynamics measured at the KMC3-XPP-Beamline at BESSY
II at HZB. Here, I describe and explain the mechanics of the picosecond strain dynamics in Bi:YIG by
consulting the UXRD data and the results of a one temperature model and a one dimensional model of
masses and springs, which are fitted to the data [39, 40]. The data and the fit are displayed in Fig. 2.2.1a),
the spatio-temporal temperature and strain distributions which are calibrated by the data are displayed
in Fig. 2.2.1c) and b), respectively. A schematic sketch of the sample and the pump-probe technique is
shown in Fig. 2.2.1d).

The femtosecond laser excitation of the Bi:YIG thin film results in a sub-picosecond expansive response
of the layer which linearly increases during the first few picoseconds to a local maximum, decreases subse-
quently to a quasi-static level of two thirds of the preceeding maximum and eventually decreases further
on a nanosecond timescale, see Fig. 2.2.1a). The initial increasing expansion originates from the thermal
stress acting onto the lattice, due to the energy deposited by the laser pulse and increasing the phonon
temperature, see Fig. 2.2.1c). Since the laser-induced phonon pressure is more or less homogeneous in
Bi:YIG, but essentially zero in air and the transparent, non-absorbing substrate, the expansion of the
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lattice first takes place at the sample surface and the substrate interface, see Fig. 2.2.1b) [17]. Because
this positive strain relieves the thermal stress on the one side, adjacent unit cells on the other side expand
subsequently, proceeding deeper into the layer. The motion of the expansion is classified as a strain wave
and is limited by the sound velocity in Bi:YIG vs,B [71]. Thus, the timing of the maximum average strain
tmax is reached, when the strain waves from both sides of the layer traversed to the other side, leading
to tmax = dB

vs,B
, where dB is the Bi:YIG layer thickness. At delays larger than tmax, the expansive strain

wave from the sample surface is ejected into the substrate, trailing behind the initial compression and
composing the bipolar strain pulse which propagates deeper into the sample substrate. The exit of the
expansive wave denotes the decrease of the average strain in Bi:YIG after tmax which plateaus at the
thermal expansion level corresponding to the increased phonon temperature in the layer. Eventually, the
strain decreases on a nanosecond timescale due to a Fourier heat flow from the Bi:YIG layer into the
substrate, triggered by the thermal gradient. The thermal conduction is slow compared to the acoustic
processes, which is highlighted by the relatively constant temperature distribution in Fig. 2.2.1c). To
keep the model as simple as possible, I did not include an interface heat resistance which slows down
the heat in nanoscale heat transport [72]. This is why the strain decrease on a nanosecond timescale
is slightly overestimated, which however does not alter the modeling of the magnetization dynamics in
Sec. 2.2.3.

Figure 2.2.1: a): Strain inside the Bi:YIG layer upon photoexcitation with 800 nm pump pulses, scaled
to the maximum. The dots are the weighted average of the pulse duration series UXRD measurements
from article III (Fig. 2c)). The line is the calculated average strain calculated from the spatio-temporal
strain distribution in b). b): Modeled one dimensional depth resolved strain dynamics of Bi:YIG
upon photoexcitation calculated with the udkm1d-sim toolbox using the parameters in Tab. 2.2.1. c):
Corresponding temperature distribution upon excitation. d): Sketch of the sample structure and the
pump-probe geometry for UXRD.

Going more into detail, the modeling is done with the udkm1D-sim toolbox which is fed with several
parameters of the used materials, which are given in Tab. 2.2.1 [39, 40]. One of the parameters is the
optical penetration depth of the pump pulse which is directly translated into the initial temperature
profile of the heterostructure. In turn, this modifies the stress profile simulated with the toolbox and
consequently the strain dynamics, in particular the shape of the strain pulse and the average strain tran-
sient displayed in Fig. 2.2.1a). The measured strain dynamics of publication III exhibit a linear increase
after excitation and can be fitted with an optical penetration depth of 170 nm for 400 nm pump pulses.
I used a penetration depth of 1800 nm for the 800 nm laser excitation, which exceeds the layer thickness
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of 150 nm by far, resulting in the nearly homogeneous excitation of the layer. This corresponds to the
absorption profile for a two photon absorption process with an incident intensity of 1 TW/cm², which
was used in the measurements.

I have shown with article III and VII, that significant strain dynamics in thin Bi:YIG layers can be
triggered directly with the full range of the visible spectrum. Using 400 nm pump pulses, thin Bi:YIG
layers exhibit similar ultrafast lattice responses to common metal transducers although the excitation
process is different. The strain amplitude is set linearly with the incident pump energy density in this
case as a very rapid electron-phonon coupling heats the phonons. Using 800 nm pump pulses, the insula-
tor can only be efficiently excited via a two photon absorption process at intensities above 0.1 TW/cm².
Thus, the generated strain is depends quadratically on the pump energy density and inversely propor-
tional to the pulse duration. Using 512 nm pulses, it is even possible to change the amount of absorbed
energy by simply changing the polarization state of the pump pulse. In this one photon absorption
process, the helicity directly alters the absorption efficiency due to the magnetic circular dichroism of
Bi:YIG and consequently the strain amplitude. Those various possibilities to control and manipulate the
photoexcited strain render Bi:YIG a promising candidate in the field of ultrafast magnetiaztion dynamics
and its applications.

2.2.2 Transducer mediated indirect excitation via strain waves

Besides the lattice dynamics of directly photoexcited thin Bi:YIG films, as discussed in the previous
section, I also analyzed the pico- to nanosecond strain dynamics of indirectly excited thin films. In this
case, the same Bi:YIG thin film is buried underneath a 5 nm Pt transducer on top of a 110 nm Cu thin
film, see Fig. 2.2.2 d), so the influence of an injected strain pulse onto the magnetization dynamics can be
examined. It has been shown, that the direct as well as the indirect excitation process trigger standing
spin waves efficiently [19, 29]. The comparison of the lattice dynamics gives information on the share and
efficiency of either coherent or incoherent phonons, i.e. strain waves or heat, in the spin wave generation.

With the experimental configuration shown in Fig. 2.2.2 d), I observe a single cycle biploar strain wave
during the first 75 picoseconds and an increasing thermal expansion on the nanosecond timescale in the
Bi:YIG layer upon femtosecond laser excitation of the Pt surface transducer, see Fig. 2.2.2 a). The Cu
layer directly underneath the Pt transducer on the other side exhibits a lattice response which is to be
expected of a regular metal transducer, which is homogeneously excited [17, 71]. Comparing the strain
signature of the Cu layer in this case (Fig. 2.2.2a)) and the strain of the Bi:YIG layer in the case of direct
excitation (Fig. 2.2.1a)), reveals an identical response upon excitation, although the excitation processes
are different. Unfortunately, it was not possible to measure the strain of the Pt layer with UXRD,
since the diffracted intensity was on the noise level. In a different study on a similar heterostructure of
Pt/Cu/Ni, my colleagues were able to directly measure the strain have shown that the Pt transducer
does in fact generate a short and high amplitude strain pulse [13]. However, to trigger magnetization
dynamics, the Cu layer is the more relevant transducer. This is why I will first focus mainly on the Cu
layer dynamics and later comment on the role of the thin Pt transducer.

I simulated the processes in the heterostructure again with the udkm1D-sim toolbox [39, 40]. To account
for the heat transport in metals, I utilized a two temperature model of the electrons and phonons. I
used the same parameters for Bi:YIG as in the direct excitation and the same parameters for Pt and
Cu of previous works of my group with the exception of the Bi:YIG layer thickness (Tab. 2.2.1). It is
changed to 135 nm because the sample growers removed a small amount of Bi:YIG to prepare the surface
for the Cu deposition on top. The resulting spatio temporal lattice temperature and strain distribution
are displayed in Fig. 2.2.2 c) and b), respectively. Qualitatively, the strain distribution of the direct
excitation in the previous section (Fig. 2.2.1b)) and indirect excitation here (Fig. 2.2.2b)) are very much
alike. The important difference is that in the previous case, Bi:YIG acts as a transducer, injecting a
bipolar strain pulse into the substrate. Here, in the indirect case, Cu acts as the transducer, injecting
a bipolar strain pulse into the Bi:YIG layer. The role of the transducer has shifted from Bi:YIG to
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Cu, which is why the average strain of Bi:YIG in the direct excitation (Fig. 2.2.1a)) looks so similar to
the average strain of Cu in the indirect excitation (Fig. 2.2.2a)). Here, I denote tmin as the point in
time, when the average strain in Bi:YIG is minimal, which coincides with the time span in which only
a compression propagates in Bi:YIG, see Fig.2.2.2 a) and b). At this delay, the average strain in the
Cu layer is maximal, marking the time when the trailing, expansive part of the strain wave starts to
traverse into the Bi:YIG layer, consequently increasing the average strain there. After the transition of
the strain wave into the Gd3Ga5O12 - Gadolinium Gallium-Garnet (GGG) substrate, the Bi:YIG lattice
relaxes to an almost undistorted state, where the average strain is close to zero. A small portion of the
layer is merely heated, resulting in a thermal expansion, which continuously increases on a nanosecond
timescale, as the heat eventually flows into the layer, see Fig.2.2.2 c).

Figure 2.2.2: a): Strain inside the Cu and Bi:YIG layer upon photoexcitation with 800 nm pump pulses,
whereas the Cu transient are scaled with a factor of 1/3. The lines are the calculated average strains
calculated from the spatio-temporal strain distribution in b) for each individual layer. b): Modeled one
dimensional depth resolved strain dynamics of the Pt/Cu/Bi:YIG heterostrucutre upon photoexcitation
calculated with the udkm1d-sim toolbox using the parameters in Tab. 2.2.1. c): Corresponding temper-
ature distribution upon excitation. d): Sketch of the sample structure and the pump-probe geometry for
UXRD. The data and the simulation results in a), b) and c) are the same as published article V (Fig.
1), but with a different layer thickness of dBi:YIG = 150 nm, instead of 135 nm, used in the modeling.

To achieve a match of the model and the data, it is important to use a two temperature model in
this case. With that, we visualized that the energy deposited initially mainly in the electrons of the Pt
transducer is rapidly distributed over the whole Cu layer equally via electronic heat conduction. The
strong electron-phonon coupling in Pt on a femtosecond time scale does in fact lead to a sub-picosecond
expansion of the thin layer, injecting a strain pulse into Cu [13]. However, some of the pump energy is
transported via electrons into the Cu layer, distributed equally within the first picosecond after excita-
tion. This leads to an instantaneous rise of the lattice temperature of Cu due to electron-phonon coupling
as if the Cu layer was homogeneously photoexcited. Consequently, at the interface to Bi:YIG, which does
not receive energy immediately, the Cu layer reacts to the thermal stress with an expansion merely a pi-
cosecond after excitation, acting as a transducer and compressing the adjacent Bi:YIG layer. The strain
pulse from the Pt layer is limited by the sound velocity in Cu and arrives at tmin in Bi:YIG. Thus, the
initial strain dynamics in Bi:YIG can only be rationalized by an sub-picosecond electronic energy trans-
port from Pt to Cu and a subsequent immediate expansion of Cu due to electronic and phononic pressure.
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Initially, this sample structure was chosen to generate a short strain pulse with a large amplitude in
Pt which then propagates through Cu into Bi:YIG to trigger magnetization dynamics [29]. The Cu layer
was implemented as a isolation layer to suppress a direct optical excitation of Bi:YIG. Both intentions
were met, but the electronic heat dynamics in Pt and Cu not only resulted in an additional much longer
but less intense strain pulse but also to immediate although slow phonon heating in Bi:YIG, see Fig. 2.2.2
c). Without this study, those important facts might not have been considered in the generation process
of spin waves in Bi:YIG.

Pt Cu Bi:YIG GGG

layer thickness d (nm) 5 110
150 (direct excitation)

135 (indirect excitation)
∞

sound velocity sv (nm
ps ) 4.2 5.2 6.3 [73] 6.3 [74]

opitcal penetration depth ξ (nm) 2.8 20 1800 ∞
mass density ρ ( g

cm3 ) 21.4 9.0 5.9 [73] 7.1 [75]

linear thermal expansion α ( 10−5

K ) 1.85 3.0 1.0 [76] 0.92 [76]

Poisson ratio 2.2 1.7 1.8 [77, 78] 1.8 [78]

phonon heat capacity Cph ( J
kg K ) 133 384 570 [79] 381 [75]

phonon heat conductivity κph ( W
m K ) 5.0 5.0 7.4 [79] 7.05 [75]

phonon Grüneisen constant Γph 2.5 2.1 1 [80] 1 [80]

electron phonon coupling g ( PW
m3K ) 400 63 - -

Sommerfeld constant γS ( mJ
cm3K2 ) 0.74 0.1 - -

electronic heat conductivity κel ( W
m K ) 66 396 - -

electronic Grüneisen constant Γel 0.9 1.1 - -

Table 2.2.1: Experimental, elastic and thermophysical parameters used in the udkm1Dsim-
toolbox simulations. The Poisson ratio is a factor to scale the strain arising from thermal expansion
in ultrafast thin film experiments, as the system can be approximated as a one-dimensional if in-plane
dynamics are not considered. The discrepancy of the Bi:YIG layer thickness comes from the surface
preparation of the sample before Cu is put onto the Bi:YIG layer. The electronic parameters for Bi:YIG
and GGG are empty, since those materials are insulators and thus do not contribute to the electronic
energy and heat dynamics of the heterostructure. All parameters of Pt and Cu are set to the same
parameters used in a previous study in our group, with a similar sample structure of Pt/Cu/Ni [13].

To conclude, I will shortly address the mismatches of the data and the modeling results. First, there
is the overestimation of the heat flow out of the Cu layer into the Bi:YIG layer. This can be seen in
Fig.2.2.2 a), where the calculated strain in Cu is smaller and in Bi:YIG is larger than the measured strain.
This could be corrected by introducing an empirical interface resistivity for thermal transport. Acoustic
reflections and other scattering mechanisms at the interface slow down the heat flow across material
interfaces is slowed down which results in a slower heating and smaller effect of the thermal expansion
for Bi:YIG [72]. The second mismatch of the modeling and the data is the asymmetrical shape of the
bipolar strain pulse in the data, which is not reproduced by the simulation. This needs to be investigated
further but possible reasons might be an increased scattering of the coherent phonons launched at the
Pt/Cu interface due to a large incoherent phonon population due to heat or a mismatch of the acoustic
impedances at the Cu/Bi:YIG interface, underestimating the reflection of the expansive strain wave.

On a side note, this analysis indicates the importance of buried detection layers in UXRD experiments
to monitor and sample strain signatures in nanoscale heterostructes, as discussed in article I. This is
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because there is no feature in the Bi:YIG UXRD data that suggests the passage of the short and intense
strain pulse from the Pt layer thorugh Bi:YIG, in contrast to the study on a Pt/Cu/Ni hetero structure
of our group [13]. Even the simulation, which clearly exhibits the bipolar strain pulse traversing through
Cu, see Fig. 2.2.2 b), does not clearly exhibit the strain pulse in the average strain over the whole layer,
see Fig. 2.2.2 a). The small ripples at tmin and 50 ps are the only signature of the Pt strain pulse and
repeating the simulation without a Pt layer just results in the qualitatively same average strain signature
with smooth extrema without the ripples. This effect is not detectable, since the layer is too thick for
a short but strain pulse to change the average strain significantly. Also, the average strain due to the
biploar strain pulse is zero, which makes it impossible to detect via the shift of the Bragg peak, when it
is inside the layer. To find a remedy, it is practical to implement a significantly thinner layer with which
it is possible to sample even short strain pulses.

2.2.3 Generation of standing spin waves with sound and heat

Having investigated the lattice response of Bi:YIG upon femtosecond laser excitation, I will now present
the results of publication VIII, in which we disect the excitation process of standing spin waves observed
with tr-MOKE via coherent and incoherent phonons observed with UXRD. This is done by first fitting
the UXRD data with the modeling described in the previous two sections to generate the spatio-temporal
temperature and strain profiles, T (z, t) and ε(z, t). Those are subsequently implemented into a micro-
magnetic model, describing the effective field Heff(z, t) in Bi:YIG, acting on the magnetization ~m(z, t)
at any given point in time and space. Furthermore, utilizing the Landau-Lifschitz-Gilbert (LLG) equa-
tion, we simulate the expected spin dynamics and compare them in terms of a spectral analysis with
the measured standing spin waves in Bi:YIG. All calculations concerning magnetization dynamics were
done by Xi-Guang Wang from the Nonequilibrium Many-Body Systems group of Jamal Berakdar at the
Martin-Luther-University Halle-Wittenberg [81]. A flow chart of this procedure is presented in Fig. 2.2.3.
As we put the strain and temperature profiles into the micromagnetic modeling, we are able select very
specific stimuli, for example exclusively a temperature increase without any strain dynamics. With this,
it is possible isolate the impact of coherent or incoherent phonons on the spin excitations.

Figure 2.2.3: Flowchart of the modeling process of SSWs in Bi:YIG thin films excited via
coherent and incoherent phonons, see article [8]. The samples which exhibit SSWs are character-
ized with UXRD to generate spatio-temporal temperature and strain profiles which fit the data (red).
Via anisotropy change and inverse magnetostriction, T (z, t) and ε(z, t) modify the effective field which is
part of the LLG equation (green). The latter is numerically solved to generate a spatio-temporal mag-
netization profile ~m(z, t). This is spectrally compared with the MOKE measurements (blue), conducted
under similar excitation conditions as the UXRD measurements.

The initial question was to quantify the role of sound and heat in the generation of SSW in photoex-
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cited Bi:YIG thin films. The UXRD studies show that an expansive strain pulse together with a nearly
homogeneous phonon heating is introduced by the direct laser excitation. For the case of the indirect
excitation, a bipolar strain wave is injected into the buried Bi:YIG thin film, accompanied by an instant
phonon heating at the Cu/Bi:YIG interface. We show that the heating and the strain waves in both
cases generate higher order SSWs in Bi:YIG. Also, we found that the two generation processes of sound
and heat excite the ferromagnetic resonance mode (FMR) with opposite phases in both excitation con-
figurations. This leads to a significant reduction of the FMR mode amplitude when considering both,
the thermal anisotropy change due to phonon heating and the inverse magnetostriction due to the strain
waves and thermal expansion. With this, we are able to model the relative amplitudes of the SSWs,
since the FMR mode’s amplitude has the same order of magnitude as the higher order modes.
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Articles

In this chapter, I will list all articles I authored or co-authored during my PhD studies. With that,
I will shortly describe my contributions and those of my co-authors in the given publication. Also, I
will comment on every article, which includes additional information and interpretations, references to
contemporary research, emphasis of specific details and summaries of the main messages.
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I Tracking picosecond strain pulses in heterostructures that ex-
hibit giant magnetostriction

Steffen Peer Zeuschner, Tymur Parpiiev, Thomas Pezeril, Arnaud Hillion, Karine Dumesnil,
Abdelmadjid Anane, Jan-Etienne Pudell, Lisa Willig, Matthias Rössle, Marc Herzog, Alexander von

Reppert and Matias Bargheer
Structural Dynamics 6, 024302 (2019)

B. Signals in the SiO2 capped sample

The central experimental result of this work is summarized in
Fig. 3. Here, we combine the experimental results from a sample
capped by an amorphous SiO2 layer as sketched in the inset of Fig.
3(e). Figure 3(a) shows the spatio-temporal strain profile that
is obtained within the linear chain model for the second sample struc-
ture with the stacking sequence 882 nm SiO2 / 342nm TbFe2 / 50 nm
Nb /Al2O3 substrate, which is solved by the udkm1Dsim toolbox.50

Red and blue colors correspond to regions of expansive and compres-
sive strain, respectively. One observes that the expansion of the laser-
heated region slowly spreads as the heat diffuses within the TbFe2 layer.
Now, the bipolar strain pulse that is launched towards the substrate is
clearly asymmetric, where a large-amplitude leading compressive part is
followed by a smaller expansive tail. In addition, a unipolar compression
pulse propagates in the SiO2 capping layer towards the surface where it
is converted into an expansion. The simulated strain in Fig. 3(a) clarifies
that for a very thin capping layer, the expansive unipolar wave reflected

at the surface would superimpose with the small expansive tail of the
asymmetric bipolar wave to form the symmetric bipolar wave observed
in sample 1, see Fig. 2. Multiple reflections of the strain pulses occur at
the material interfaces indicated by horizontal dashed lines where the
reflection and transmission arise due to the acoustic impedance mis-
match.2,56,57 A direct comparison of the simulation results is presented
in Sec. IV of the supplementary material.

The occurrence of multiple unipolar strain pulse echoes that tra-
verse the TbFe2 and Nb layers at different timings is readily seen in the
UXRD data presented in Fig. 3(b). The modeled average strain shown
as solid lines accurately predicts the timing and shape of the observed
features but the amplitude of the Nb strain is substantially overesti-
mated. This may indicate a finite electron-phonon-coupling time and
scattering of the coherent phonons in TbFe2 from structural imperfec-
tions, which are both not captured in the current modeling. The pre-
sented UXRD data were obtained under identical excitation
conditions as the experiments on the uncapped sample except for the
larger pump-fluence 24.6mJ/cm2, which leads to an increase in the
detected strain amplitudes.

In the following, we discuss the results of time-resolved MOKE
measurements, which probe the change of the polarization state of the
probe light upon reflection due to the permanent magnetization of the
sample. The measurement displayed in Fig. 3(c) was carried out close
to the polar MOKE geometry with an external out-of-plane magnetic
field of l0H¼ 800mT using 200 fs laser pulses at a central wavelength
of approximately 800nm, a repetition rate of 250 kHz, and a pump
fluence of approximately 2.7 mJ/cm2. In these measurements, the dif-
ference of the polarization changes for opposite external field orienta-
tions [S(Hup) � S(Hdown)] is probed using the reflection of 800nm
probe-light-pulses analyzed by a half-wave plate in combination with
a Wollaston-prism and a balanced photo-diode. Lock-in detection
using an acousto-optical modulation of the pump beam intensity at
50 kHz was employed. The resulting polar MOKE signal displayed as a
solid grey line essentially probes the out-of-plane magnetization com-
ponent of the TbFe2 layer within the 19.9 nm optical penetration depth
and is probably sensitive to the Fe sub-lattice.58 Subtraction of the
slowly varying thermal background approximated by a double-
exponential decay (red line) from the MOKE signal (grey line) reveals
multiple sharp peaks in the residual black curve. By comparison with
the linear chain model results in Fig. 3(a), it becomes obvious that the
observed features occur at the time when the longitudinal strain pulse
echoes traverse the top few nanometers of the TbFe2 layer given by the
penetration depth of the probe pulse. Note that the sign of the peaks
correlates with the sign of the (unipolar) strain-pulse echoes and that
even the small reflections from the TbFe2/Nb interface produce
observable MOKE signatures at around 180, 485, and 790 ps.

Figure 3(d) displays the time-resolved polarization analysis signal
of the reflected 800nm probe beam independent of the magnetization
state, which is obtained from the sum signal [S(Hup) þ S(Hdown)] of
the balanced detection. Similar time-resolved Brillouin scattering
experiments have shown that the observed oscillations originate from
the interference of the reflected light from the traveling strain pulse in
the transparent SiO2 medium and the static interfaces.59,60 Pronounced
phase jumps in this Brillouin signal occur when the strain pulses invert
their sign due to the reflection at the SiO2/air interface.

56,61

Consequently, the strain propagation as modeled by the 1-
dimensional-linear chain model accurately predicts the timings of all

FIG. 3. Time-resolved signals from the SiO2 capped sample structure: (a) spatio-
temporal strain simulation result that highlights the occurrence of multiple echoes
from bipolar and unipolar strain pulses. Horizontal dashed lines indicate the layer
interfaces of the schematic sample geometry displayed in (e). (b) Comparison of
the strain signal from UXRD measurements and udkm1Dsim toolbox simulations.
(c) Time-resolved all-optical MOKE signal S: [S(Hup) � S(Hdown)]. The background
subtracted signal shows pronounced peaks when strain pulses traverse the SiO2/
TbFe2 interface, which are marked by vertical dashed lines. The field-independent
polarization change [S(Hup) þ S(Hdown)] shown in (d) is dominated by oscillations
of the time-resolved Brillouin scattering signal of the strain pulses within the SiO2

capping.
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Abstract We combine ultrafast X-ray
diffraction (UXRD) and time-resolved
Magneto-Optical Kerr Effect (MOKE)
measurements to monitor the strain
pulses in laser-excited TbFe2/Nb het-
erostructures. Spatial separation of the
Nb detection layer from the laser excita-
tion region allows for a background-free
characterization of the laser-generated
strain pulses. We clearly observe sym-
metric bipolar strain pulses if the ex-
cited TbFe2 surface terminates the sam-
ple and a decomposition of the strain
wavepacket into an asymmetric bipolar
and a unipolar pulse, if a SiO2 glass
capping layer covers the excited TbFe2

layer. The inverse magnetostriction of the temporally separated unipolar strain pulses in this sam-
ple leads to a MOKE signal that linearly depends on the strain pulse amplitude measured through
UXRD. Linear chain model simulations accurately predict the timing and shape of UXRD and MOKE
signals that are caused by the strain reflections from multiple interfaces in the heterostructure.

Contributions to the work

I performed the ultrafast X-ray diffraction experiments collaboratively with Alexander von Reppert
and Jan-Etienne Pudell. Together with Alexander, I evaluated and displayed the data, performed the
simulations with the udkm1D-Sim toolbox and wrote the manuscript. The timeresolved magneto-optical
Kerr-Effect measurements were conducted by Tymur Parpiiev and the samples were provided by Karine
Dumesnil and her group.

Comments

This article is the first of our group in which we actually combined UXRD and tr-MOKE results. We
were able to show that the highly magnetostrictive TbFe2 exhibits a linear response of the magnetization
with the distortion of the lattice due to strain pulses, which we monitored with the buried Nb detection
layer. The ultrasonic strain pulses arise, as it is usually the case in picosecond ultrasonics, from an
ultrafast expansion of a transducer lattice due to heat [17, 71]. In this case, the transducer is TbFe2

and the impact of the long lasting thermal expansion itself on the magnetization and consequently on
the tr-MOKE signal was not discussed in detail in the paper. In contrast, we subtracted the thermal
demagnetization background in the publication to filter out the coherent dynamics. However, I will now
present a more complete investigation about the thermal dynamics of the lattice and the spin system
with the assumption of linear inverse magnetostriction. With this, I can attribute a portion of the de-
magnetization to magnetostriction due to thermal expansion and the remaining part of the tr-MOKE
signal to exactly two exponential decays with significantly different timescales which can be thought to
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be two distinct spin heat flows.

To do so, I used the UXRD measurements of TbFe2 and Nb presented in the paper to create a spatio-
temporal strain map ε(z, t), which attributes a relative change of the lattice constant to any given point
in space and time. This is done by fitting the data with the one-dimensional model of masses and springs
of the udkm1Dsim-toolbox as displayed and discussed in the paper [39, 40]. An excerpt of the strain
map is depicted in Fig. I.1c) next to the sample structure for orientation in Fig. I.1b). Assuming a linear
dependence of the magnetization, and thus the tr-MOKE signal, on the strain, I weighted the strain map
with the penetration profile of the tr-MOKE probe S(z) := e(−z−d1)/ξ, where z = 0 is the sample surface,
z increases with the depth, d1 = 882 nm is the Silicium Dioxide (SiO2) layer thickness and ξ = 18 nm
the tr-MOKE probe penetration depth, see Fig. I.1d). Since the intensity of the probe decreases with
increasing depth, the sensitivity of the probe decreases accordingly. The penetration profile S(z) thus
acts as a sensitivity function to scale the measureable response in the tr-MOKE experiment, similar to
the work of my colleague Tymur Parpiiev [50]. Subsequently, I integrated the weighted strain map over
the TbFe2 layer, from z = d1 to z = d1 + d2, which results in the time dependent signal IME depicted in
blue in Fig. I.1a). Immediately one recognizes the qualitative similarities between IME and the tr-MOKE
signal, which are the exponential-like decay as well as the timing and relative amplitude of local extrema
due to the strain pulses. With that, IME denotes the magnetoacoustic contribution to the tr-MOKE
signal, assuming a linear inverse magnetostriction. Moreover, it is possible to fit the tr-MOKE signal
completely by first scaling IME (blue transient) by the amplitude of the local strain pulse extrema at 300
and 600 ps seen in the tr-MOKE signal (black transient). Secondly, the difference IME and the tr-MOKE
signal can be fitted by the sum of two exponential terms A · e−t/τ1 +B · e−t/τ2 with A = 0.56, B = 0.36,
τ1 = 81 ps and τ2 = 830 ps. As a crosscheck, the sum of IME and the two exponential functions is
displayed (red) in Fig. I.1a) and precisely fits the tr-MOKE signal qualitatively and quantitatively.

Figure I.1: a): Timeresolved signatures of the tr-MOKE measurement in black, the convolution of the
strain map ε(z, t) inside the TbFe2 layer (d1 < z < d1 +d2) with the sensitivity function of the tr-MOKE
probe (e(−z−d1)/ξ) in blue and with the addition of two exponential fitting terms in red. The convolution
and the tr-MOKE signal are scaled to the amplitudes of the strain pulse echoes at 300 and 600 ps.
b): Sketch of the sample structure along the depth (z), giving the material compositions and layer
thicknesses. c): Spatio-temporal strain map ε(z, t) d): Sketch of the sensitivity function in green, where
ξ is the optical penetration depth of the tr-MOKE probe and d1 and d2 are the layer thicknesses of SiO2

and TbFe2, respectively.
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With this, I show that upon femtosecond laser excitation a significant portion of the magnetization
change in TbFe2 measured by tr-MOKE is rationalized by thermal expansion, which matches similar
contemporary studies [82]. The ultrafast de- and remagnetization is a combination of inverse magne-
tostriction manifesting by thermal expansion of the lattice as well as thermal dynamics of the spin system
itself. Accounting for the magnetization changes due to inverse magnetostriction, I found a two-fold ex-
ponential remagnetization with timescales differing by an order of magnitude, explicitly 81 and 830 ps,
which contribute comparably in their amplitude. A possible explanation for two different timescales is
the distinction between a spin heat flow deeper into the sample due to a spatial heat gradient and an
energy conversion of spin heat into phonon or lattice heating. Regardless, this example consolidates
the importance of monitoring the strain in addition to the magnetization in magnetostrictive materials
on an ultrafast timescale. Otherwise, one runs the risk of missinterpreting tr-MOKE transients as sole
responses of the magnetic subsystem.

On a much different note, this paper presents interesting possibilities for the research field of picosecond
ultrasonics. With the present choice of thin film arrangement (SiO2/TbFe2/ Nb/Al2O3), it is possible
to create unipolar strain pulses arriving at equidistant times after an initial asymmetrical bipolar strain
pulse. The shape of a strain pulse originating from a thin film transducer (TbFe2) after femtosecond laser
excitation is usually bipolar and symmetrical. Putting a transparent capping layer (SiO2) on top of the
transducer prevents an unhindered expansion of the transducer layer surface. The transducer pushes the
capping layer right after excitation, injecting a compressive unipolar strain pulse into the capping layer,
which is reflected back and forth injecting fractions of itself into the transducer each roundtrip. The
energy stored in the injected unipolar strain pulse is missing in the initial bipolar strain pulse, which ex-
plains its asymmetry. In the case of the SiO2/TbFe2-interface, the reflection and transmission coefficients
of strain waves are roughly 50%. Another combination of acoustic impedances, the product of mass den-
sity and sound velocity Z = ρvsound, would yield different coefficients and thus other strain transients [78].

On a final note, we also discussed the amplitude of the strain pulses besides the shape and timing
of the strain signatures. As written in the publication, we were not able to fit our dissipation free mod-
elling simultaneously to the strain amplitude in TbFe2 and Nb and addressed that by acoustic damping
and scattering. In the more recent publication VI, we show that the strain data of the Nb-layer of
this publication is actually underestimated by up to 25%, because of the measurement routine of the
reciprocal space slicing, see Sec. 2.1.1. However, this detail does not impact any drawn conclusions,
interpretations or results.
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ABSTRACT

We combine ultrafast X-ray diffraction (UXRD) and time-resolved Magneto-Optical Kerr Effect (MOKE) measurements to monitor the
strain pulses in laser-excited TbFe2/Nb heterostructures. Spatial separation of the Nb detection layer from the laser excitation region allows
for a background-free characterization of the laser-generated strain pulses. We clearly observe symmetric bipolar strain pulses if the excited
TbFe2 surface terminates the sample and a decomposition of the strain wavepacket into an asymmetric bipolar and a unipolar pulse, if a SiO2

glass capping layer covers the excited TbFe2 layer. The inverse magnetostriction of the temporally separated unipolar strain pulses in this
sample leads to a MOKE signal that linearly depends on the strain pulse amplitude measured through UXRD. Linear chain model simula-
tions accurately predict the timing and shape of UXRD and MOKE signals that are caused by the strain reflections from multiple interfaces
in the heterostructure.

VC 2019 Author(s). All article content, except where otherwise noted, is licensed under a Creative Commons Attribution (CC BY) license (http://
creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/). https://doi.org/10.1063/1.5084140

I. INTRODUCTION

The generation, propagation, and detection of laser-induced
strain waves contain rich physics that has been studied extensively
since the seminal work of Thomsen et al., which exploited photoelas-
ticity for detection.1,2 Ingenious all-optical probing schemes for GHz
to THz phonons have since then been used to investigate strain waves
in multiple materials,3–6 vibrational modes of nanoparticles,7 shear
waves,8 nonlinear propagation effects,9,10 and acoustic solitons.11,12

Strain waves that originate from coherent phonon excitation can attain
transient stresses on the order of GPa, which have been shown to
interact with other phenomena such as phase transitions,13,14 quantum
well bandgaps,15 piezo-16/ferroelectricity,17 and magnetism.18–22 Such
interactions are not only of fundamental interest but may also become
relevant for applications as soon as the understanding allows for
controllability.23,24

In order to study the response to pure strain pulses, it is beneficial
to spatially separate the laser excited transducer from the probed layer.
The inherent limitation given by the finite optical penetration of the
visible light in the transducer is often circumvented by backside prob-
ing schemes.10,21 The development of (sub)-picosecond hard X-ray
diffraction has opened the possibility to directly obtain the time-
resolved strain amplitude25–28 with penetration depths in the few mm
regime. The separation of the layer peaks in reciprocal space allows for
material specific probing of the energy flow29,30 and strain evolu-
tion31,32 in nanoscopic, crystalline heterostructures.

The envisioned manipulation of the polarization and magnetiza-
tion states in ferroic materials via strain relies on a strong coupling
between spin or electronic degrees of freedom and the atomic lattice.23,33

In this regard, rare-earth-based alloys such as Terfenol (TbFe2) have
attracted attention due to the discovery of “giant magnetostriction,”34,35
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i.e., lattice strains in excess of 10�3 caused by magnetization change.
Among the binary rare-earth alloys, TbFe2 exhibits the largest magneto-
striction.36 It combines the large exchange interaction of the 3d orbital
in Iron (Fe) with the large magnetic moment of 9lB per Tb atom and
the large spin-orbit coupling associated with 4f orbitals. The exchange
coupling results in a ferrimagnetic alignment of the Fe and Tb moments
with the Curie point (TC � 700K) considerably above room tempera-
ture.37 TbFe2 crystallizes in a cubic C15 Laves phase structure, where the
h111i-direction is the magnetic easy axis, which can be modeled by the
cubic crystalline anisotropy constants K1 ¼ �1.2 � 108 erg/cm3 and K2

¼ 2.08 � 107 erg/cm3.38 The resulting high coercivity is often reduced
for application purposes by introducing Dy (h001i easy axis) to obtain
the ternary alloy Terfenol-D (TbxDy1�xFe2). The desired low coercivity
with large magnetostriction that is favorable for magneto-acoustic trans-
duction applications can be tailored by different ratios x, where x¼ 0.27
is found to be optimal at room temperature.39 Despite the potentially
rich, coupled magnetization, and lattice dynamics in this magnetostric-
tive ferrimagnet, there have been only a few reports8,23 that aim at quan-
tifying and correlating the strain evolution and its coupling to the
magnetization by time-resolved measurements in binary rare-earth
alloys.

Here, we display the different capabilities of table-top ultrafast X-
ray diffraction (UXRD) and all-optical methods to probe the strain
propagation and evolution in a layered magnetostrictive heterostruc-
ture. Femtosecond laser pulses are used to excite the rare-earth alloy
TbFe2, which serves as a transducer for strain waves into adjacent
layers. UXRD measurements observe the arrival and shape of the
strain waves in a thin, buried detection layer. From this, we extract the
stress profile that generates the strain wave in the inhomogeneously
excited TbFe2 layer. The timings of the observed experimental features
are rationalized by modeling the strain propagation in this multilayer
sample using a 1-dimensional linear chain model of masses and
springs. The modeling is shown to be particularly useful when the
transducer is capped by a transparent layer so that the conventional
symmetric bipolar strain pulse is split into an asymmetric bipolar pulse
travelling into the transducer and a unipolar strain pulse that is
reflected at the sample-surface after a time determined by the trans-
parent layer thickness. Complementary to the UXRD data, we employ
an all-optical polarization sensitive measurement that probes the strain
propagation in a transparent silica (SiO2) acoustic delay line. Time-
resolved magneto-optical-Kerr-effect (MOKE) measurements are
shown to be a very sensitive probe for the arrival of the multiple strain
echoes at the top of the laser-excited TbFe2 layer, which can be used to
complement the bulk sensitive UXRD.

II. EXPERIMENTAL DETAILS

We investigate laser-excited samples that consist of (110) ori-
ented Terfenol (TbFe2) layers grown by MBE on (1121) oriented
Sapphire (Al2O3) with a buried Niobium (Nb) (110) buffer layer as
previously described.38,40 The basic sample structure is only capped by
a 2nm thin protective Titanium (Ti) layer, which does not signifi-
cantly contribute to the experimental transients. We therefore refer to
sample 1 as uncapped. The second sample was instead capped with an
885nm thick amorphous silica (SiO2) layer. The UXRD measure-
ments are carried out at a laser-driven, plasma-based diffraction setup
(PXS) that supplies 200 fs X-ray pulses at Cu Ka-energy.

41 The table-
top laser-pump X-ray-probe setup uses p-polarized excitation pulses at

a central wavelength of 800nm, with a 1 kHz repetition rate and a full
width at half maximum spot size of a 2-dimensional Gaussian function
of 1.4mm � 1.5mm for the laser pulses and 0.3mm � 0.3mm spot
size of the X-ray pulses. Using the top-hat approximation with the 1/e
width for the laser excitation profile and the pulse energy, we calculate
the fluence for the TbFe2 and Nb experiments, respectively. The
pump-fluence at the Nb angle is approximately 4% larger compared to
the TbFe2 experiments since the 1.6� larger diffraction angle leads to a
smaller laser footprint, whereas the Fresnel reflection coefficient for
the p-polarized laser light decreases by approximately 1.4%.

A representative reciprocal-space map (RSM) of the uncapped
sample structure obtained at the PXS alongside the static X-ray diffrac-
tion curve and the temporal evolution of the material specific Bragg
peaks are displayed in Fig. 1. In the probed RSM volume, we find three
separated peaks with their maximum intensity at the out-of-plane
reciprocal space coordinate qz ¼ 2.42 Å�1, 2.64 Å�1, and 2.69 Å�1,
which are attributed to TbFe2 (220), Al2O3 (1121), and Nb (110),
respectively, according to their bulk lattice plane spacings. The layer
thicknesses set by the sample growth are 500nm TbFe2 on top of
50 nm Nb and 330mmAl2O3 as schematically depicted in Fig. 1(e).

The TbFe2 diffraction peak is significantly broadened along the
in-plane reciprocal space coordinate qx compared to the instrument
function limited Al2O3 substrate peak. This is a hallmark for micro-
crystalline domains that in this case exhibit a large mosaic spread of
1.5� around the bulk diffraction angle,40 very similar to previously
reported UXRD experiments on ferroelectric samples.42,43 The pres-
ence of such structural imperfections in the TbFe2 becomes evident by
comparison to the diffraction peak of the Nb layer, which exhibits a
much smaller width in qx. The blue and orange lines in Fig. 1(b) repre-
sent the reciprocal space slices that are probed in our setup for two
fixed angles of incidence (AOI) x that are chosen to be selectively sen-
sitive to the TbFe2 and Nb lattice strains, respectively.

The combination of an optic that focuses X-rays onto the sample
with a convergence of Dx � 0.3� (Montel optic from Layertec) and an
X-ray area pixel detector (Dectris PILATUS-100k) allows for swift
data acquisition that avoids time-consuming mesh scans of the AOI
(x) and the diffraction angle (h). Each pixel of the X-ray area detector
is mapped to reciprocal space coordinates qx and qz using the mapping
routine described in a previous publication,42 which is applicable in
the thin film regime. Using this fixed angle detection scheme, the flux
of 106 photons/s incident on the sample is sufficient to probe the evo-
lution of the material specific diffraction peaks and the laser excited
heterostructure with subpicosecond time resolution within few hours.
The X-ray diffraction curves of the unexcited sample at the Nb and
TbFe2 AOI are indicated by orange and blue solid lines in Fig. 1(a)
and their time evolution is represented by Figs. 1(c) and 1(d) for Nb
and TbFe2, respectively. The dashed lines in Figs. 1(c) and 1(d) indi-
cate the temporal evolution of the peak center that is extracted by fit-
ting the diffraction signal with a Gaussian line profile at each delay.
This extracted Bragg peak position in reciprocal space is inversely pro-
portional to the lattice constant d of the material via qz;Fit tð Þ ¼ 2p

dFit tð Þ.

UXRD thus probes the time-resolved strain e tð Þ, defined as the change
of the average lattice constant d relative to the unexcited sample

e ¼ d tð Þ�d t< 0ð Þ
d t< 0ð Þ . The presented UXRD measurements were carried out

without the external magnetic field. The application of static magnetic
fields on the order of l0H ¼ 500mT in- and out-of-plane only leads
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to minor modification of the UXRD signals consistent with a slightly
increased sound velocity.

III. ANALYSIS AND DISCUSSION OF THE RESULTS
A. Signatures from the sample without SiO2 capping

Before discussing the transient strain of the SiO2 capped Terfenol
(TbFe2) structures, it is instructive to rationalize the signals seen in the
UXRD experiment on the uncapped sample 1 that is schematically
depicted in Fig. 1(e) for a fluence of 12.7mJ/cm2 and 13.3mJ/cm2 for
the TbFe2 and Nb, respectively. At first we discuss the strain evolution
in the directly excited, approximately 500nm thick TbFe2 layer shown
in Fig. 2(a). The blue data points show the experimentally obtained
strain from Gaussian fits to the diffraction curves. The representative
fits and raw time-resolved data from Figs. 1(c) and 1(d) are shown in
Fig. S1 of the supplementary material. Beyond 20ps, we observe an
expansion that manifests in a shift of the diffraction peaks to smaller
qz. Within the first 20 ps, one observes a transient shift of the majority
of the Bragg peak to larger qz, which coincides with the appearance of
a shoulder at smaller qz. Between 40 and 80ps, we detect a pro-
nounced, triangular shaped strain increase and subsequent decrease in
addition to an overall rising background.

No background is observed in the strain response of the 50nm
thin, buried Nb layer displayed in Fig. 2(b). The strain in the Nb layer
is close to zero up to 4 ns (not shown), except for the very pronounced,
nearly symmetric bipolar strain pulse that starts with a contraction at
approximately 90 ps, reverses sign at 117 ps, and ceases at approxi-
mately 150 ps. The diffraction peak evolution of the thin Nb layer dis-
played in Fig. 1(c) exhibits a large peak shift that corresponds to a

FIG. 1. Characterization of sample 1 via
X-ray diffraction: (a) slice of the reciprocal
space map shown in (b) at qx ¼ 0 (black
line). The blue and orange lines in (a) cor-
respond to the probed reciprocal slice
when using the convergent beam of the
X-ray focusing optic and area detector at
the lab-based diffraction setup at a fixed
angle of incidence. (c) and (d) depict the
temporal evolution of the Nb and TbFe2
peak at 13.3 mJ/cm2, respectively, with
the fitted peak position indicated by
dashed lines. (e) Schematic depiction of
the uncapped sample structure.

FIG. 2. Transient strain signatures of sample 1 without SiO2 capping: (a) and (b)
display transient strains extracted from the average peak shift via Gaussian line-
shape fits and the simulated strain response using the udkm1Dsim toolbox as lines.
The dashed line in (a) corresponds to a model with a full single-crystalline TbFe2
layer whereas the solid line takes a disordered TbFe2 layer at the TbFe2/Nb inter-
face into account. Inset (c) depicts the transient strain pulse in the Nb layer normal-
ized to the different excitation fluences.
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strain amplitude of 1.5&, which is only present during a short time
window. The inset (c) in Fig. 2 shows the strain oscillation in Nb for
different pump fluences, normalized to the fluence of the laser pulses.
Since the transient strain curves nearly coincide, our data evidence a
linear fluence dependence for this strain oscillation feature in Nb up to
13.3 mJ/cm2.

The interpretation of the UXRD data from the thick TbFe2 layer
is based on the insights into ultrafast lattice response of photoexcited
thin films studied by UXRD, which were previously discussed by
Schick et al.44 The laser illumination leads to the excitation of coherent
and incoherent phonons, which superimpose in the strain response of
the absorbing layer.2 The strain pulse composed of the coherent excita-
tion of phonons subsequently propagates at the longitudinal acoustic
phonon velocity whereas the thermal energy leaves the excited layer by
a slower diffusion process.

Our experiment represents the limiting case of an inhomogene-
ously excited transducer since the TbFe2 layer thickness is approxi-
mately 25 times larger than the 19.9 nm light intensity penetration
depth at 800nm, which we obtain from ellipsometry measurements
using a commercial setup and analyzing software (SENTECH), as dis-
cussed in Sec. III of the supplementary material. The appearance of a
marked shoulder in the TbFe2 diffraction signal on the lower qz side
for the main diffraction in Fig. 1(d) signals the existence of a highly
strained surface layer on top of the nearly unperturbed TbFe2. Schick
et al.44 have analyzed in detail that the exponential stress profile origi-
nating from inhomogeneous laser heating leads to an initial compres-
sion of the majority of the layer. Since the Gaussian fit is most sensitive
to the central region of the diffraction peak, we observe the leading
compressive strain front as a shift of the Bragg peak maximum to
larger angles in the first 15 ps. When the free surface expansion propa-
gates into the material at the speed of sound, the strong expansive com-
ponent finally shifts the Bragg peak maximum to smaller angles. We
attribute the remaining slope to the heat transport that equilibrates the
inhomogeneous temperature profile within the TbFe2 layer on a time-
scale of hundreds of picoseconds to several nanoseconds.

The strain response of the Nb layer seen in Fig. 2(b) confirms
that the thermal transport occurs mainly within the TbFe2 layer since
we observe no thermal expansion that would appear as a background
within our 4 ns measurement window. The bipolar strain pulse marks
the delayed passage of the coherently excited phonon wave packet,
which is launched at the sample-air interface, through the buried Nb
layer. The detected diffraction peak shift of the 50 nm thick detection
layer thus shows a background-free signal of the strain pulse, consist-
ing of a compressive leading edge, which is followed by an expansive
trailing edge as it is known from previous picosecond acoustic investi-
gations.2,45 The smaller layer thickness leads to higher average strain
signals and sharper features as compared to the strain detected in the
thick transducer layer.

The signature of the exit of the bipolar strain pulse from the
probed TbFe2 layer is an increase in the average layer strain followed
by a decrease back to the thermal expansion background since the
leading compressive edge exits while the trailing expansive part is still
in the layer. In our experiment, we observe a pronounced delay
between the exit of the strain wave from the TbFe2 layer, at approxi-
mately 40 ps and its arrival in the adjacent Nb at 90 ps. This 50 ps delay
of the signatures can only be rationalized if the strain pulse traverses a
TbFe2 layer that does not contribute significantly to the X-ray

diffraction signal. Using vsound ¼ 3.94 nm/ps, known for polycrystal-
line TbFe2,

46 this corresponds to a layer with a thickness of approxi-
mately 187nm TbFe2 that has a considerably different texture.
Structural inhomogeneities are in-line with the mosaic peak broaden-
ing and the comparably small X-ray diffraction intensity of the TbFe2
peak. The existence of a structurally imperfect interface layer at the
TbFe2-Nb interface is further supported by Atomic Force microscopy
measurements that observed that the rare-earth alloy layer growth
proceeds first as separated 3-dimensional islands that only coalesce to
form a continuous film for thicknesses on the order of 100nm and
above.38 The large in-plane lattice-constant mismatch of 11.6%
between the underlying Nb template and the TbFe2 is reduced by a
thin FeNb layer but is probably the origin for the large mosaicity and
for the limited coherence length along the growth direction,47 which
amounts to 50nm in the present TbFe2 film.

Modeling the excitation and propagation of picosecond acoustic
strain pulses is achieved by solving the partial differential equation for
the time-dependent local strain in which the given spatio-temporal
stress profile acts as source term.2,44,48 The thin film geometry reduces
this to a 1-dimensional problem as the laser excitation spot is
much larger than the film thickness of the nanostructure and the
probed X-ray spot. Numerical solutions for the strain evolution in
nanoscopic layers are frequently applied in nanoscopic heterostructure
geometries where multiple interface reflections complicate analytical
solutions.32,48,49 In Figs. 2(a) and 2(b), we compare the UXRD data to
simulation results obtained with the udkm1Dsim toolbox package that
we used to calculate the time-resolved strain response based on a linear
chain model of masses and springs. Although details of the software
are given in the reference publication,50 we briefly outline the work-
flow of the modeling. Upon input of the thermophysical material
properties and the known sample geometry that are listed in Table I of
the supplementary material, we first calculate the absorbed optical
energy density and temperature profiles according to the heat diffusion
equation51 with unit cell resolution. The resulting spatio-temporal
temperature profile represents the thermoelastic stress that drives a
linear chain of masses and springs, where the masses represent indi-
vidual unit cells. In the last simulation step, the obtained time-resolved
strains are used as an input for the computation of the time-
dependent dynamical X-ray diffraction signal.52 The resulting diffrac-
tion peaks are fitted with a Gaussian line profile to yield the strain sig-
nal displayed as lines in Figs. 2(a) and 2(b).

The dashed line in Fig. 2(a) shows the modeled strain of a structur-
ally perfect 436nm thick TbFe2 layer on top of a 50nm Nb layer
attached to an Al2O3 substrate. The simulation data represented by the
solid line assume only 249nm structurally perfect TbFe2 on top of a
187nm TbFe2 layer with substantial disorder. The improved fit of the
model regarding the triangular feature beginning at 40ps substantiates
the evidence for a structurally different TbFe2 layer at the Nb interface.
The total TbFe2 layer thickness is determined by the arrival time of the
bipolar strain pulse in Nb using the directionally averaged speed of
sound of vsound ¼ 3.94nm/ps for polycrystalline TbFe2,

46 due to the
lack of exact elastic constants for single-crystalline TbFe2. Despite the
agreement between the simulated and experimental strains in the TbFe2
layer, the simulation substantially overestimates the bipolar strain pulse
amplitude in the Nb layer. This may be accounted for by taking into
account a slowly rising stress profile in TbFe2 and acoustic damping as
well as scattering of the coherent phonons at the interface.53–55
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B. Signals in the SiO2 capped sample

The central experimental result of this work is summarized in
Fig. 3. Here, we combine the experimental results from a sample
capped by an amorphous SiO2 layer as sketched in the inset of Fig.
3(e). Figure 3(a) shows the spatio-temporal strain profile that
is obtained within the linear chain model for the second sample struc-
ture with the stacking sequence 882 nm SiO2 / 342nm TbFe2 / 50 nm
Nb /Al2O3 substrate, which is solved by the udkm1Dsim toolbox.50

Red and blue colors correspond to regions of expansive and compres-
sive strain, respectively. One observes that the expansion of the laser-
heated region slowly spreads as the heat diffuses within the TbFe2 layer.
Now, the bipolar strain pulse that is launched towards the substrate is
clearly asymmetric, where a large-amplitude leading compressive part is
followed by a smaller expansive tail. In addition, a unipolar compression
pulse propagates in the SiO2 capping layer towards the surface where it
is converted into an expansion. The simulated strain in Fig. 3(a) clarifies
that for a very thin capping layer, the expansive unipolar wave reflected

at the surface would superimpose with the small expansive tail of the
asymmetric bipolar wave to form the symmetric bipolar wave observed
in sample 1, see Fig. 2. Multiple reflections of the strain pulses occur at
the material interfaces indicated by horizontal dashed lines where the
reflection and transmission arise due to the acoustic impedance mis-
match.2,56,57 A direct comparison of the simulation results is presented
in Sec. IV of the supplementary material.

The occurrence of multiple unipolar strain pulse echoes that tra-
verse the TbFe2 and Nb layers at different timings is readily seen in the
UXRD data presented in Fig. 3(b). The modeled average strain shown
as solid lines accurately predicts the timing and shape of the observed
features but the amplitude of the Nb strain is substantially overesti-
mated. This may indicate a finite electron-phonon-coupling time and
scattering of the coherent phonons in TbFe2 from structural imperfec-
tions, which are both not captured in the current modeling. The pre-
sented UXRD data were obtained under identical excitation
conditions as the experiments on the uncapped sample except for the
larger pump-fluence 24.6mJ/cm2, which leads to an increase in the
detected strain amplitudes.

In the following, we discuss the results of time-resolved MOKE
measurements, which probe the change of the polarization state of the
probe light upon reflection due to the permanent magnetization of the
sample. The measurement displayed in Fig. 3(c) was carried out close
to the polar MOKE geometry with an external out-of-plane magnetic
field of l0H¼ 800mT using 200 fs laser pulses at a central wavelength
of approximately 800nm, a repetition rate of 250 kHz, and a pump
fluence of approximately 2.7 mJ/cm2. In these measurements, the dif-
ference of the polarization changes for opposite external field orienta-
tions [S(Hup) � S(Hdown)] is probed using the reflection of 800nm
probe-light-pulses analyzed by a half-wave plate in combination with
a Wollaston-prism and a balanced photo-diode. Lock-in detection
using an acousto-optical modulation of the pump beam intensity at
50 kHz was employed. The resulting polar MOKE signal displayed as a
solid grey line essentially probes the out-of-plane magnetization com-
ponent of the TbFe2 layer within the 19.9 nm optical penetration depth
and is probably sensitive to the Fe sub-lattice.58 Subtraction of the
slowly varying thermal background approximated by a double-
exponential decay (red line) from the MOKE signal (grey line) reveals
multiple sharp peaks in the residual black curve. By comparison with
the linear chain model results in Fig. 3(a), it becomes obvious that the
observed features occur at the time when the longitudinal strain pulse
echoes traverse the top few nanometers of the TbFe2 layer given by the
penetration depth of the probe pulse. Note that the sign of the peaks
correlates with the sign of the (unipolar) strain-pulse echoes and that
even the small reflections from the TbFe2/Nb interface produce
observable MOKE signatures at around 180, 485, and 790 ps.

Figure 3(d) displays the time-resolved polarization analysis signal
of the reflected 800nm probe beam independent of the magnetization
state, which is obtained from the sum signal [S(Hup) þ S(Hdown)] of
the balanced detection. Similar time-resolved Brillouin scattering
experiments have shown that the observed oscillations originate from
the interference of the reflected light from the traveling strain pulse in
the transparent SiO2 medium and the static interfaces.59,60 Pronounced
phase jumps in this Brillouin signal occur when the strain pulses invert
their sign due to the reflection at the SiO2/air interface.

56,61

Consequently, the strain propagation as modeled by the 1-
dimensional-linear chain model accurately predicts the timings of all

FIG. 3. Time-resolved signals from the SiO2 capped sample structure: (a) spatio-
temporal strain simulation result that highlights the occurrence of multiple echoes
from bipolar and unipolar strain pulses. Horizontal dashed lines indicate the layer
interfaces of the schematic sample geometry displayed in (e). (b) Comparison of
the strain signal from UXRD measurements and udkm1Dsim toolbox simulations.
(c) Time-resolved all-optical MOKE signal S: [S(Hup) � S(Hdown)]. The background
subtracted signal shows pronounced peaks when strain pulses traverse the SiO2/
TbFe2 interface, which are marked by vertical dashed lines. The field-independent
polarization change [S(Hup) þ S(Hdown)] shown in (d) is dominated by oscillations
of the time-resolved Brillouin scattering signal of the strain pulses within the SiO2

capping.
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the experimental signals we observed in this heterostructure. We have
employed a single temperature model for the driving stress on the lat-
tice. This certainly oversimplifies the equilibration process of the
electron-, lattice-, and spin-subsystems to occur instantaneously. A
detailed analysis of the dynamics prior to the equilibration is beyond
the scope of the current investigation as it requires the knowledge of
the thermophysical properties for each sub-system as well as the cou-
pling constants of this largely unexplored material.

C. Experimental results from the buried detection
layer

In the henceforth presented data analysis, we put the focus on the
qualitative and quantitative information that can be directly extracted
from the UXRD signal in the buried Nb detection layer. In Fig. 4(a),
we see that the normalized, background-subtracted MOKE signal orig-
inating from TbFe2 matches the normalized Nb strain when shifted by
84 ps, which is the longitudinal acoustic propagation time through the
TbFe2 layer. This agreement proves a linear relation between the lattice
strain and the observed MOKE signal. The slight discrepancies at 485
and 790 ps probably originate from the fact that the MOKE signal
results from a superposition of the strain pulses reflected at the surface
and at the TbFe2/Nb interface, which traverse the top TbFe2 layer
simultaneously [see Fig. 3(a)]. Since only part of the reflection at the
TbFe2/Nb interface is again reflected at the TbFe2/SiO2 interface, the
Nb layer senses a different strain wave composition. It will be impor-
tant for future experiments investigating the interaction of shear waves
with the magnetization to accurately identify also the small longitudi-
nal acoustic pulse echoes in such multilayered structures. Previous
picosecond acoustic investigations in magnetic samples have observed
that strain pulses can exert a torque on the sample magnetization ~M
via a transient modification of the crystalline anisotropy, often result-
ing in a damped precessional motion of ~M .18,62,63 Although a torque
on the magnetization by the strain pulse is expected, the absence of
precessional oscillations challenges the theoretical interpretation of the

observed MOKE signal based on the Landau-Lifshitz-Gilbert model.
Crystalline defects in the TbFe2, resulting in small magnetic domains,63

in combination with a magneto-crystalline anisotropy and damping
could drastically suppress the coherent precessional signal. The signal
might have contributions from a modulation of the reflectivity driven
by the photoelastic effect;21 however, the reflectivity signal does not
exhibit significant spikes at the echo positions. In any case, the striking
resemblance of the detected strain pulses in the Nb layer to extracted
features in the MOKE measurements demonstrates a high sensitivity
of MOKE for probing strain pulses arriving at the TbFe2 surface.

In Fig. 4(b), we compare the initial bipolar strain pulses from the
capped and uncapped samples, normalized to their compressive part.
We observe that the leading, compressive parts coincide, whereas the
expansive parts in the SiO2 capped sample 2 are strongly reduced. The
black dashed line indicates a single exponential fit to the falling edge of
the compressive strain with a time constant of 4.6 ps, which translates
to a spatial extension of approximately 18nm using vsound¼ 3.94nm/ps.
This value provides an estimation of the spatial extension of the driving
stress profile.3,64 This matches the optical penetration depth obtained
from ellipsometry, which shows that potential hot-electron diffusion
does not substantially increase the excitation profile length.

The evolution of the unipolar strain pulse within the SiO2 cap-
ping is shown in Fig. 4(c), where we compare the first and second uni-
polar strain echoes that traverse the Nb layer at 396 ps and 695 ps to
the initial pulse launched into the SiO2 capping. The latter is extracted
from the difference between the bipolar strain pulses observed on the
capped and uncapped samples. In this analysis, we assume that the
laser generated stress profile is identical in the capped and uncapped
TbFe2 samples and that the difference of the initially detected bipolar
strain pulse seen in Fig. 4(b) originates solely from partial reflection of
the expansion at the top TbFe2 interface. The FWHM of the detected
strain signals increases from 9 to 16 and 21ps. The modeling does not
include any broadening mechanisms and reports echoes with a con-
stant width of 8 ps FWHM. Anharmonic interactions in the lattice
potential have been shown to change the shape and broaden high
amplitude coherent phonon wavepackets.65 Contributions from the
SiO2 surface roughness should also be taken into account.

IV. CONCLUSION

In this work, we have combined multiple techniques to follow the
trajectory of strain pulses that are generated by femtosecond laser
pulses exploiting the giant magnetostriction material Terfenol (TbFe2)
as a transducer. MOKEmeasurements in TbFe2 are shown to provide a
surface sensitive method to probe strain pulses at the top of the metallic
TbFe2 that is complementary to bulk sensitive X-ray diffraction.

Probing the strain pulse in a thin, buried detection layer adjacent
to an optically opaque transducer via UXRD allows for a characteri-
zation of the coherent strain pulse separately from heat expansion
without frontside-pump backside-probe schemes. By detecting the
strain pulse in the buried and perfect Nb layer, we demonstrate how
UXRD can clearly locate the structurally imperfect fraction of the
TbFe2 layer in this opaque heterostructure. Contrary to all-optical
methods, UXRD provides a quantitative measure of the average lat-
tice strain that does not require detailed knowledge of photo
elastic coefficients and optical properties. In combination with 1-
dimensional-linear chain models, UXRD can provide quantitative
information on realistic strains with unit cell resolution, which can be

FIG. 4. Analysis of the strain pulse signatures: (a) comparison of the coherent pho-
non strain contribution seen in the MOKE and UXRD signal, scaled to the maximum
amplitude and shifted to overlap in time. (b) Comparison of the initial asymmetric
bipolar strain pulse in the capped sample 2 and the symmetric bipolar strain in the
uncapped sample 1, to an exponential fit with a time-constant of 4.56 ps. (c)
Evolution of the strain pulse after passing the SiO2 layer multiple times.
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used as input for modeling strain-assisted magnetization switching
approaches.23 The obtained maximum strain amplitude in TbFe2 of
2& is well below the deterministic switching limit of a few percent
strain, but the local heating substantially lowers the anisotropy66 as it
is known from heat-assisted magnetic recording schemes.

The combination of MOKE and UXRD outlines a potential path
towards an experimental calibration of the magneto-elastic coefficient,
i.e., the magnetization change per strain amplitude for picosecond
acoustic pulses. Such a quantity is not only relevant for testing funda-
mental research that models magneto-elastic couplings but also repre-
sents a valuable input for application-oriented research.

We believe that probing the strain-pulse in a buried detection
layer is a versatile method for studying the stress generation profile as
it separates coherent from incoherent phonon excitations. It will be
especially useful in situations where multiple mechanisms with differ-
ent spatial or temporal characteristics superimpose in the strain gener-
ation process as it is the case in (anti-)ferromagnetic67,68 materials.
The use of an acoustic delay line further introduces the possibility to
study the evolution of the strain pulse shape and to calibrate the mag-
netization response to unipolar compression and expansion pulses.
This will support important future steps towards a full understanding
of the demagnetization process especially in high-anisotropy, giant
magnetostriction materials. A combination of time-resolved probes
that monitor different degrees of freedom within the same experiment
will foster the understanding of the intricate couplings between
electron-, spin-, and lattice systems in solids, which forms the basis for
many useful devices.

SUPPLEMENTARY MATERIAL

See supplementary material for the details of the time evolution of
the TbFe2 and Nb Bragg peaks (S1) and the material parameters used
in the modeling (S2). Furthermore, we provide the complex index of
refraction and the resulting optical properties that were extracted from
spectroscopic ellipsometry on the uncapped TbFe2 sample (S3) as well
as a section that compares the modeling results for the strain propaga-
tion in the capped and uncapped samples (S4).
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acoustics; however, optical detection schemes often probe the wave
returning back to the surface after a reflection.1,2,5

UXRD experiments can monitor the bipolar strain pulse travers-
ing a buried detection layer: The classical bipolar wave first leads to a
negative average strain in this layer and before it turns positive, a zero
average strain indicates equal expansive and contractive parts in this
layer.35,66 The nearly bipolar shape of the Nb strain in Fig. 3(b) within
the first 75 ps is characteristic of a symmetric strain pulse that is gener-
ated by a total stress that rises fast compared to the strain-propagation
time through the laser-excited transducer. Echos of the laser-generated
picosecond strain pulses that occur due to the partial reflection at the
layer interfaces lead to a damped oscillation of the average strain in the
Dy transducer and a second bipolar feature in the Nb detection layer
between 80 ps and 125 ps.

In addition to these signatures of the coherent phonon wave
packets, we observe a slowly increasing strain that originates from the
excitation of incoherent phonons in the materials. This thermal expan-
sion contribution of the excited Dy transducer is observed to decay on
a nanosecond timescale by heat diffusion toward the substrate. This
diffusion leads to a transient thermal expansion in the Nb detection
layer that exhibits its maximum at approximately 1 ns after the

excitation. To highlight the contribution of heat transport to the Nb
expansion, we added dashed lines and shaded areas to Fig. 3(b). These
lines are all scaled copies AðTÞ�gheatðtÞ of the transient average strain
�gheatðtÞ in the Nb layer, which fit the 250K data. This line could be
drawn through the data by averaging out any coherent oscillations,
but here we used the simulated expansion according to a Fourier heat
law model discussed below. The temperature dependent factor A(T) is
determined by scaling the temperature-independent �gheatðtÞ to the Nb
data between 200 ps and 3ns. A(T) decreases significantly with tem-
perature T, indicating that part of the energy density is stored in mag-
netic excitations that become accessible below TN�eel within the Dy
transducer. The details of the modeling including a plot of A(T) are
discussed in Sec. IV.

Looking at the short timescale, we find that the magnetic excita-
tions accessible upon lowering the temperature transform the trans-
ducer response continuously from a rapid expansion to a relatively
slow contraction [Fig. 3(a)]. The coherent phonon oscillations in Dy
become significantly weaker. In the Nb-detection layer [Fig. 3(b)], this
coherent picosecond strain wave is observed to change from a large
bipolar shape with a leading compression to a weaker unipolar expan-
sion. At intermediate temperatures, a bipolar strain wave with reduced
amplitude compared to the PM phase is preceeded by an expansion,
which we attribute to contractive stress at the back side of the Dy layer,
which absorbs the smallest energy density.

FIG. 3. Temperature-dependent strain response of (a) the Dy transducer and (b)
the Nb detection layer for a fixed excitation energy density of F¼ 7.2 mJ/cm2.
Open symbols represent the average strain of the layers extracted from the Bragg
peak shift observed by UXRD. Solid lines represent the simulated UXRD response
obtained from a one-dimensional elastic model subjected to time-dependent pho-
non and magnetic stresses that are detailed in the modeling Sec. IV. The shaded
region in (b) indicates the estimated thermal contribution to the Nb strain. The linear
to logarithmic axis break (vertical, dashed line) allows the simultaneous comparison
of the picosecond strain pulse and the subsequent thermal expansion. Nb curves
are offset for clarity.

FIG. 4. Same depiction as in Fig. 3 used for the excitation energy density depen-
dent strain response of (a) the Dy transducer and (b) the Nb detection layer for the
fixed T¼ 130 K. All curves are offset for clarity. The initial transducer response
changes from contraction to expansion as the excitation energy is increased, which
coincides with the appearance of the delayed bipolar strain feature in the coherent
phonon response of the buried detection layer.
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Abstract Optical excitation of spin-ordered rare
earth metals triggers a complex response of the
crystal lattice since expansive stresses from elec-
tron and phonon excitations compete with a con-
tractive stress induced by spin disorder. Using
ultrafast x-ray diffraction experiments, we study
the layer specific strain response of a dysprosium
film within a metallic heterostructure upon fem-
tosecond laser-excitation. The elastic and dif-
fusive transport of energy to an adjacent, non-
excited detection layer clearly separates the con-
tributions of strain pulses and thermal excita-
tions in the time domain. We find that energy
transfer processes to magnetic excitations signif-
icantly modify the observed conventional bipo-
lar strain wave into a unipolar pulse. By mod-

eling the spin system as a saturable energy reservoir that generates substantial contractive stress
on ultrafast timescales, we can reproduce the observed strain response and estimate the time- and
space dependent magnetic stress. The saturation of the magnetic stress contribution yields a non-
monotonous total stress within the nanolayer, which leads to unconventional picosecond strain pulses.

Contributions to the work

Togehter with Alexander von Reppert, Jan-Etienne Pudell and Maximilian Mattern, I performed ultrafast
X-Ray diffraction measurements. Additionally, I commented on the manuscript. The samples were
provided by Karine Dumesnil.

Comments

This publication illustrates an ingenious possibility to tailor unusual picosecond strain pulses. Conven-
tional metal transducers produce symmetrical and bipolar shaped strain pulses upon femtosecond laser
excitation [17, 71]. In those cases, the leading part of the strain pulse is compressive followed by the ex-
pansion, since the stress on the lattice is largest at the excited surface right after the excitation and thus
the ultrafast thermal expansion pushes a contraction forward into the sample. In multilayered samples
with fitting acoustic impedances, it is even possible to generate alternating unipolar strain pulses, see
Article I. In this publication, we show that it is possible to remove the initial compression and generate
a unipolar strain pulse by utilizing dynamic stresses of the sample’s subsystems. To do so, we employed
Dysprosium which exhibits negative thermal expansion between 90 and 180 K due to the antiferromag-
netic ordering [83]. The excitation of the spins exerts a negative stress onto the lattice, counteracting
the positive stress of the increasing phonon pressure with rising temperature. This leads to an ultrafast
contraction at the surface right after the excitation, which erases the initial contraction in the launched
strain pulse.
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ABSTRACT

Optical excitation of spin-ordered rare earth metals triggers a complex response of the crystal lattice since expansive stresses from electron
and phonon excitations compete with a contractive stress induced by spin disorder. Using ultrafast x-ray diffraction experiments, we study
the layer specific strain response of a dysprosium film within a metallic heterostructure upon femtosecond laser-excitation. The elastic
and diffusive transport of energy to an adjacent, non-excited detection layer clearly separates the contributions of strain pulses and thermal
excitations in the time domain. We find that energy transfer processes to magnetic excitations significantly modify the observed conventional
bipolar strain wave into a unipolar pulse. By modeling the spin system as a saturable energy reservoir that generates substantial contractive
stress on ultrafast timescales, we can reproduce the observed strain response and estimate the time- and space dependent magnetic stress.
The saturation of the magnetic stress contribution yields a non-monotonous total stress within the nanolayer, which leads to unconventional
picosecond strain pulses.

VC 2020 Author(s). All article content, except where otherwise noted, is licensed under a Creative Commons Attribution (CC BY) license (http://
creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/). https://doi.org/10.1063/1.5145315

I. INTRODUCTION

Experiments that probe the strain response of the atomic lattice
that results from the light-matter interaction of a femtosecond optical
pulse with an opto-acoustic transducer material can be subsumed as
picosecond ultrasonics.1,2 They yield fundamental insights into physi-
cal processes within the laser-excited thin film, such as electron-
phonon coupling,3–5 hot electron propagation,6,7 and electron–hole
pair generation.8,9 This is possible because the lattice strain is the
deterministic, elastic response to a physical stress that itself contains
the time- and length-scales of the energy transfer processes within the
transducer region. Research in this field has developed from studying
the elementary processes in metals3,4 and semiconductors8,10 to the
point that various thermal and non-thermal mechanisms for the stress
generation have been distinguished.11

Picosecond ultrasonics within magnetic materials offers a route
to study spin-lattice interactions in the time domain. An additional
motivation comes from the prospect that strain assisted magnetization
manipulation could lead to faster, potentially field-free data storage

techniques, with increased storage densities.12,13 Recent experiments
have shown that electronically generated surface-acoustic-waves are
able to switch the magnetization by nanosecond strain pulses.14,15

Precession of the magnetization due to traversing picosecond strain
pulses that transiently modify the crystal field anisotropy has been
observed in many common and technologically relevant magnets
such as nickel,16,17 GaMnAs,18,19 galfenol,20 and doped yttrium–iron–
garnet.21,22 The inverse effect, i.e., lattice stress that originates from the
change of the magnetic state, is less explored by time-resolved investi-
gations although examples, such as the metamagnetic phase-transition
in FeRh23,24 and the change in the tetragonality of FePt25,26 and
SrRuO3,

27 exist. For static and low frequency applications, it is known
that metallic, magnetostrictive transducers complement the frequently
used piezoelectric ceramics with the advantage of increased conductiv-
ity and ductility.28 The class of heavy rare earth elements exhibits an
exceptionally large magnetostriction29 where the stress that can be
generated by spin disorder is not only contractive but also dominates
over the expansive phonon contribution as we have confirmed by
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probing the structural response of laser-excited gadolinium,30

holmium,31 and dysprosium (Dy).32,33 Ultrafast x-ray diffraction
(UXRD) is a suitable tool for quantitatively probing the strain genera-
tion and propagation as well as the accompanying heat flow in crystal-
line heterostructures that are either inseparable or potentially opaque
to all-optical probing schemes.34–36

Here, we present the ultrafast lattice response of a laser-excited
Dy thin film within a metallic heterostructure, where we use a buried
niobium (Nb) layer for separating strain pulses from the lattice expan-
sion that results from heat diffusion. We systematically analyze the
lattice dynamics as a function of the temperature-dependent magnetic
order and the laser excitation energy density. The strain-pulse
observed in the Nb detection layer changes upon cooling well below
TN�eel from a bipolar compression-expansion feature that is characteris-
tic of a fast expansive stress to an almost unipolar expansion that
results from a slowly rising contractive stress within the transducer. By
modeling the strain response of the heterostructure, we obtain sepa-
rated spatio-temporal stress-profiles for both the expansive phonon
stress and the contractive magnetic stress. The stress within the Dy
layer changes from expansive to contractive because the energy
conversion to the spin system is saturated only in the strongly excited
near surface region. To reproduce the observed low-temperature
strain-response within a one dimensional elastic model, we have to
assume a contractive stress contribution that rises nearly instanta-
neously and counteracts the quasi-instantaneous expansive, thermo-
elastic stress from hot phonons and electrons. In addition, a second
contractive contribution is needed that rises with an �15 ps time con-
stant. These timescales match the sub-picosecond electron-spin cou-
pling and the subsequent phonon-spin coupling that were reported by
previous demagnetization experiments in heavy rare earth ele-
ments.37–39 For high excitation densities, we observe an additional
increase in the spin-stress on a longer timescale. We attribute this to
phonon mediated energy transport processes from surface-near
regions of complete demagnetization to regions with partial magnetic
order deeper in the sample, which have been photoexcited less. The
energy transfer to the magnetic system removes energy from the pho-
non system. The storage of heat in spin disorder in Dy is documented
by a reduced thermal expansion of the buried Nb detection layer,
which only accepts heat from electrons and phonons.

The presented experiments extend our previous works32,33 that
mainly discuss the evolution of the average Dy layer strain on timescales
t> 45 ps, by an analysis of the initial picosecond strain response for
t< 180 ps. The main experimental novelty is the use of a dedicated
non-magnetic and non-excited detection layer that allows for a clear
separation of elastic waves and thermal expansion following the diffu-
sion of heat. In addition, we now discuss a spatially resolved model for
the magnetic stress evolution and its saturation within the Dy layer,
which is at the origin of the unconventional picosecond strain response.

This paper consists of three main parts: in Sec. II, we present the
sample characterization and the temperature dependent lattice expan-
sion of the transducer and detection layer and introduce the concept
of Gr€uneisen constants that are central to the following analysis.
Section III contains the main experimental findings on the tempera-
ture and excitation energy dependent strain within the transducer and
detection layer studied by UXRD. Section IV is devoted to the model-
ing of the spatiotemporal stress profile and corroborates the experi-
mental findings.

II. STATIC PROPERTIES

In the following, we provide a brief overview over the relevant
properties that are later probed by time-resolved experiments. We
depict a representative x-ray diffraction pattern and discuss the mate-
rial specific thermal expansion response that shows fingerprints of the
magnetic phase-transition within the Dy layer. We introduce the ther-
modynamic concept of a Gr€uneisen constant that relates the energy
density for phonons and magnetic excitations to their stress on the
crystal lattice.

A. Sample characterization by x-ray diffraction

The static and temperature dependent characterization of the
Dy sample by x-ray diffraction is provided in Fig. 1. In the inset of
Fig. 1(b), we display a schematic of the investigated metallic hetero-
structure. It consists of a 80 nm (0001)-oriented Dy transducer layer
grown in between two yttrium (Y) hcp-(0001) layers (22 nm on top of
and 5nm below Dy) on-top of a 102nm niobium (Nb) body centered
cubic (110)-oriented film that enables the crystalline growth on a sap-
phire (Al2O3) hcp-(11–20) substrate40 and serves as an additional
strain detection layer. X-ray diffraction, using a microfocus Cu� Ka

radiation source, yields a reciprocal space projection that is depicted in
Fig. 1(c), where the four different diffraction maxima that correspond
to the material specific lattice constants are clearly separated along the
out-of-plane reciprocal-space coordinate qz. These Bragg-peaks are
seen as diffraction intensity maxima in Fig. 1(a), where we show the

FIG. 1. Static x-ray diffraction results: (a) x-ray diffraction intensity of the sample
structure that is schematically depicted in the inset (b). The material specific Bragg
peaks are labeled in the reciprocal space map shown in (c). The temperature
dependent peak-shifts that contrast the negative thermal expansion in the FM and
AFM phase of dysprosium to the monotonous peak shift of the PM niobium are
depicted in (d) and (e), respectively.
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slice of the reciprocal space at qx ¼ 0. In the main experiments, we
observe the time-dependent shift of the Dy and Nb diffraction peaks
after laser-excitation and extract the resulting average lattice strain g of
these materials in a laser-pump, x-ray diffraction-probe scheme, with a
time-resolution of approximately 200 fs as described previously.35,41,42

An important reference for our interpretation of the lattice
response upon laser-excitation is the equilibrium thermal expansion
and contraction during heating of the sample structure. The tempera-
ture dependent peak-shift that we extract by heating from 25K to
350K is depicted in Figs. 1(d) and 1(e) for Dy and Nb, respectively,
where the dashed lines indicate the peak center positions as obtained
by Gaussian fits. The monotonous shift of the niobium peak to smaller
qz represents the common positive thermal expansion behavior. This
contrasts with the thermal expansion seen in the dysprosium peak that
exhibits a pronounced negative thermal expansion (NTE) between
40K and 180K as well as a change between expansion and contraction
at 180K.

B. Temperature-dependent material properties

The temperature dependent lattice strain g ¼ ðcðTÞ � c0Þ=c0Þ of
the c-axis with c0 ¼ cðT ¼ 250KÞ in the hcp unit cell of the investi-
gated thin Dy film is depicted in Fig. 2. For comparison, we relate it to
the lattice constant change43 [Fig. 2(a)] and to the heat capacity44 of
bulk Dy [Fig. 2(b)]. Changes in the thermal expansion are known to
coincide with changes within the magnetic order and magnetic

contributions to the strain can exceed 10�3.29,45 Elemental Dy has one
of the highest magnetic moments of 10:64lB per atom, which order
ferromagnetically (FM) below TCurie;bulk � 90 K and antiferromagneti-
cally (AFM) between TCurie and TN�eel � 180K above which Dy
becomes paramagnetic (PM).46–48 The large magnetic moment origi-
nates mainly from the localized magnetic moments of the partially
filled 4f-electron orbitals that interact via the delocalized 5d6s-
conduction band electrons by the Ruderman -Kittel -Kasuya -Yosida
(RKKY)-mechanism.47,48 The magnetic easy axis in the FM phase lies
along the a-axis in the basal plane of the hexagonal unit cell and the
AFM phase exhibits a helical spin ordering that is characterized by a
finite turn angle between the magnetic moments for neighboring unit
cells along the c-axis direction.46

Magnetostriction in rare earth elements is often discussed within
the so-called standard model of magnetostriction pioneered by Callen
and Callen.49,50 This formalism takes both single-ion and two-ion
interactions into account.50,51 Single-ion contributions originate from
the interaction of the crystal field with the anisotropic 4f-orbitals,
which leads to a lattice deformation upon magnetization change due
to the intrinsic spin–orbit coupling.51,52 The case of vanishing orbital
momentum, that is realized in Gadolinium, demonstrates the impor-
tance of the exchange-striction mechanism that explains the occur-
rence of magnetostriction even for spherically symmetric charge
distributions.51 Exchange-striction is a two-ion contribution that
originates from a distance-dependent magnetic interaction energy
(here provided by the oscillatory RKKY-interaction53) that in turn
affects the equilibrium position of the magnetic ions based on their
alignment.51,52 A unified, potentially even microscopic model that
explains the temperature and field dependent magnetostriction for the
entire class of heavy rare earth elements does not exist.51,52

C. Gr€uneisen concept

In the discussion of the time-resolved strain, we employ a macro-
scopic, thermodynamic approach that approximates the laser-
generated stresses to be directly proportional to the energy densities
deposited in the corresponding subsystems. We introduce the main
idea at first for the static thermal expansion of Dy. The origin of our
approach dates back to 1912 when Gr€uneisen recognized that the con-
tributions of the lattice vibrations to the volumetric thermal expansion
coefficient bðTÞ of elemental solids and their heat capacity CVðTÞ at
constant volume V share the same temperature dependence, so that
their ratio can be simplified to a dimensionless, nearly temperature-
independent parameter.54 The concept of this Gr€uneisen constant C
has been employed continuously and was further generalized for the
discussion of the thermal expansion in solids.55–57 The thermody-
namic derivation yields the macroscopic C as55

C ¼ KV
bðTÞ
CVðTÞ

; (1)

wherein K represents the bulk modulus. This approach can be
extended to account for different excitations that contribute energy
reservoirs r in a solid by introducing dedicated Cr.

55 The generaliza-
tion to the case of anisotropic expansion requires the use of anisotropic
linear thermal expansion coefficients aiðTÞ and anisotropic Gr€uneisen
constants Ci as well as the proper directional elastic constants cij
(Ref. 55) as exemplified for the rare earth Holmium.58 For simplicity,

FIG. 2. Subsystem separation of (a) the static strain and (b) heat capacity contribu-
tions in Dy: The temperature-dependent c-axis of Dy and the heat capacity show a
pronounced change at the AFM-PM phase transition at TN�eel � 180 K. The
FM-AFM phase transition that occurs at TCurie � 90 K for bulk Dy is shifted to lower
temperatures in the used thin film sample. The inset in (c) shows the strain per
deposited energy, which results from the separation of the strain and heat capacity
into the contributions of phonon and spin excitations, which are indicated in red and
blue, respectively.
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we consider the elastic strain response to be purely one-dimensional.
This is justified if the probed region is homogeneously excited along
the lateral dimension, so that its picosecond response shows no in-
plane strain. We thus limit the discussion to the out-of-plane response
of the materials so that we will drop the directional indices for the out-
of-plane stress r3 ¼ c33g3 in the following. For sufficiently small DT ,
Eq. (1) can be transformed to the linear relation

rr ¼ Crq
Q
r (2)

between the stress rr and the laser-induced energy density
qQ
r ðDTÞ ¼

Ð TþDT
T CrðT 0ÞdT 0, wherein the subscript, r, denotes one of

the energy reservoirs. For the case of Dy, we separate the total strain
response to stress contributions from electronic excitations (r ¼ el),
phonons (r ¼ pho), and magnetic excitations (r ¼ mag).

In Fig. 2, we demonstrate the separation of the subsystem contri-
butions to the equilibrium lattice strain and heat capacity in Dy from
which we subsequently extract the ratio of the Gr€uneisen parameters
for the combined electron-phonon and magnetic excitations. Using
the heat capacity of the chemically equivalent non-magnetic heavy
rare earth Lutetium, scaled according to the Debye temperature of Dy,
provides an estimate for the combined electron and phonon contribu-
tion to the specific heat.59 This is indicated by the red shading in Fig.
2(b). The estimated electronic contribution to the heat capacity C cor-
responds to the very small gray shaded area in Fig. 2(b), which we
obtain from a Sommerfeld model [Cel ¼ cDyT with cDy ¼ 4:9 mJ/
(mol K)].60 Electronic excitations thus only store a sizeable energy
fraction at high electron temperatures that are attained only directly
after laser-excitation. For that reason, we label the combined electron-
phonon subsystem in the following as phonon contribution (r ¼ pho)
unless stated otherwise.

Assuming a constant Gr€uneisen parameter for the phonon con-
tribution, we obtain an estimate for the thermal expansion of non-
magnetic Dy (gpho) that we represent by the red line in Fig. 2(a). By
subtracting gpho and Cpho from the measured lattice strain and the
combined heat capacity, we obtain the contribution of magnetic exci-
tations to the strain and heat capacity, which are indicated by the blue
line in Fig. 2(a) and blue shaded area in Fig. 2(b), respectively. From
this separation, we can directly extract the strain per deposited energy
for the phonon and magnetic subsystem, which is displayed in the
inset in Fig. 2(c). Indeed, the linear slope of the magnetic strain in Fig.
2(c) reconfirms the linear relation of stress and energy density of Eq.
(2) for the spin system. The linear strain-energy-density relation for
the phonon strain is in agreement with previous analysis of the ther-
mal expansion of solids55,61 and in particular, the non-magnetic rare
earth Lutetium62 where Gr€uneisen parameters C are found that are
nearly constant over an extended range of temperatures even when
C(T) and bðTÞ are T-dependent. Recently, this was extended to the
separated magnetic and nonmagnetic contributions of the thermal
expansion of Dy.32,33 The slope of the resulting curves is proportional
to the Gr€uneisen parameter since the relevant elastic constant c33
changes by less than 10% across the displayed temperature region.63

The ratio of the Gr€uneisen constants Cmag=Cpho � �3 indicates that
magnetic excitations in Dy are three times more efficient in the stress
generation per deposited energy as compared to phonons.

As opposed to the AFM-PM transition that is of second order,
the FM-AFM transition is a first order phase transition with a latent
heat of 50.7 J/mol.44 In our thin film sample, we see that this phase

transition occurs between 60K and 75K upon heating. We attribute
the shift and broadening of the phase transition to epitaxial strains.
The FM-AFM phase transition leads to orthorhombic in-plane distor-
tions that are clamped near the interfaces. Since a measurement of the
temperature-dependent heat capacity of the Dy transducer within our
heterostructure is not possible, we can only specify that the observed
negative strain per deposited energy of the spin system is potentially
even larger in the region of the FM-AFM transition. Note, however,
that this contraction results mainly from the FM-AFM phase transi-
tion, since within the FM phase the lattice expands for rising
temperatures.

The presented subsystem separation can be applied to gadolin-
ium30 and holmium,31 which exhibit similarly large negative
Gr€uneisen parameters for magnetic excitations. Heavy rare earth met-
als are an interesting class of materials for lattice dynamics since their
magnetic heat capacity Cmag and the associated entropy of magnetic
excitations dSmag ¼ DQmag=T are comparable to the phonon contri-
bution over a large temperature region.31,55,58 This renders Dy a suit-
able candidate for experiments that investigate the magnetic
contributions, that lead to the NTE response, within a time-resolved
experiment.

III. TIME-RESOLVED EXPERIMENTS

The main experimental results of our study are summarized in
Figs. 3 and 4, which display representative picosecond strain responses
for both the Dy transducer and the buried Nb detection layer at differ-
ent starting temperatures T and excitation energy densities F. In our
UXRD experiments, the sample is subjected to 110 fs-long, p-polarized
laser pulses with a central wavelength of 800nm at a repetition rate of
1 kHz. The laser excitation profile corresponds to a 2D-Gaussian con-
tour with approximately 1:6� 1:2mm2 full width at half maximum
along its principal axis. The optical pump-pulses are incident under
36
�
for measuring the Dy response and 40

�
for the Nb measurements

where the angle is given relative to the surface plane of the sample.
The x-ray probe-pulses are generated using a laser-based plasma x-ray
source,64 monochromatized to Cu-Ka-radiation, and focused onto the
sample using a Montel optic65 with a diamond shaped 300� 300 lm2

beam focus on the sample. The sample temperature is monitored via a
thermocouple adjacent to the sample and all reported fluence values
are provided as incident energy density that is calculated from the inci-
dent laser power and the beam footprint.

A. Temperature dependent UXRD experiments

First, we discuss the results displayed in Fig. 3, where a fixed
energy density of 7.2 mJ/cm2 is used to excite the sample for different
initial temperatures, sampling the different magnetic orders. The
results obtained in the PM phase at T¼ 250K are displayed by red
open symbols and represent the non-magnetic response of the investi-
gated metallic heterostructure. We find an expansion of the Dy layer
that reaches its maximum within 30 ps, which corresponds to the time
it takes to propagate strain from the air/Y interface through the Dy
layer to the Dy/Y interface. After traversing the 5 nm Y interlayer, this
expansion enters the Nb layer at approximately 31.5 ps. This expan-
sion pulse is preceded by a compression that results from the fast rise
of the spatially inhomogeneous expansive stress. The resulting bipolar
shape of the propagating strain pulse is well known in picosecond
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acoustics; however, optical detection schemes often probe the wave
returning back to the surface after a reflection.1,2,5

UXRD experiments can monitor the bipolar strain pulse travers-
ing a buried detection layer: The classical bipolar wave first leads to a
negative average strain in this layer and before it turns positive, a zero
average strain indicates equal expansive and contractive parts in this
layer.35,66 The nearly bipolar shape of the Nb strain in Fig. 3(b) within
the first 75 ps is characteristic of a symmetric strain pulse that is gener-
ated by a total stress that rises fast compared to the strain-propagation
time through the laser-excited transducer. Echos of the laser-generated
picosecond strain pulses that occur due to the partial reflection at the
layer interfaces lead to a damped oscillation of the average strain in the
Dy transducer and a second bipolar feature in the Nb detection layer
between 80 ps and 125 ps.

In addition to these signatures of the coherent phonon wave
packets, we observe a slowly increasing strain that originates from the
excitation of incoherent phonons in the materials. This thermal expan-
sion contribution of the excited Dy transducer is observed to decay on
a nanosecond timescale by heat diffusion toward the substrate. This
diffusion leads to a transient thermal expansion in the Nb detection
layer that exhibits its maximum at approximately 1 ns after the

excitation. To highlight the contribution of heat transport to the Nb
expansion, we added dashed lines and shaded areas to Fig. 3(b). These
lines are all scaled copies AðTÞ�gheatðtÞ of the transient average strain
�gheatðtÞ in the Nb layer, which fit the 250K data. This line could be
drawn through the data by averaging out any coherent oscillations,
but here we used the simulated expansion according to a Fourier heat
law model discussed below. The temperature dependent factor A(T) is
determined by scaling the temperature-independent �gheatðtÞ to the Nb
data between 200 ps and 3ns. A(T) decreases significantly with tem-
perature T, indicating that part of the energy density is stored in mag-
netic excitations that become accessible below TN�eel within the Dy
transducer. The details of the modeling including a plot of A(T) are
discussed in Sec. IV.

Looking at the short timescale, we find that the magnetic excita-
tions accessible upon lowering the temperature transform the trans-
ducer response continuously from a rapid expansion to a relatively
slow contraction [Fig. 3(a)]. The coherent phonon oscillations in Dy
become significantly weaker. In the Nb-detection layer [Fig. 3(b)], this
coherent picosecond strain wave is observed to change from a large
bipolar shape with a leading compression to a weaker unipolar expan-
sion. At intermediate temperatures, a bipolar strain wave with reduced
amplitude compared to the PM phase is preceeded by an expansion,
which we attribute to contractive stress at the back side of the Dy layer,
which absorbs the smallest energy density.

FIG. 3. Temperature-dependent strain response of (a) the Dy transducer and (b)
the Nb detection layer for a fixed excitation energy density of F¼ 7.2 mJ/cm2.
Open symbols represent the average strain of the layers extracted from the Bragg
peak shift observed by UXRD. Solid lines represent the simulated UXRD response
obtained from a one-dimensional elastic model subjected to time-dependent pho-
non and magnetic stresses that are detailed in the modeling Sec. IV. The shaded
region in (b) indicates the estimated thermal contribution to the Nb strain. The linear
to logarithmic axis break (vertical, dashed line) allows the simultaneous comparison
of the picosecond strain pulse and the subsequent thermal expansion. Nb curves
are offset for clarity.

FIG. 4. Same depiction as in Fig. 3 used for the excitation energy density depen-
dent strain response of (a) the Dy transducer and (b) the Nb detection layer for the
fixed T¼ 130 K. All curves are offset for clarity. The initial transducer response
changes from contraction to expansion as the excitation energy is increased, which
coincides with the appearance of the delayed bipolar strain feature in the coherent
phonon response of the buried detection layer.
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B. Excitation density dependent strain-response

This hypothesis was checked by the excitation-density dependent
measurements that we depict in Fig. 4. We repeated the UXRD experi-
ment for a systematic variation of excitation fluences at a fixed initial
sample temperature of T¼ 130K in the AFM phase of Dy. The
increase in the deposited energy in the heterostructure can be seen
directly as an increase in the transient thermal expansion of the Nb
detection layer beyond 100 ps. The shaded area in Fig. 4(b) again indi-
cates our estimate of the incoherent strain contribution that we obtain
by scaling the strain �gheatðtÞ from the PM phase to approximate the
data between 0.2 and 3ns. The resulting amplitude Að130K; FÞ scales
super-linearly with F, indicating a saturation of the energy transfer to
magnetic excitations (cf. Sec. IVE). Note that the magnetic contribu-
tion to the specific heat Cmag above TN�eel is small but finite [Fig. 2(b)].
According to the equilibrium analysis, the Gr€uneisen constant
Cmag has the same value above TN�eel, as the slope in Fig. 2(c) remains
constant toward the end. Similar to the temperature dependent
experiments, we find a strong qualitative change of the picosecond
strain response in our heterostructure. For low excitation energies
F< 4.3 mJ/cm2, we observe an average contraction of the Dy trans-
ducer that goes along with the unipolar expansion of the Nb layer. For
F> 4.3 mJ/cm2, we observe an initial expansion of the Dy transducer
that changes to an average contraction at delays much larger than the
30 ps that it takes for strain propagation through the layer.

The strain pulse measured in the Nb detection layer [Fig. 4(b)]
exhibits a unipolar expansion feature for low excitation energy densi-
ties. For higher fluences, this expansion is superimposed by a bipolar
strain response expected for the excitation of phonons, i.e., the
dominant signal in the PM phase. However, here we confirm that the
bipolar strain pulse is preceded by an expansion. Since this leading
expansion is rationalized by a contractive stress at the backside of the
Dy transducer, the high fluence data directly show that the magnetic
excitations at the back side of the Dy transducer are not saturated. The
simultaneous expansion at the Dy front side, however, triggers the
bipolar waveform which is observed in the detection layer with a delay
given by the sound propagation. This waveform confirms a saturation
of the magnetic excitation in the Dy front part, because it is the trailing
part of the strain pulse, which is considerably changed by the increas-
ing fluence. The fraction of the transducer, where expansive stress
from the combined electron-phonon system dominates over the con-
tractive stress, extends over a thicker part of the layer for higher excita-
tion energy densities.

Before discussing the resulting quantitative findings and the
modeling approach, we briefly summarize the experimental conclu-
sions that can be drawn directly from the presented UXRD data. For
low excitation energies and temperatures, we observe that the mag-
netic rare earth transducer contracts on average as opposed to the
expansion that is observed in the PM phase. For intermediate temper-
atures, we can infer that the front of the transducer expands while its
backside contracts. This behavior can be rationalized by a spatially
dependent saturation of the magnetic stress that originates from the
inhomogeneous energy deposition profile. We find that the strain
propagation maps the stress profile onto a nearly background-free,
time-dependent signal of the average strain in the buried Nb detection
layer. Since heat diffusion takes longer than strain waves, detecting
the propagated strain wave in the detection layer separates the strain
contribution of coherent and incoherent phonons, which are

superimposed within the photoexcited Y and Dy layer. The additional
layer thus provides a nanometric depth-resolution of the UXRD
experiments using hard x-rays, which otherwise exhibit an extinction
length on the order of few lm. The heat transport observed via the
thermal expansion of the adjacent Nb layer is found to be reduced
below the magnetic ordering temperatures. This can be directly seen
in the area under the curve for the average strain in Nb [Fig. 4(b)],
which is smaller at low temperatures. This is quantitatively depicted in
Fig. S1(c) of the supplementary material.

IV. MODELING SPATIO-TEMPORAL STRESS

Our modeling approach is designed to identify the ingredients
that are necessary to rationalize the observed temperature- and excita-
tion fluence-dependent strain-response of the magnetic rare earth
transducer. To that end, we model a time- and space dependent driv-
ing stress rtotðz; tÞ ¼ rphoðz; tÞ þ rmagðz; tÞ generated by energy
transfer to magnetic excitations that acts in addition to the electron-
phonon stress calibrated by the response in the PM phase. The mea-
sured average strain �g for t> 100 ps only encodes the average stress in
the Nb layer originating from the heat diffusion. The qualitative analy-
sis of the strain wave detected in Nb for t< 100 ps already indicated
that we are able to extract temporal variations rðz; tÞ of the spatial
stress profile in the Dy by modeling the strain wave launched into the
Nb detection layer. As shown in Figs. 3 and 4, we find qualitative and
quantitative agreement between our model and data.

In the following, we first discuss the general assumptions of our
modeling approach before we specify the simulation steps and
assumptions for the modeled electron-phonon stress and the magnetic
stress contributions.

A. General model assumptions

We assume the energy transfer processes between the stress-
contributing subsystems schematically shown in Fig. 5(a), with
coupling-times that correspond to the stress rise-times depicted in Fig.
5(b). The spatial stress profiles in the Dy layer are exemplified in Fig.
5(c) for the parameters T¼ 130K and F¼ 7.2 mJ/cm2 that are repre-
sentative of the AFM sample response. The total energy provided by
the laser pulse is distributed between electron-phonon excitations that
exert an expansive stress andmagnetic-excitations that exert a contrac-
tive stress within the Dy layer. The energy is assumed to be deposited
with the same inhomogeneous spatial profile to phonon- and mag-
netic excitations. The magnetic excitations however induce a contrac-
tive stress whose amplitude is three times larger than the expansive
stress that is generated by electron-phonon excitations with the same
energy density, according to the static Gr€uneisen analysis [Fig. 2(c)].
We keep as many simulation parameters as possible constant through-
out the modeling. This includes the three coupling times illustrated in
Fig. 5, the ratio of the initial energy redistribution from electrons to
spins and phonons, and the maximum value for the spin energy den-
sity given by the saturation value qsat

mag. We assume that the spatial
energy distribution in the magnetic subsystem follows the profile of
the phonon energy-density obtained by modeling the PM phase. This
profile changes in time according to the heat diffusion, and we implic-
itly assume that the coupling of energy from phonons to spins is effec-
tive enough to prevent different spatial profiles of the contributing
excitations. However, when the magnetic energy density exceeds the
saturation value qsat

mag, we truncate it. This truncation yields the
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non-monotonous spatial variation of the total driving stress as a func-
tion of temperature and excitation fluence. The temporal variation
owes to the fact that the fraction of energy coupled rapidly to the pho-
non system is larger than into the magnetic system. Therefore, the
additional 15 ps spin-phonon coupling time leads to a slow rise of the
spin excitation and a decay of the phonon excitation.

We limit the modeling time to 180 ps since we expect remagneti-
zation effects to significantly contribute to the strain at later times via
magnetostriction. A full description would require a detailed model
for the recovery of the magnetic order including both thermal trans-
port and nucleation, growth, and coalescence of magnetic domains.
This is beyond the scope of our one-dimensional thermodynamical
approach. We furthermore refrain from a time- and space-dependent
three-temperature model that has been previously used to rationalize
the demagnetization of the magnetic specimen,67,68 because it would
require many, potentially temperature dependent, material constants
for all layers in our heterostructure that are not known with the
required accuracy. To what extend a three temperature model would
capture the demagnetization and remagnetization of both the itinerant
(5d6s) conduction band electrons and the localized 4f electrons in
heavy rare earth metals is a matter of current research debate.39,69,70

B. Simulated spatio-temporal stress contributions

The modeled time-dependent stress profiles, separated into the
expansive, contractive and the total stress contributions are displayed

in Figs. 6(a)–6(o). The first row [Figs. 6(a)–6(e)] shows the expansive
electron-phonon stress (rpho). In the PM-phase (250K), rpho is identi-
cal to the total stress (rtot), shown in the third row. For the low tem-
perature magnetic phases, the energy transfer to magnetic excitations
reduces the amplitude of rpho [Figs. 6(b)–6(e)] without changing the
relative spatio-temporal form, and at the same time, it creates the
magnetic-stress contribution (rmag) shown in the second row [Figs.
6(f)–6(j)]. The resulting total stress rtot [Figs. 6(k)–6(o)] strongly
depends on the initial temperature and excitation energy. This is sup-
ported by the modeled spatiotemporal stress profile and strain
response for the excitation energy density dependent experiments at
T¼ 130K that we display in Sec. S5 of the supplementary material.
The modeled strain response [Figs. 6(p)–6(t)] contains the propagat-
ing strain pulses that are launched at gradients of the driving stress in
addition to the strain contribution of the local driving stress.

While the saturation level of the magnetic stress changes for the
T-dependent measurements, F-dependent measurements vary the
deposited energy density for a fixed maximum magnetic stress. In
both cases, we observe that the absolute value of the total stress that
acts on the lattice is reduced in comparison to the competing contribu-
tions from magnetic- and phonon excitations. Even though the total
stress is contractive at the end of most simulation scenarios, the maxi-
mum contraction is attained slower than the magnetic stress rise time
due to the time-dependent balance of phonon and magnetic stresses.
The reappearance of the bipolar strain pulse in the detection layer
response for high excitation energies thus occurs since the total stress
at the top Y/Dy interface is dominated by an unbalanced electron-
phonon stress.

C. Simulation steps

We use the modular UDKM1DSIM
71 MATLAB library to model the

time-dependent energy density, strain, and x-ray reflectivity of the
non-magnetic heterostructure response. The solid, dark-red line in
Figs. 3(a) and 3(b) corresponds to the strain that we obtain from the
simulated transient x-ray diffraction peak shift. In the first step, we cal-
culate the time-dependent temperature changes upon laser excitation
using a one-dimensional Fourier heat diffusion model from the ther-
mophysical properties of the materials in the PM phase that we list in
Sec. S3 of the supplementary material. The resulting spatiotemporal
energy density is subsequently translated to a stress that acts as the
driving force on a linear chain of masses and springs, which calculates
the time-resolved layer strain with unit-cell resolution. The final simu-
lation step employs a transfer matrix algorithm that yields the Bragg-
peak evolution of the strained sample according to dynamical x-ray
diffraction theory. Section S3 of the supplementary material shows a
flow chart of the simulation steps including the relevant equations.
The good quantitative agreement between UXRD data and simulation
indicates that our model is a suitable representation of the sample
properties and non-magnetic processes (i.e., layer thicknesses, optical
excitation parameters, stress profiles, and rise-times) in the PM phase
of Dy. We keep all the parameters given in Table I of the supplemen-
tary material fixed throughout the modeling, even in the FM and
AFM phase, since these parameters describe the electron-phonon sys-
tem. Section IVE describes how we added the contractive negative
stress according to Eq. (2) for excitation in the AFM and FM phase.

FIG. 5. (a) Schematic stress contributions used in the modeling approach. Arrows
and labels indicate the modeled energy transfer processes between the subsys-
tems and the assumed coupling-timescales s. The resulting time-dependence of
the spatially averaged stress contributions in Dy (b) and the used stress profile
100 fs after excitation (c) are shown exemplarily for T¼ 130 K and F¼ 7.2 mJ/cm2.
Vertical dashed lines in (c) indicate interfaces of the Y/Dy/Y/Nb heterostructure.
This illustrates that the total stress evolution is a superposition of the expansive
electron-phonon stress and the contractive magnetic stress both in the space- and
time-domain.
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D. Electron-phonon stress contribution

Both the Dy and the Nb strain responses in the PM-phase are
used to calibrate the electron-phonon stress contribution. The
electron-phonon coupling is included by a 2 ps time-constant of the
expansive stress and a ratio between the Gr€uneisen constants
Cel=Cpho ¼ 0.5 for both the Y and Dy layers. These parameters are
chosen to fit the observed expansion of the Dy layer and the coherent
phonon oscillation amplitude of the PM response and are fixed for the
subsequent modeling. To illustrate the effect of the stress rise time on
the shape of the strain pulse seen by UXRD in the detection layer, we
present the elastic-response-simulations of the average strain within a
simplified structure that contains only a transducer and a detection
layer in Sec. S2 of the supplementary material. To recover the observed
direct rise of the Dy strain after laser excitation, we have to assume a
reduced absorption and thermal expansion in the 21nm thick Y cap-
ping layer, which would otherwise compress the adjacent Dy.
Although the estimated expansion of the Y layer is reduced by 40%
compared to the literature value, we stress that this parameter is kept
fixed for all subsequent simulations that focus on the T-dependent

magnetic response. One possible explanation for this deviation could
be a partial oxidation of the capping layer since the metallic sample
was kept at ambient conditions prior to the measurements.

To match the slow nanosecond decay of the Dy strain as well as
the delayed rise of the expansion in the Nb layer, we use an effective
thermal conductivity value for the Dy layer that is reduced by approxi-
mately 40% compared to the bulk literature value to account for ther-
mal interface resistance effects. Using the material-specific elastic
constants, we can then transform the energy densities qr into an esti-
mated spatiotemporal profile of the driving stress rr ¼ Crqr according
to the Gr€uneisen concept [Figs. 6(a) and 6(k)]. This stress drives the
elastic response shown in Fig. 6(p). The modeled strain matches both
the Dy transducer and Nb detection layer response qualitatively and
quantitatively over the entire 3.5 ns simulation time as shown in Fig. 3.

E. Magnetic stress contribution

To minimize the number of parameters for the simulations in the
AFM and FM phase, we not only keep all thermophysical parameters
describing the e-ph system fixed. We also use the shape of the

FIG. 6. Modeled spatiotemporal stress and strain response in our heterostructure for a fixed excitation with F¼ 7.2 mJ/cm2 at different starting temperatures. The phonon-
stress contributions (a)–(e) and the magnetic-stress contributions (f)–(j) in the first and second row add to the total stress provided in the third row (k)–(o). This illustrates the
temperature and time-dependent energy transfer and the saturation effects due to the finite amount of energy that can be transferred to magnetic excitations. The resulting
strain response of a linear chain of masses and springs model that contains contributions from both coherent and incoherent phonons is shown at the bottom (p)–(t). These
strain maps are used to simulate the time-dependent Bragg peak shift that yields the modeled Dy and Nb strain response in Fig. 3. Vertical dashed lines indicate the interfaces
within the Y/Dy/Y/Nb heterostructure.
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spatiotemporal phonon stress-profile gheatðz; tÞ extracted in the PM
phase. We reduce its amplitude in all layers (Y, Dy and Nb) according
to the fraction of the energy that is transferred to magnetic excitations
that is shown in Fig. 7 as red squares. The blue squares represent
1� gheat, which is proportional to the fraction of energy that is stored
in the magnetic system of Dy on the few ns timescale. The lines in
Fig. 7 show the relative weight of the energy densities in the phonon
(red) and magnetic system (blue) in our model. We find a qualitative
agreement with the data if locally a fraction of 25% of the excitation
energy is deposited instantaneously into the magnetic system to
account for subpicosecond electron-spin couplings and additionally a
second energy fraction of 25% of the excitation energy is subsequently
transferred from phonon to magnetic excitations by the phonon-spin
coupling. Only when this energy transfer locally exceeds the maximum
energy density qsat

mag in the spin system, we truncate the energy transfer
from phonons to spins. Thus, to account for the experimentally
observed reduced energy transport to the adjacent layer in the mag-
netic phase of Dy, we reduce the energy density in the Nb and Y layers
and add the removed fraction to the Dy layer where the energy is dis-
tributed between magnetic and phonon excitation. We use qsat

mag as a
free parameter in the modeling and find the best agreement with our
data with qsat

magðTstartÞ ¼ 0:81
Ð1
Tstart

CmagðT 0ÞdT 0, using the literature
bulk values for CmagðT 0Þ. We believe that either the thin film value for
CmagðT 0Þ is smaller compared to the bulk value, or only a reduced frac-
tion of the magnetic heat capacity of the thin film is accessible upon
ultrafast laser excitation. Our model reproduces the trends of the
experimentally observed reduced energy flow in Fig. 7 as a function of
the starting temperature and the fluence correctly. The energy fraction
that is not detected in Nb persists in the magnetic excitations of Dy
that act as a saturable heat sink. The saturation can be seen by the
reduced energy fraction in the magnetic excitations closer to TN�eel and
the decrease in the magnetic energy fraction for higher excitation den-
sities. The blue lines representing the fraction of heat in the magnetic
system around 180 ps in our model report a systematically larger value
than the blue squares derived from the experiment of the Nb strain

between 0.2 and 3ns. This is in line with the previous analysis of per-
sistent magnetic excitations in Dy decaying within a few ns.32

We use energy transfer times that are in agreement with recent
ultrafast demagnetization studies in AFM-dysprosium38 and hol-
mium.39 The resonant diffraction studies independently report both a
subpicosecond demagnetization, which is attributed to electron-spin
coupling and a second demagnetization timescale on the order of
15 ps, which is attributed to phonon-spin coupling. Systematic model-
ing of our data yields that both timescales are necessary to capture the
early time strain response of the transducer. A substantial fraction of
the magnetic stress needs to be present within the first ps to balance
the otherwise expansive electron-phonon response. However, our
modeling shows that not all energy is instantaneously transferred to
magnetic excitations since the resulting stress would drive a contrac-
tion that is significantly faster than the observed response.

In addition to these two intrinsic demagnetization timescales, we
observe a contraction of the Dy transducer for larger pump-probe
delays. This effect is most pronounced at high excitation densities and
T close to and above TN�eel. Our simulations show that this can be
rationalized by two energy transport effects within the inhomogene-
ously excited heterostructure. First there is thermal diffusion of pho-
non excitations within the inhomogeneously heated Dy. This
transports energy from the near surface region where spin-excitations
are saturated into the depth of the transducer, where the spin energy
density is below the saturation threshold. The coupling of energy from
phonons to the spins decreases the expansive phonon stress and
increases the contractive magnetic stress contribution. The transport
of phonon heat out of the Dy layer into the Nb reduces the expansion
further. This allows us to model the spatial spin-stress profile.
Although the quantitative link between the magnetic stress and the
sublattice magnetization in the time-domain is largely unexplored, we
can argue qualitatively that the saturation of the spin-stress will be
linked to regions of complete demagnetization. For static thermal
expansion experiments, it has been reported that the magnetostrictive
stress is proportional to the square of the sublattice-magnetization.43,72

Thus, we can speculate that the modeled magnetic stress profile is
qualitatively similar to the demagnetization profile. More precisely, we
assume that the observed magnetic stress profile reflects the demagne-
tization of the 4f-electrons of the heavy rare earth. These anisotropic
orbitals carry large, localized magnetic moments that distinguish rare
earth materials from 3d-transition metals that exhibit by far smaller
magnetostriction.

The color code of Fig. 6 provides a qualitative overview over
the temperature dependent stress contributions that we focus on in
the current report. For a more quantitative comparison, we refer the
reader to Sec. S5 of the supplementary material. There we show out-
lines of the modeled spatial stress profiles at 6 ps, 45 ps, and 180 ps
alongside the time dependence of the modeled stress contributions for
both the T- and F-dependent experiments.

Our current modeling provides a plausible scenario for the driv-
ing stress. A satisfactory agreement between the data and modeling
definitively requires three energy transfer timescales to the spin sys-
tem. The first energy transfer to the magnetic excitations has to rise
equally fast or faster than the electron-phonon stress to cancel the
expansive electron-phonon stress in the first few ps. The second time-
scale has to be in the range of 10–20 ps to model the contraction of the
Dy layer and the unipolar expansion wave observed in the Nb layer.

FIG. 7. Estimated energy distribution between magnetic- and phonon excitations
within the rare earth transducer for the presented temperature- (a) and excitation
energy dependent (b) measurements at fixed F¼ 7.2 mJ/cm2 and T¼ 130 K,
respectively. Data points correspond to the fitted amplitude A(T, F) of the thermal
expansion AðT; FÞgheatðtÞ of the Nb detection layer (shaded areas in Figs. 3 and 4),
normalized to the PM phase value Að250 KÞ. Solid lines represent the energy distri-
bution at the last time step t¼ 180 ps of the spatiotemporal stress–strain simulation.
The fraction of deposited energy in the spin system decreases when approaching
TN�eel from low temperatures as well as for higher fluences.
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The third process on a timescale larger than 40 ps is given by thermal
transport within the Dy layer. This is the simplest possible temporal
behavior of the stress that is consistent with our data.

So far, we have also treated the FM and AFM response equally
although there exists an additional first order phase-transition in the
low temperature phase and the demagnetization of the ferromagnetic
phase was reported to occur slower than in the antiferromagnetic
Dy.38 We attribute the reasonable agreement for the FM phase at
T¼ 31K to the use of a large excitation energy density that drives
mainly spin excitations with the calibrated Gr€uneisen constant of the
AFM phase. These magnetic-excitations seem to dominate the magne-
tostrictive response at high excitation energy densities compared to
the potential contribution of the latent heat that is necessary to
undergo the metamagnetic FM-AFM transition. A detailed study of
the magnetostriction at the FM-AFM transition is deferred to future
investigations.

V. CONCLUSION

The presented picosecond strain dynamics in a laser-excited het-
erostructure containing a rare-earth transducer shows strong magnetic
contributions to the lattice response. Both the picosecond strain pulse
and the thermal transport are affected by energy transfer processes to
magnetic excitations. The transient strain observed in a buried detec-
tion layer directly shows the saturation of the contractive magnetic
stress component, which occurs when an increasing fraction of the Dy
layer is excited across its magnetic phase transition. The spatially vary-
ing sign of the stress within the Dy layer triggers unconventional strain
pulses, which exhibit a leading expansive part in front of the conven-
tional bipolar strain pulse. Our modeling yields an estimate for the
time- and space-dependent profile of the additional magnetic stress
contribution to the lattice dynamics. The magnetic excitations act as a
saturable heat reservoir, which stores a significant fraction of the exci-
tation energy and exerts a contractive stress that dominates over the
phonon contribution. We expect this finding to be generic for the
magnetic phase in the class of heavy rare earth materials in the peri-
odic table of elements 64Gd–69Tm. The observed energy transfer time-
scales are in agreement with recent demagnetization experiments. This
indicates that the magnetostrictive response can be used to probe the
time-dependent evolution of the sublattice magnetization.

Our investigation demonstrates the capabilities of UXRD experi-
ments in a transducer-detector geometry to observe non-trivial spatial
stress profiles. We emphasize that extracting the stress profile in the
transducer by UXRD from an adjacent crystalline detection layer can
be applied to investigate non-crystalline transducer films. The combi-
nation of picosecond acoustics experiment, UXRD detection, and elas-
tic modeling can be used to study the strain generation by energy
transfer to other degrees of freedom. This comprises, in particular,
phase-transition effects such as studies of ferroelectric and charge
order transition as well as investigations of other magnetostrictive
materials, which may hold hitherto unknown functionalities.

SUPPLEMENTARY MATERIAL

See the supplementary material for a complete overview of the
UXRD results (Sec. S1) and simulations (Sec. S2) that illustrate the
effect of the stress rise time, stress profile length, and the detection
layer thickness for the strain response in a simplified transducer-
detector heterostructure. Section S3 provides an overview of the

mathematical relations relevant for the strain simulation and a list of
the relevant thermophysical material properties, including a descrip-
tion of the Poisson correction factor for the Gr€uneisen constant.
Section S4 shows a detailed plot of the spatiotemporal stress contribu-
tions for the T- and F-dependent modeling that comprises stress-
profiles at selected times and the time dependent average stress within
the Dy layer.
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Abstract By ultrafast x-ray diffraction we quantify the strain
from coherent and incoherent phonons generated by one- and
two-photon absorption. We investigated the ferrimagnetic insu-
lator bismuth-doped yttrium iron garnet, which is a workhorse
for laser-induced spin dynamics that may be excited indirectly
via phonons. We identify the two-photon absorption by the
quadratic intensity dependence of the transient strain and con-
firm a short lifetime of the intermediate state via the inverse
proportional dependence on the pump-pulse duration. We de-
termine the two-photon absorption coefficient using the lin-
ear relation between strain and absorbed energy density. For
large intensities of about 1 TW/cm2 considerable strain ampli-
tudes of 0.1 % are driven exclusively by two-photon absorption.

Contributions to the work

I performed the ultrafast X-Ray diffraction experiments together with Alexander von Reppert and Jan-
Etienne Pudell. Jan and I modelled the data and I wrote the manuscript with the help and comments
from the Co-authors. The samples were provided by Elena Popova and Niels Keller.

Comments

I rate this publication to be part of the most important results of my PhD studies. Not only because
it is the first direct strain assessment of femtosecond laser excited Bi:YIG and the proof of two photon
absorption processes. But also because this article emphasizes the importance of a precise analysis of
the excitation process in ferromagnetic insulators and in extension exemplifies a two-photon excitation
process in the ultrafast dynamics community.

Preceding works on Bi:YIG as a promising candidate to generate, examine and manipulate coherent
spin oscillations assumed that incoherent and coherent phonons played a major role in the excitation
process of those spin waves [19, 29]. Even in the case of 800 nm pump pulses, a thermal excitation
process was considered, necessarily via a two-photon absorption process hence the 2.6 eV band gap of
Bi:YIG. In the all-optical experiments, the Brillouin oscillation of strain waves was measurable, which
proves the existence of coherent phonons. Usually, a transducer which expands due to an absorption
induced thermal expansion serves as a basis for a picosecond strain waves, which was quantified directly
via UXRD in this paper. In conjunction with previous publications of my colleague Marwan Deb, we
prove that a high efficiency two-photon absorption process dominates the generating process of the spin
waves in Bi:YIG [19, 29]. This renders it a thermal excitation process, unlike non-thermal processes like
inverse Faraday and Cotton-Mouton effects or photoinduced magnetic anisotropy [84, 85].

For the presented results, we used relatively high pump energy densities, which was outlined in the
review process, where it was described as an exotic example in the field of ultrafast dynamics of fer-
romagnetic insulators. Thus it was challenged, that the thermal exication process via a two-photon
absorption process needs to be widely considered in this field of research. However, it is important to
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understand that not only the pump energy density F is the relevant quantity to compare in ultrafast
experiments, it is the peak intensity I as well, which scales the two-photon absorption efficiency quadrat-
ically. Thus it is of utmost importance to additionally compare the pulse length τ of the pump laser
pulses, since I ∼ F

τ . Besides, there are in fact multiple examples of impactful publications on ferromag-
netic insulators with comparably large pump energy densities and peak intensities which do not always
consider a thermal excitation process, see Tab. III.1.

Publication Material F
(

mJ
cm2

)
τ (fs) λ (nm) I

(
TW
cm2

)
[86] PRL 116, 097401 (2016) DyFeO3 660 60 800 10.3

[87] PRL 122, 027202 (2019) Bi:YIG 370 100 400 3.5

[68] PRB 97, 140404(R) (2018) Bi:LuIG 300 100 800 2.8

[67] Nature 542, 71–74 (2017) Co:YIG 220 50 1150 to 1450 4.1

[88] JoP Cond. Mat. 28, 276002 (2016) Bi:YIG 130 40 800 3.0

This manuscript (2020) Bi:YIG 100 80 800 and 400 1.2

[89] PRB 81, 214440 (2010) Co:YIG 80 100 800 0.75

[90] PRL 112, 147403 (2014) FeBO3 60 200 800 0.28

[91] PRB 78, 104301 (2008) FeBO3 60 150 800 0.38

[19] PRL 123, 027202 (2019) Bi:YIG 15 35 800 0.27

Table III.1: Overview of relevant publications in the field of ultrafast magnetization dynamics
in ferromagnetic insulators with comparable pump energy densities F , pulse durations τ and thus
peak intensities I. The list is ordered by the peak intensity from the highest to the lowest. It is
clearly visible, that this publication as part of this PhD thesis is in fact one example of a multitude
of publications working with similar excitation conditions as those for which we observed dominant
two-photon absorption and consequently thermal excitation of spin dynamics.

Having shown that it is necessary to be mindful of possible thermal excitation processes in ferromagnetic
insulators, this extends to the whole research field of ultrafast dynamics. Nonlinear light-matter inter-
actions such as multi-photon absorption or absorption saturation are relevant for this research field as a
whole, since the peak intensities or photon densities are always orders of magnitudes larger than those of
CW sources which are used to calibrate the absorption properties of samples and materials, for example
ellipsometry.
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By ultrafast x-ray diffraction we quantify the strain from coherent and incoherent phonons generated by
one- and two-photon absorption. We investigated the ferrimagnetic insulator bismuth-doped yttrium iron garnet,
which is a workhorse for laser-induced spin dynamics that may be excited indirectly via phonons. We identify the
two-photon absorption by the quadratic intensity dependence of the transient strain and confirm a short lifetime
of the intermediate state via the inverse proportional dependence on the pump-pulse duration. We determine the
two-photon absorption coefficient using the linear relation between strain and absorbed energy density. For large
intensities of about 1 TW/cm2 considerable strain amplitudes of 0.1% are driven exclusively by two-photon
absorption.

DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevResearch.2.022013

Lattice dynamics is a unifying theme common to all laser-
excited condensed matter systems, since their phonon sub-
system provides a large bath for energy, entropy, and angular
momentum transfer [1–4]. The ultrafast increase of the energy
density in materials drives coherent atomic motion, i.e., siz-
able picosecond strain pulses [5–7], that add to the incoherent
thermal expansion. Ultrafast x-ray diffraction (UXRD) has
quantified these strain amplitudes generated in various mate-
rials, with a dependence on the incident fluence that is usually
linear [5–8] or sublinear if saturation effects play a role [9].
In semiconductors and insulators the excitation of electrons
across the band gap drives lattice strain [10–12]. However,
the stresses by hot phonons often prevail [13]. In GaAs a
nonlinear contribution to the fluence dependence of the strain
adds to the saturating one-photon absorption [14]. Various
time-resolved magneto-optical experiments in metallic mag-
nets demonstrate the possibility to trigger and control magne-
tization precession [15–18], using laser-induced strain pulses.
In contrast, most research on magnetic insulators, mainly
oxides, emphasizes energy-efficient magnetization switching
schemes [19,20] and nonthermal spin manipulation by the
inverse Faraday effect [21], the inverse Cotton-Mouton effect
[22], and photoinduced magnetic anisotropy [23]. Since these
oxides have large band gaps, the processes are thought to
proceed without absorption, and the generation of phonons
is not always mentioned as a mechanism to drive spins. In
some materials hybrid magnetoelastic modes are identified
as the relevant excitations [24,25]. Among the magnetic ox-
ides, yttrium iron garnet (YIG) provides the lowest magnon

*bargheer@uni-potsdam.de

Published by the American Physical Society under the terms of the
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damping. Below the charge-transfer transitions identified with
the band gap of YIG, there are weaker crystal-field d-d
transitions down to about 800 nm [26,27]. A large magneto-
optical contrast is achieved by bismuth substitution [28],
which connects this workhorse of magnon spintronics [29,30]
and spin caloritronics [31] to optomagnetism. Recent publi-
cations on ferrimagnetic garnets reported magnetization dy-
namics via thermally induced crystalline anisotropy modifica-
tion [23,32,33], similar to previous work in antiferromagnets
[34–36]. More specifically, optically excited coherent and
incoherent phonons are reported to generate spin waves (SWs)
[27,37,38]. A quadratic fluence dependence of the spin-wave
amplitude was discovered in several garnets already with
moderate fluences below 15 mJ/cm2 [25,38].

Here, we present nondestructive UXRD measurements on
the very same Bi:YIG film [38], to quantify the lattice dynam-
ics upon below-band-gap femtosecond laser excitation with
fluences up to 100 mJ/cm2. This corresponds to intensities,
which are typical of experiments that manipulate magnetiza-
tion in insulators by femtosecond light pulses [19,33,37,38],
and we find a pronounced quadratic fluence dependence of
the strain amplitude that quantifies coherent and incoherent
phonons as propagating strain pulses and localized thermal
expansion, respectively. The strain amplitude is inversely
proportional to the pump pulse duration, which indicates a
short lifetime of the intermediate state during the two-photon
excitation. This is a quantitative and direct structural measure-
ment of transient strain generated dominantly by two-photon
absorption. We contrast this two-photon absorption process
with direct above-band-gap excitation using near-ultraviolet
(NUV) pulses. In this case, the lattice strain η depends linearly
on the excitation fluence.

We investigate two similar (100)-oriented thin films of
150 and 135 nm BixY3−xFe5O12 (Bi:YIG) with x = 1 and 2,
respectively, grown on a (100)-oriented Gd3Ga5O12 (GGG)
substrate, schematically pictured in Fig. 1(b). The single-
crystalline films were grown by pulsed laser deposition.

2643-1564/2020/2(2)/022013(6) 022013-1 Published by the American Physical Society
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FIG. 1. (a) Sketched pump-probe geometry. (b) Sample structure
and spatial intensity profiles in Bi:YIG for NUV (blue) and NIR
illumination (red). For NIR light the linear absorption is negligible
(dashed line) and it remains small (solid line) when including two-
photon absorption, assuming an intensity of 1 TW/cm2. (c) Scattered
x-ray intensity is plotted as a function of ϑ , showing the (800) Bragg
reflection of Bi2Y1Fe5O12 before 8 mJ/cm2 NUV excitation and for
a selection of pump-probe delays.

X-ray diffraction and spectroscopic ellipsometry reveal sim-
ilar structural and optical properties of both Bi:YIG samples.
Although the bismuth substitution enhances the electronic
d-d transition probabilities for photon energies just below
the band-gap energy [39], the optical properties are essen-
tially identical for both samples at the excitation wavelengths
λNUV = 400 nm and λNIR = 800 nm of our experiments. This
is verified by ellipsometry, which yields an optical penetration
depth of 170 nm at λNUV. For λNIR ellipsometry only yields
a lower bound for the penetration depth which is consistent
with the literature value of 65 μm [26–28]. The intensity
profiles for both excitation wavelengths are depicted true to
scale in Fig. 1(b). For our experiments the relevant difference
of the samples is the higher elastic constant for the lower
bismuth concentration. The larger speed of sound is partially
compensated by the increased layer thicknesses such that we
qualitatively find the same transient response to laser excita-
tion. The increased lattice constant upon doping [40] does not
affect our results as we examine solely the relative changes of
the lattice. Thus the two samples allow us to crosscheck the
amplitudes and timings of the photoinduced strain transients.

The UXRD data, exemplarily depicted in Fig. 1(c), are
measured at the laser-driven table-top plasma x-ray source
(PXS) [41] at the University of Potsdam with a 200-fs x-ray
pulse duration at a wavelength of 154 pm (Cu Kα). The
samples are excited at a 1 kHz repetition rate by p-polarized
NUV pulses at 400 nm or NIR pulses at 800 nm under an
angle of ϕ = 40◦ [see Fig. 1(a)]. The incident fluence Fi is
changed by a combination of a wave plate and polarizer.
Changes in the spot size resulting from self-focusing at higher
intensities, however, led us to adjust the full width at half
maximum (FWHM) of the Gaussian-shaped pump pulses
between 1.5 and 0.7 mm diameter, as controlled by a beam
profiler. Fi is calculated by the top-hat approximation with
the 1/e width for the laser excitation profile. The laser pulse

FIG. 2. Transient lattice strain η for different excitation param-
eters, measured with UXRD. Solid lines act as a guide to the eye.
(a) Fluence series for Bi2Y1Fe5O12 with femtosecond NUV excita-
tion. For Bi1Y2Fe5O12 we show (b) the fluence series with 120 fs
NIR excitation and (c) the pulse duration series with 100 mJ/cm2

NIR excitation. The gray data set has a similar pulse duration but
opposite linear chirp.

duration is determined by a single-shot autocorrelator. X-ray
pulses with a 0.3-mm-diam spot size probe the samples at
delays up to t = 3 ns at a Bragg angle of ω = 29.5◦ [see
Fig. 1(a)], associated with the symmetric (800) reflection for
both samples. In Fig. 1(c), the scattered x-ray intensity of
Bi:YIG around ω = ϑ , detected with a Pilatus 100k area de-
tector from Dectris, is exemplarily displayed for four different
pump-probe delays after an 8 mJ/cm2, NUV femtosecond
excitation. The transient angular shift �ϑ (t ) of the Bragg
reflection is calculated by the center-of-mass change of the
scattered intensity before and after excitation [42]. From this,
we calculate the mean transient out-of-plane strain (i.e., the
relative change of the layer thickness) in the Bi:YIG layer,
η(t ), via Bragg’s law modified by a geometric scaling factor
f . According to our diffraction geometry, with the sample and
area detector at fixed diffraction angles, and for a convergent
x-ray beam we use f ≈ 2 [43,44],

η(t ) = − f �ϑ (t ) cot(ω). (1)

First, we investigated the transient strain of Bi:YIG as a
function of the excitation fluence for NUV illumination to
determine the response to an above-band-gap excitation. The
results for Bi2Y1Fe5O12 are shown in Fig. 2(a) and yield
the typical linear scaling of the strain amplitude with the
fluence in accordance with other studies on semiconductors
and insulators [12,45]. This dependence is analyzed by the
blue linear fit in Fig. 3(a), where the average strain η in

022013-2
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FIG. 3. Averaged lattice strain η in Bi:YIG between 75 ps and
1 ns evaluated from the data set in Fig. 2. (a) η as a function
of the fluence at NUV excitation of Bi2Y1Fe5O12 (blue) and NIR
excitation of Bi1Y2Fe5O12 (red). The NUV data are fitted with a
linear function and a quadratic fluence dependence is observed for
the NIR excitation as predicted by the presented modeling [see
Eq. (7)]. (b) Pulse duration dependence of η upon NIR excitation
of Bi1Y2Fe5O12. The gray data point was obtained under different
chirp conditions. The solid line results from Eq. (7) with the same
parameters as in (a). The vertical error bars are the standard deviation
of η and the horizontal error bars are estimated from the pump spot
size fluctuation and the GDD of the mirrors.

Bi:YIG from 75 ps to 1 ns is displayed as a function of
the NUV fluence. The transient strain data in Fig. 2 exhibit
multiple features characteristic of coherent and incoherent
phonons. During the first 50 ps, the rising edge, the local
maximum at 25 ps, and the falling edge are associated with
a coherent and bipolar phonon wave packet launched by
the absorption of an ultrashort laser pulse [12]. The time
to reach the maximum expansion/strain is governed by the
sound velocity in Bi:YIG and the film thickness. The falling
edge relates to the movement of the expansive part of the
bipolar wave packet out of the Bi:YIG layer [12]. The exact
temporal behavior of the measured average strain depends on
the spatial form of the wave packet [12]. The strain beyond 50
ps arises from heating, which is proportional to the absorbed
energy [1,46,47]. Within our measurement window of 3 ns
the thermal expansion shows almost no relaxation because
of the slow heat transport out of Bi:YIG, as expected from
the low thermal conductivity of garnet [48,49]. The dynamics
of the film with x = 1 is identical when we scale the timing
according to the different sound velocity and thickness.

Following the experiments for the excitation of spin waves
[24,25,38,50], we excited Bi:YIG with NIR light with a
short pulse duration (150 fs) and incident fluences up to
100 mJ/cm2. We used the very same x = 1 sample as Deb
et al. [38]. At fluences comparable to the NUV excitation
no significant strain was detected. The results for fluences
larger than 10 mJ/cm2 are displayed in Fig. 2(b) and show
a quadratic dependence of η(t ) on the fluence. Substantiated
by the red line in Fig. 3(a), this quadratic fluence dependence
indicates a two-photon strain generation process. Although
the transient strain response for NIR excitation shown in
Figs. 2(b) and 2(c) is very similar to the above-band-gap
excitation shown in Fig. 2(a), three small differences in the
observed strain signatures require discussion. The maximum
at 25 ps in Fig. 2(b) is slightly delayed, because the higher
sound velocity v1 = 6.3 nm/ps for x = 1 as compared to

v2 = 5.4 nm/ps for x = 2 [40,51] is overcompensated by
the layer thickness d . Second, the subsequent falling edge
shows an almost linear strain decrease from 25 to 50 ps
for NIR excitation, whereas for NUV excitation the slope
shows an exponential-like decrease. This is observed for both
samples and is due to the nearly homogeneous nonlinear
absorption in contrast to the steeper intensity profile for linear
absorption, displayed in Fig. 1(b). The absorption profiles lead
to different stress profiles inside the layer. Consequently, a
rectangular-shaped bipolar strain wave is launched upon NIR
excitation and a semiexponential-shaped bipolar strain wave is
launched upon NUV excitation [8]. The average strain in the
Bi:YIG layer is shaped accordingly [52], which we monitor
directly with UXRD [3,8,53]. The different intensity profiles
also determine the deposition of heat. This explains the third
difference observed at timescales beyond 1 ns when η(t )
retains a constant value for NUV excitation and decreases at
NIR excitation. We attribute this to a stronger heat gradient at
the Bi:YIG/GGG interface and faster cooling to the substrate
for NIR excitation.

We conclude our measurements with a variation of the NIR
pulse duration to examine the lifetime of the transient state
of the two-photon process. At a fluence of 100 mJ/cm2 we
tuned the pump pulse duration from τ = 75 to 400 fs. The
transient strain response, depicted in Fig. 2(c), is qualitatively
very similar to the data in Fig. 2(b). The dependence of the
average strain η(τ ) on the pulse duration τ is analyzed in
Fig. 3(b). The fit shows an inverse proportionality between
η and τ . The two-photon absorption for the shortest pulse
durations of 75 fs with opposite linear chirp show deviations
which we attribute to a higher-order chirp. The fit in Fig. 3(b)
only includes the red data points which have the same sign
of the linear chirp which was controlled by the grating com-
pressor of the laser system. We corrected the pulse durations
measured at the autocorrelator according to the group delay
dispersion GDD ≈ −500 ± 200 fs2 of the mirrors between
the autocorrelator and the sample.

Both the fluence and pulse duration dependence of the
strain are consistent with a model which is based on one- and
two-photon absorption processes. In the following we present
the modeling to fit the strain data in Fig. 3 and to determine the
two-photon absorption coefficient β of Bi:YIG for NIR light.
Lambert-Beer’s law can be modified by a second-order term
to account for two-photon absorption [see Eq. (2)] [54,55].
Starting from the attenuation of light in matter at the depth z
due to one- and two-photon absorption, we solve the following
equation for the intensity I ,

∂I

∂z
= −αI − βI2, (2)

where α is the one- and β the two-photon absorption coef-
ficient. In the case of linear one-photon absorption, i.e., for
NUV light, we set β = 0, which results in Lambert-Beer’s
law [see Eq. (3)]. In the case of NIR light, we set α = 0 to
model the strain generated solely by two-photon absorption as
suggested by the data in Fig. 3(a). If I0 is the incident intensity
on the Bi:YIG layer, the solutions of Eq. (2) are

I (z) =
{

I0e−αz for NUV,
I0

1+βI0z for NIR. (3)
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Since the layer thickness is much smaller than the penetration
depth of the NIR light, we may Taylor-expand Eq. (3) at
z = 0, i.e., I (z) = I0 − βI2

0 z + O(z2). The linear spatial in-
tensity dependence is a good approximation for NIR light
[see Fig. 1(b)]. For time-resolved measurements, the inci-
dent intensity I0 is time dependent. In this experiment, the
excitation pulse can be well approximated by a Gaussian
envelope I0(t ) = 2

√
ln 2/π Fi/τ exp (−4 ln 2 t2/τ 2), where Fi

is the incident fluence, and τ is the pulse duration at FWHM.
The absorbed fluence inside the Bi:YIG layer Fa(Fi, τ ) is
calculated via temporal integration of the intensity difference
from the sample surface (z = 0) to the layer-substrate inter-
face (z = d)

Fa(Fi, τ ) =
∫ ∞

−∞
I0(t ) − I (z = d, t )dt (4)

=
{

(1 − e−αd )Fi for NUV,√
ln 4
π

βd F 2
i
τ

− O
(F 3

i
τ 2

)
for NIR.

(5)

The stress σ on the lattice resulting from the energy
density deposited by the pump pulse ρQ = Fa/d is given
by the macroscopic Grüneisen parameter � via σ = �ρQ

[3,46,47,56]. In the one-dimensional (1D) geometry of a ho-
mogeneously excited thin film with a cubic symmetry aligned
to the sample surface, the strain response perpendicular to the
surface is given by η = σ/C11, where C11 is the cubic elastic
constant. We estimate the mean strain in the Bi:YIG layer via
the linear NUV absorption (β = 0),

ηNUV = �

C11d
(1 − e−αd )Fi. (6)

The 2.1 × 10−4 per mJ/cm2 calculated from Eq. (6) is in
reasonable agreement with the strain ηNUV = 2.3 × 10−4 per
mJ/cm2 extracted from the blue line in Fig. 3(a). Here,
we used a film thickness of d = 135 nm, the linear ab-
sorption coefficient for NUV light α = 6 × 104 cm−1, the
elastic constant C11 = 190 GPa for Bi2Y1Fe5O12, and the
Grüneisen parameter of YIG, � ≈ 1, reported in the literature
[26,40,51,57]. The lattice strain η generated via nonlinear NIR
absorption can also be calculated in the same manner with a
different value of C11 = 230 GPa for Bi1Y2Fe5O12,

ηNIR = �

C11

√
ln 4

π
β

F 2
i

τ
. (7)

This equation describes the functional dependence of the
strain on the fluence Fi and the pulse duration τ which
we discovered experimentally upon NIR excitation. The red
curves in Fig. 3 are calculated with Eq. (7), fitting the data
precisely if we use β = 2.4 cm/GW as the two-photon ab-
sorption coefficient. We visualized the spatial intensity profile
according to two-photon absorption in Fig. 1(b) by the red
solid line. As a crosscheck we note that αI < βI2, already

for comparably low intensities of I = 0.1 TW/cm2 if we
use the literature value α = 150 cm−1 for NIR light [26].
This justifies neglecting the linear absorption term during the
evaluation of the NIR data, since βI2 is orders of magnitude
larger than αI at intensities higher than I = 1 TW/cm2.

A two-photon absorption coefficient of βYIG =
130 cm/GW was reported for undoped YIG at photon
energies of (1.17 + 1.93) eV = 3.1 eV [58]. Mainly, a
two-step process via the 6A1g(6S) → 4T1g(4G) and subsequent
4T1g(4G) → 4T1g(4P) Fe3+-ion transitions in YIG and Bi:YIG
accounts for the two-photon absorption in both materials
[27,59,60], i.e., the two-photon transition proceeds via real
and short-lived levels. The bismuth substitution affects the
electronic and optical properties of YIG, e.g., increasing
spin-orbit coupling, absorption, and even second-harmonic
generation (SHG) efficiency [39,61,62]. In particular, the
very weak 6A1g(6S) → 4T1g(4G) transition energy shifts with
doping and therefore modulates the one- and two-photon
absorption coefficients. According to our modeling the
previously reported βYIG would yield a strain of 4% and an
absorption of 60% at large peak intensities of 1 TW/cm2,
which contradicts the measured values of 0.1% strain and less
than 5% absorption.

To summarize, we used UXRD to directly measure the
strain in nanolayered Bi:YIG excited via one- and two-
photon absorption. We identify the two-photon process by the
quadratic fluence dependence and the inversely proportional
pulse duration dependence of the photoexcited strain. The
latter also proves that the intermediate state is short lived. We
substantiate our findings by a quantitative fit with Lambert-
Beer’s law with a two-photon absorption extension in com-
bination with the Grüneisen approach, where the absorbed
energy is proportional to the lattice strain, independent of how
the photon energy is absorbed. From this, we determine the
two-photon absorption coefficient β ≈ 2 cm/GW for exciting
Bi1Y2Fe5O12 at 800 nm. We believe that our quantitative
evaluation of the strain generated by two-photon absorption
is particularly important for a full understanding of light-
driven spin manipulation in magnetic insulators [23,27,32–
38], but it has more general relevance for ultrafast science
on supposedly nonabsorbing or transparent matter. The large
peak intensities around 1 TW/cm2 necessary to drive 0.1%
strain can be achieved both by high pump fluences and short
pulse durations.
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Abstract Invar-behavior occurring in many magnetic ma-
terials has long been of interest to materials science. Here,
we show not only invar behavior of a continuous film of FePt
but also even negative thermal expansion of FePt nanograins
upon equilibrium heating. Yet, both samples exhibit pro-
nounced transient expansion upon laser heating in femtosec-
ond x-ray diffraction experiments. We show that the gran-
ular microstructure is essential to support the contractive
out-of-plane stresses originating from in-plane expansion via
the Poisson effect that add to the uniaxial contractive stress
driven by spin disorder. We prove the spin contribution by
saturating the magnetic excitations with a first laser pulse
and then detecting the purely expansive response to a sec-
ond pulse. The contractive spin stress is reestablished on the

same 100 ps time scale that we observe for the recovery of the ferromagnetic order. Finite-element model-
ing of the mechanical response of FePt nanosystems confirms the morphology dependence of the dynamics.

Contributions to the work

I supported Alexander von Reppert to perform the X-Ray diffraction measurements and to commission
the double-pulse excitation setup. I commented on the manuscript. The samples were provided by the
group of Olav Hellwig.

Comments

In this publication we investigated the ultrafast response of the popular ferromagnetic material FePt
with three motivations in mind. On the one side, it is investigated due to its Invar-behavior [92]. This
means that it does not expand with increasing temperature due to conventional thermal expansion nor
contract due to a dominating magnetic stress as it is the case for Dysprosium, see Article II. Instead, the
lattice dimensions stay constant over a wide range of temperatures due to cancellation of an expansive
phonon- and compressive spin-stress. On the other side, FePt is already used in the new HAMR technol-
ogy, see Sec. 1.2, as it exhibits a large and strongly temperature dependent magnetic anisotropy which is
paramount for HAMR storage devices [25, 27]. Finally, we investigated the Poisson effect on an ultrafast
timescale, which leads to different lattice expansions, depending on the morphology of the sample [54, 93].

We found, that the lattice response upon femtosecond laser excitation is not Invar-like and that it depends
on the morphology of the sample, if an initial contraction or expansion is observed. Furthermore, the
interpretation of the ultrafast lattice dynamics can not be thought without an interplay of the contrac-
tive magnetic stress and the expansive incoherent phonon pressure, which leads to the Invar-behavior in
equilibrium. I want to highlight, that it was possible for us to quantify the contribution of the magnetic
stress onto the lattice with the double-pulse technique [56, 53]. In this ingenious experimental configu-
ration, the sample is pumped twice to first heat the phonon and spin system simultaneously above the
Curie temperature which switches off any magnetic stress contributions in the second excitation pulse.
The difference of the initial and second lattice response thus yields the impact of the spin system onto
the lattice via inverse magnetostriction on an ultrafast timescale.
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Spin stress contribution to the lattice dynamics of FePt
A. von Reppert1, L. Willig1,2, J.-E. Pudell1,2, S. P. Zeuschner1,2, G. Sellge3,4, F. Ganss3, O. Hellwig3,4, 
J. A. Arregi5, V. Uhlíř5,6, A. Crut7, M. Bargheer1,2*

Invar-behavior occurring in many magnetic materials has long been of interest to materials science. Here, we 
show not only invar behavior of a continuous film of FePt but also even negative thermal expansion of FePt 
nanograins upon equilibrium heating. Yet, both samples exhibit pronounced transient expansion upon laser heating 
in femtosecond x-ray diffraction experiments. We show that the granular microstructure is essential to support 
the contractive out-of-plane stresses originating from in-plane expansion via the Poisson effect that add to the 
uniaxial contractive stress driven by spin disorder. We prove the spin contribution by saturating the magnetic 
excitations with a first laser pulse and then detecting the purely expansive response to a second pulse. The contractive 
spin stress is reestablished on the same 100-ps time scale that we observe for the recovery of the ferromagnetic 
order. Finite-element modeling of the mechanical response of FePt nanosystems confirms the morphology 
dependence of the dynamics.

INTRODUCTION
Invar materials exhibit almost zero thermal expansion over a wide 
temperature range (1). Although the discovery of a 10-fold reduc-
tion of the thermal expansion of the Fe0.65Ni0.35 alloy compared to 
its pure elements (2) dates back to 1897, its origin remained an 
active area of solid-state research over the next century (3–5). Invar 
behavior requires a mechanism that counteracts the thermal expan-
sion resulting from anharmonic phonon-phonon interactions. For 
magnetic invar materials, it is found that the required contractive 
stress originates from an increased volume for the spin-ordered 
state compared to the disordered state that can now be predicted in 
different ab initio approaches (4, 5). Quantitative, time-resolved 
studies of the structural dynamics have recently started to explore 
the response of the lattice to magnetic stresses (6–12), which are 
attributed to the transfer of angular momentum (6, 7), energy 
(8, 12), and entropy (9) from and to the spin system. In this context, 
it is interesting to ask how invar materials respond to laser-induced 
heating on the picosecond time scale and to determine the lattice 
dynamics induced by counteracting contributions of phonon and 
spin stresses.

One approach for the separation of the magnetic response from 
the ever-present phonon contribution to the lattice dynamics in 
laser-excited metals is to compare the structural response above and 
below the magnetic ordering temperature (8–10). This is sometimes 
prohibited by irreversible modifications of the material under heating. 
A demagnetized state can also be created transiently by femtosecond 
laser excitation (13, 14) and characterized by applying a pump-probe 
sequence, where a second pump pulse excites the nonequilibrium 
state generated by the first pump pulse. Double-pulse excitation 

experiments not only have been used to demonstrate intriguing 
coherent control of the magnetization (15–17) and lattice dynamics 
(18, 19) but they also revealed that the induced magnetization 
dynamics, (20) total transient demagnetization (21), and magnetic 
anisotropy (22) critically depend on the pulse-to-pulse separation.

Invar behavior is found in many Fe-containing alloys (1, 23). 
The magnetic recording medium FePt in the fully ordered L10 
phase is receiving particular attention due to its large uniaxial magnetic 
anisotropy energy (Ku > 4.5 J/cm3) (24), which sustains nanoscopic 
magnetically stable bits with perpendicular magnetization. The 
envisioned heat-assisted magnetic recording scheme (25) aims at 
improving the magnetic information densities to exceed 2 Tb/in2 in 
commercial products of the near future (26). The possibility to grow 
magnetic, oriented nanograins with a high degree of structural 
order makes this material an ideal candidate for studying the lattice 
using time-resolved diffraction techniques. In a recent ultrafast 
x-ray diffraction (UXRD) study, we have found a short-lived lattice 
contraction along the short out-of-plane c axis of the tetragonal unit 
cell of a nanogranular FePt film on a substrate, whereas continuous 
epitaxial thin films merely expanded under otherwise identical 
excitation conditions (27). Previously, ultrafast electron diffraction 
experiments had reported a transient c-axis contraction and in-plane 
expansion for freestanding FePt nanograins (11). Spin-polarized 
density functional theory consistently predicts this tetragonal dis-
tortion when comparing the spin-ordered ferromagnetic ground 
state to the paramagnetic phase with full spin disorder (11). In the 
same paper, a strongly anisotropic phonon stress was predicted, 
seven times larger in-plane than out-of-plane (11). In all three cases 
the material is the L10 phase of FePt. Therefore, the variability of 
the measured ultrafast dynamics suggests that the morphology and 
substrate-induced strain must have an important influence on the 
lattice dynamics at ultrafast time scales.

Here, we use fluence-dependent UXRD experiments on granular 
FePt thin films to show experimentally that the initial contraction 
originates from spin entropy, as it saturates for high fluence when 
the spin system is disordered. Weak excitation pulses trigger an initial 
contraction driven by spin stress, but expansive lattice stresses 
prevail after about 3 ps. The direct connection of spin disorder with 
the contractive stress is revealed by double-pulse excitation scenarios. 
When a strong first excitation pulse has essentially disordered the 
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spin system, a second excitation pulse applied after a short delay 
only triggers expansion.

However, if the second pulse arrives about 100 ps later, the spin 
order has partially recovered, and the second pulse yields a contraction. 
This time scale for the recovery of the contractive stress is dictated 
by thermal transport and identical to the time scale of remagnetization 
observed in time-resolved magneto-optical Kerr effect (tr-MOKE) 
measurements. We model the coupled out-of-plane and in-plane 
lattice response of the nanograins using finite-element modeling 
(FEM) by varying the amplitude of the uniaxial contractive stress 
component    ⊥  sp   associated with the spin disorder, which is the essen-
tial parameter for describing the two-pulse experiments. To provide 
a solid experimental basis for our interpretation, we compare gran-
ular films composed of FePt grains in a carbon matrix to continuous 
films, where the in-plane expansion on the picosecond time scale is 
forbidden by symmetry.

RESULTS
Time-resolved and static expansion
We first discuss the lattice response of FePt to laser excitation and 
equilibrium heating. Figure 1 (A and B) compares the lattice response 
of a granular and a continuous film of similar thickness to 100-fs 
pump laser pulses for incident laser fluences ranging from Fin = 1.4 
to 11 mJ/cm2 (see Materials and Methods for details). To show that 
lattice expansion beyond 3 ps is approximately proportional to Fin 
and thus to the energy density, we have normalized the observed 
out-of-plane strain ⊥ to the incident laser fluence. Because the phonon 
system hosts most of the energy density at this time, the strain per 
fluence is approximately the same, and variations are due to energy 
absorbed in the spin system. The central finding for the granular 
film (Fig. 1A) is the pronounced contraction in the first 2 ps. Its 
absolute value is maximized for medium laser fluences, and the 
contraction disappears upon increasing the laser fluence further 
(see Supplementary Materials for the unscaled data). This 
already hints at the spin disorder as the driving mechanism of the 
contraction. The UXRD results in Fig. 1B show that the contraction 
is essentially absent for the continuous FePt film at all fluences. The 
small delay of the expansion observed in Fig. 1B for low laser fluences 
suggests that expansive and contractive out-of-plane stresses have 
different time dependences. Although the thermal expansion of bulk 
FePt solid solutions of different composition has been studied (28–31), 
static characterization of the out-of-plane expansion for continuous 
and granular L10-ordered thin films approaching the Curie tempera-
ture TC ≈ 700 K was, so far, not available. Our results in Fig 1C show 
that the out-of-plane dimension of L10-FePt behaves invar-like for 
the continuous film and even exhibits negative thermal expansion 
(NTE) for the granular FePt sample. The in-plane thermal expansion 
coefficient of FePt matches the value 1 × 10−5 K−1 of the MgO substrate 
(see Supplementary Materials), so that epitaxial stresses on the thin film 
upon equilibrium heating are expected to be small (11, 29, 31). Figure 1 
thus directly contrasts that the FePt out-of-plane strain ⊥ exhibits 
a pronounced difference between equilibrium heating, which shows 
NTE and invar behavior for granular and continuous FePt films, 
respectively, and ultrafast laser heating, where FePt mainly expands 
out-of-plane showing a positive strain ⊥ = c/c. We attribute the 
differences in ⊥(t) for the nanogranular and continuous FePt to 
the different magnitudes of in-plane strain ∥(t). The probed region 
is almost homogeneously heated as the excitation spot is three times 

larger than the probe pulses. Any in-plane stresses are therefore balanced 
by the adjacent unit cells for the continuous FePt film. The in-plane 
strain propagation from the edge of the excitation region to the 
probed region at the sound velocity sets the 100-ns time scale (much 
longer than those investigated in the time-resolved experiments) on 
which this in-plane fixation is relieved. For the granular FePt film, 
the inhomogeneity at the carbon-FePt interface enables transverse 
stresses and strains even on picosecond time scales, whereas they 
are forbidden by symmetry in the continuous film case. Under static 
heating conditions, both the substrate and the thin film can relax 
in-plane, which creates additional contractive elastic stresses out-
of-plane via the Poisson effect. Thus, the static out-of-plane NTE of 
the granular film is reduced to an invar behavior in the continuous 
film, for which the in-plane expansion of FePt and hence the Poisson 
effect are limited by the epitaxial clamping to the substrate.

Double-pulse excitation: Spin stress tuning
The results of a double-pulse excitation scheme displayed in Fig. 2A 
confirm that the spin excitations drive the contraction in the granular 
FePt film. In these experiments, we use a first strong laser pulse (p1) 
to saturate the spin excitations and a second, weaker laser pulse (p2) 
for triggering subsequent dynamics with a delay t. The ultrashort 

Fig. 1. Comparison of granular and continuous FePt film responses to laser 
excitation and equilibrium heating. (A) Normalized transient out-of-plane strain 
⊥ in FePt derived from the Bragg peak shift in UXRD experiments involving excitation 
of the granular FePt film with various incident fluences Fin. The observed strain is 
normalized to Fin. (B) Same for the continuous film. (C) Out-of-plane strain ⊥ upon 
equilibrium heating for both samples. Points above 650 K are grayed out, because 
the Bragg peak intensity decrease by 20% of the granular sample may indicate a 
slight sample degradation. Solid lines serve as guide to the eye. The insets (D) and 
(E) schematically depict the sample structures.
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x-ray probe pulse detects the lattice dynamics ⊥(t) that is induced 
by this double-pulse excitation, as schematically depicted in Fig 2C. 
The dark gray data from Fig. 2A show the UXRD signal that characterizes 
the strain 1(t) due to a single strong pulse with Fin,1 = 8.5 mJ/cm2 at 
t = 0, which almost exclusively leads to expansion of the FePt film. 
In contrast, the light gray data representing the strain 2(t) generated 
by a weaker single pulse with Fin,2 = 5.2 mJ/cm2 arriving at ∆t = 13 ps 
show a pronounced contraction at the onset of the second pulse, 
consistent with the fluence series in Fig. 1A. When both pulses excite 
the sample with the delay set to ∆t = 13 ps, we observe the strain 
1 + 2(t) (red data points). The orange points represent the additional 
strain ne(t) = 1 + 2(t) − 1(t), which is induced by the photoexcitation 
of the sample in the nonequilibrium conditions previously set by the 
first pulse. It mainly differs from 2(t) (light gray curve in Fig. 2A) 
in the first 2 ps after the second laser pulse arrives. Clearly, there is 
no contraction at t = 15 ps just after the second pulse, if the sample 
was pre-excited with the first pulse. We conclude that the first pulse 
has essentially saturated the spin excitations. Figure 2B confirms this 
interpretation by reducing the fluences to Fin,1 = 4.2 mJ/cm2 and 
Fin,2 = 3.3 mJ/cm2 with the same timing. Now, ne(t) shows approxi-
mately half of the contraction at t = 15 ps compared to 2(t) (light 
gray data) because the first pulse does not fully saturate the spin 
excitations.

Our double-pulse scheme also allows monitoring the recovery of 
the contractive stress by adjusting the timing between the excitation 
pulses for constant Fin,1 and Fin,2. Figure 3A depicts the results from 
Fig. 2A for tuning the double-pulse time delay t. Again, the gray 

line shows the strain induced only by the first pump pulse with Fin,1 = 
8.5 mJ/cm². Within 200 ps, the cooling of the FePt lattice reduces 
the transient strain from ⊥ = 4 × 10−3 to the half value. The light- 
colored lines show the strain 1 + 2(t) observed for double-pulse ex-
citation, and the bright colors show the nonequilibrium strain ne(t) = 
1 + 2(t) − 1(t). Figure 3B reproduces these data on a time axis 
where t = 0 indicates the arrival of the second pulse and compares 
ne(t − t) to 2(t) (light gray), i.e., the response to the second pulse 
with and without pre-excitation. For a pulse delay of t = 200 ps, 
ne(t − t) and 2(t) nearly coincide in the first 3 ps, indicating a 
reordering of the spin system within this time scale. For time delays 
shorter than t = 75 ps, the lattice expansion prevails. The red line 
(t = 13 ps) transforms continuously into the dark blue line (t = 
200 ps) with increasing time delay, indicating the emergence of the 
contractive stress as the spin system can be disordered again by the 
second pulse.

Magnetization dynamics and energy density
To corroborate our findings about the spin stress contribution to 
the lattice dynamics, we analyze the magnetic system. The spin stress 
contribution to the strain response must vanish if the magnetic 
system is in a state close to its maximal entropy that can be reached 
either thermally or via laser-induced demagnetization. According 
to recent FEM simulations of the field enhancement effects in 
the optical absorption of a similar nanogranular sample (32), the 
temperature change due to the inhomogeneous optical absorption 
of the irregularly shaped FePt nano-islands varies between 10 and 

Fig. 2. UXRD with double-pulse excitation. (A) Transient strain (t) of the granu-
lar FePt film from UXRD with single- and double-pulse excitation. The first pulse at 
t = 0 has a fluence of Fin,1 = 8.5 mJ/cm2, and the second pulse at 13 ps is weaker (Fin,2 = 
5.2 mJ/cm2). The nonequilibrium strains ne(t) = 1 + 2(t) − 1(t) (orange) are derived 
by subtracting the dark gray curve from the red curve. This strain is induced by the 
photoexcitation in the nonequilibrium conditions set by the first pulse. (B) Same 
for weaker pump pulses Fin,1 = 4.2 mJ/cm2 and Fin,2 = 3.3 mJ/cm2, which only partially 
demagnetize the film. (C) Relative timing of the double-pulse excitation experiments.

Fig. 3. Recovery of the spin entropy–driven lattice contraction. (A) Dark gray: 
transient strain 1(t) from UXRD with single-pulse excitation at t = 0 (Fin,1 = 8.5 mJ/cm2) 
for the granular film. Light-colored data: strain 1 + 2(t) observed for double-pulse 
excitation with the same first pulse and a second pulse with fluence (Fin,2 = 5.2 mJ/cm2) 
after t = 13, 23, 50, 75, 100, and 200 ps. The bright-colored data represent ne(t) = 1 + 2(t) − 
1(t). (B) Comparison of ne(t − t) from (A) to the strain 2(t) obtained for excitation 
only with the second pulse (gray). (C) Average strain ne(t − t) within the first 2 ps.
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30%. For Fin,1 = 8.5 mJ/cm², we therefore estimate the temperature 
rise to be in the range T = 300 to 700 K. The majority of the nano-
granular FePt will be transiently heated above the Curie temperature, 
which is about TC ≈ 650 to 700 K for the current particle size (33).

Figure 4A contains tr-MOKE data for three selected fluences. 
We assume nearly full demagnetization for the incident fluence of 
11 mJ/cm², as the signal does not increase beyond this fluence. Con-
sistent with literature, this sets the initial demagnetization for the 
pulses (8.5 mJ/cm²) used in the UXRD experiment from Figs. 3A 
and 2A at 85%. Because of the large out-of-plane anisotropy and the 
single-domain character of the grains (no domain wall propagation), 
we can use the tr-MOKE signal recorded with an external field 
of ±0.7 T as an estimation of the time-dependent average magneti-
zation M(t) of the sample (34). The static magnetization curve M(T) 
of the granular FePt sample is depicted in Fig 4B. To relate the UXRD 
and tr-MOKE signal, we calculate an estimate for the spin contribution 
to the heat capacity (Fig. 4C) according to the mean field theory 
relation (35)   C  sp   ∝  ∂  M   2  _ ∂ T   = M  ∂ M _ ∂ T   , which agrees reasonably well with 
recent theoretical predictions represented by the dashed line (36).

The colored dashed lines in Fig. 4 (A to C) indicate how the 
MOKE signal, which is proportional to M(t), is related to the auxiliary 
temperature T(t) of the spin system for the specific time t = t of the 

UXRD experiment. This temperature is used to estimate the energy 
density    sp  Q   =  ∫T  

∞
     C  sp  (T′) dT′ , which would be required to fully 

saturate the heat capacity Csp(T) of the spin system. In a first-order 
analysis, the individual stresses from electrons, phonons, and spins   
  e,ph,sp   =    e,ph,sp     e,ph,sp  Q    are directly proportional to the heat energy 
densities    e,ph,sp  Q   , and the dimensionless macroscopic Grueneisen 
coefficients e, ph, sp describe the efficiency for generating stress from 
energy in each of the three systems (8).

To combine UXRD and tr-MOKE, we reproduce on the vertical 
axis of Fig. 4D the average lattice strain    ̄     from Fig. 3C, while the 
horizontal axis quantifies the fraction of the energy density    sp  Q  (t)  
that the second pulse can still introduce into the spin system according to 
(Fig. 4C). For simplicity, we assume that after a short time delay t = 
15 ps, the FePt is still nearly fully demagnetized (Fig. 4A), and almost 
no energy density    sp  Q    can be deposited into the spin system. 
Hence, the second pulse only induces expansion, i.e., positive    ̄   (t)  
in Fig. 4D by exciting electrons and phonons. With increasing t, 
the contractive stress     sp   =    sp     sp  Q    increases. The slope of Fig. 4D 
is proportional to the macroscopic Grueneisen constant sp of the 
spin system, which must, in fact, be negative to support the observed 
NTE or invar behavior (3, 37).

Modeling
We experimentally find that the spin stress contribution recovers 
on a 100-ps time scale, consistent with the remagnetization of the 
grains. As domain wall propagation is not relevant within the nano-
scopic grains on this time scale, the dynamics are governed by thermal 
transport to the carbon matrix and the substrate. Figure 4C illustrates 
that the energy density    sp  Q    and the associated spin entropy density   
S  sp   ∝   sp  Q   / T  that can be induced by a second excitation after a given 
time delay t are finite. Statistical mechanics limits the maximum 
spin entropy to Ssp = NkB ln (2J + 1), where J is the angular momentum 
per magnetic atom. This saturation provides the necessary mechanism 
for the reduced contractive stress contribution at high fluences in 
the otherwise linear stress-strain relations. NTE generally requires 
an increasing entropy with decreasing volume (23).

The main features of the fluence-dependent responses observed 
for the continuous and granular films (Fig. 1) and of the two-pulse 
excitation experiments (Figs. 2 and 3) can be qualitatively under-
stood in the light of a simplified equation of motion [see Materials 
and Methods for the full three-dimensional (3D) equation]

       ∂   2   u  ⊥   ─ 
∂  t   2 

   =   ∂ ─ ∂ z   
⎛
 ⎜ 

⎝
      C  33     ∂  u  ⊥   ─ ∂ z   
⏟

   
elast.   ⊥  

    +   2  C  31      ∥   
⏟

   
elast.  ⊥  Poi 

    −     ⊥  sp  
⏟

   
<0

    −     ⊥  e−ph  
⏟

   
>0

    
⎞
 ⎟ 

⎠
     (1)

At equilibrium, negative strain     ⊥   =  ∂  u  ⊥   _ ∂ z   < 0  occurs only if a con-
tractive spin stress    ⊥  sp   and the elastic Poisson stress contribution   
 ⊥  Poi (t) ∼    ∥  (t)  induced by in-plane strain ∥ add constructively to 
overcome the expansive out-of-plane stress    ⊥  e−ph   imposed by hot 
electrons and phonons. Equation 1 is valid in the case of a thin FePt 
needle, i.e., a cylinder with radius much smaller than height (r ≪ d), 
because this allows us to assume that in-plane strains ∥ are relaxed 
and equal in x and y directions. The main reason for writing Eq. 1 is 
to see that it can be further simplified for the continuous film be-
cause    ⊥  Poi   is absent at ultrafast time scales for which ∥ = 0 for symmetry 
reasons. Thus, on ultrafast time scales, Eq. 1 with    ⊥  Poi  = 0  is exact, 
and the Poisson stress makes the out-of-plane response of the granular 
film response substantially different.

Fig. 4. Semiquantitative approximation of the remaining spin energy from 
tr-MOKE measurements. (A) Transient MOKE data for the granular FePt film 
for various fluences, normalized (Norm.) to their maximum demagnetization. 
(B) Equilibrium magnetization M(T) measurement for a similarly prepared granular 
FePt film obtained by vibrating sample magnetometry (VSM). (C) Spin-specific heat as 
derived via   C  sp   ≈ M  ∂ M _ ∂ T    (blue line) from M(T) and calculations (36) (thick black dashed 
line). The colored dashed lines connect the graphs at selected times for which par-
tial recovery of the spin entropy–driven contraction is observed (compare Fig 3). 
(D) Average strain    ̄  (t)  in the first 2 ps after the second pulse (green area in Fig. 3B) 
as a function of the energy density    sp  Q  (t)  that this second pulse can still intro-
duce into the spin system. The light blue shaded area in (C) visualizes    sp  Q    for the 
case of T(100 ps) = 580 K, which gives rise to the light blue circle in (D).
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We complement this simple analysis of the FePt deformation 
dynamics by FEM simulations using the actual FePt nanostructure 
dimensions and considering 3D, nonsimplified equations of motion 
(see Materials and Methods and Supplementary Materials for technical 
details). The results for the granular FePt film are shown in Fig. 5, 
while those obtained for continuous films and free grains can be found 
in the Supplementary Materials. In each case, various values of the 
relative amplitude Asp of the spin stress contribution were used to mimic 
its variation in the context of fluence dependence (Fig. 1—saturation of 
the contraction) and two-pulse excitation (Figs. 2 and 3—time-dependent 
recovery of the spin stress). A complete reproduction of the measured 
time- resolved signals is challenging, as it would require to precisely 
take into account the morphological dispersion of the FePt grains 
and the heat transfer to the carbon. Nevertheless, enable a good 
qualitative reproduction of the strain dynamics measured for granular 
FePt films, as can be seen by comparing the measured strain 
(Figs. 1A and 3B) with the simulated strain in Fig. 5B.

Figure 5A illustrates the electron-phonon, spin, and Poisson 
stress contributions, which drive the out-of-plane strain dynamics 
of granular films (Eq. 1). As expected, in the absence of the contractive 
spin stress (Asp = 0), the total stress almost always remains positive. 
The computed out-of-plane strain dynamics correspond to oscillations 
of the FePt nanostructure configuration around an expanded equi-
librium, with a total absence of out-of-plane compression throughout 
the motion (Fig. 5B). These computed strain dynamics agree well 
with experimental strain data where the spin contribution is strongly 
reduced via the use of high-fluence light pulses (Figs. 1 to 3). Con-
versely, a sufficient amplitude of Asp (e.g., Asp = 0.2, as in Fig. 5A) 
creates a negative average value of the computed total stress enabling 
out-of-plane FePt contractions (Fig. 5B), in agreement with the experi-
mental observation of a contraction at the beginning of the dynamics. 
Moreover, the computed strains shown in Fig. 5B qualitatively re-

produce both the maximal contraction at 1.7 ps and maximal 
expansion at 4.5 ps, observed in the context of both low-fluence 
single-pump experiments (Fig. 1A) and double-pulse excitation with 
large delay between pump pulses, i.e., recovered spin order (Fig. 3B). 
The FePt deformation computed at these two instants is illustrated 
for Asp = 0.2 in Fig. 5. For the same range of Asp, our FEM modeling 
of a continuous film (see Supplementary Materials) reproduces the ab-
sence of a contraction and the 0.5-ps phase shift observed in Fig. 1B 
for increasing fluence. Conversely, the Poisson effect is enhanced for 
free FePt grains (see Supplementary Materials) because the in-plane 
displacement is unconstrained. Our simulations qualitatively repro-
duce the large out-of-plane contractions observed previously (11).

A systematic variation of the simulation parameters shows that a 
reasonable agreement with the experimental data can be obtained 
only by assuming an anisotropic electron-phonon stress, with non-
equal out-of-plane and in-plane amplitudes    ⊥  e−ph,0  =  A   ani    ∥  e−ph,0  . 
However, the optimal value of the anisotropy parameter Aani ≈ 3 
used for the simulations shown in Fig. 5 is more than twice smaller 
than predicted (11). Including an in-plane expansion resulting from 
spin stress (11) would even reduce Aani further. Although the overall 
agreement between simulations and experiments is good, the simula-
tions systematically underestimate the expansion beyond 3 ps ob-
served experimentally. This may be compensated for by adding 
expansive stress in the carbon shell resulting from heat transfer from 
the FePt, which would decrease the Poisson stress    ⊥  Poi   acting on FePt 
on long time scales.

Our modeling shows that the difference in the response of free 
grains, a granular film, and the continuous film mainly originates 
from the different in-plane boundary conditions, which suppress or 
partially allow the Poisson effect. We can reproduce the essential 
conclusion drawn from the double-pulse experiment (Fig. 3) that the 
initial out-of-plane contraction is driven by spin stress.

CONCLUSION
In conclusion, we have shown that laser-generated spin entropy 
drives a pronounced but short-lived lattice contraction of nanogranular 
FePt films in the L10 phase. In a double-pulse excitation scenario, 
the absence of a contraction after the second laser pulse quantifies 
the contractive stress contribution of the spin excitations, as they 
saturate when the FePt temperature approaches TC. Fluence-dependent 
transient MOKE data confirm that the relaxation of the magnetization 
occurs on the same time scale as the spin entropy–driven contraction 
reappears.

Our elastic continuum modeling clarifies the important role of 
the Poisson effect in establishing the transient contraction of the 
granular film, which is not observed for the continuous film. We are 
confident that this double-pulse excitation scenario can be developed 
into a versatile tool for investigating coupled systems with many 
degrees of freedom, when a phase transition leads to the saturation 
for one of the driving stresses of the lattice response.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
X-ray and MOKE experiments
We performed laser-based UXRD pump-probe experiments with 
an x-ray pulse duration (38) of approximately 200 fs on two FePt 
thin films in the ordered L10 phase grown on MgO (001) oriented 
substrates. We observe the time-dependent evolution of the (002) 
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Fig. 5. FEM modeling of the mechanical response of a granular FePt film. 
(A) Time-dependent out-of-plane stresses ⊥(t) acting on FePt for Asp = 0 (no spin 
stress, solid lines) and Asp = 0.2 (dashed lines). The Poisson stress component was 
deduced from the computed in-plane strains. (B) Average out-of-plane strain ⊥(t) 
in arbitrary units (a.u.) computed for various ratios Asp of the spin and electron-phonon 
stress amplitudes. The computed FePt deformation at instants corresponding to 
maximal initial contraction and expansion for Asp = 0.2 are illustrated at the right.
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FePt diffraction peak, from which we deduce the time-resolved out-
of-plane lattice strain of the FePt layer ⊥(t). The samples are excited by 
p-polarized pump pulses with a duration of 100 fs at a central wave-
length of 800 nm, which are incident under 45° relative to the surface 
normal. The laser spot size of approximately 1.6 mm by 1.3 mm (full 
width at half maximum) ensures that a homogeneously excited sample 
area is probed by the x-rays that have rhombical 0.3 mm–by–0.3 mm 
profile (39). The tr-MOKE setup (34) uses comparable excitation 
parameters. For experimental details, see Supplementary Materials. 
Static x-ray diffraction measurements at different sample temperatures 
were recorded using a commercial diffraction setup (Rigaku SmartLab 
9 kW system).

Sample preparation
A continuous FePt thin film was prepared by magnetron-sputtering 
Fe and Pt from a composite FePt target onto a substrate preheated 
to 500°C. Similarly, a granular FePt film was prepared at a slightly 
higher substrate temperature of 650°C by adding approximately 
30 volume % of carbon to the sputtering target. X-ray reflectivity 
measured the sample thicknesses to be about d = 9.5 nm, where the 
continuous film is covered with an additional 1-nm layer of oxidized 
Al (27). According to scanning electron microscopy images of similarly 
prepared samples (see Supplementary Materials), the size distribu-
tion of the FePt nano grains segregated in a carbon matrix within the 
granular film is centered at approximately 8 nm. This nano-morphology 
yields a very large coercive field of approximately 0H = 5 T, whereas 
the coercive field of the continuous film 0H = 0.4 T is substantially 
smaller because of the possibility of domain wall motion that cannot 
occur in the nano granular samples (40). The sample structures are 
schematically depicted as insets (C) and (D) in Fig. 1, and their 
properties and the measurement technique have been described in 
a previous publication (27).

FEM modeling
Finite-element simulations were performed using the Structural 
Mechanics Module of the COMSOL commercial software. It deter-
mines the spatiotemporal variations of displacement ui(x1, x2, x3, t) 
by the numerical, approximation-free resolution of the continuum 
mechanics equation of motion in all Cartesian directions xi

      ∂   2   u  i   ─ 
∂  t   2 

   =   ∑ 
j=1

  
 3
      ∂ ─ ∂  x  j  

   (    ∑ 
k,l=1

  
 3
     C  ijkl      kl   −   ij  ext  )  with the strain    kl   =   1 ─ 2   (     ∂  u  k   ─ ∂  x  l  

    +    ∂  u  l   ─ ∂  x  k     )     

The simulation system was composed of a FePt cylinder with the 
radius r = 4 nm and d=10 nm height encapsulated by a cylindrical 
carbon shell of 2-nm thickness and same height supported on a 
MgO substrate. Note that the choice of such an axially symmetric 
geometry allowed us to perform 2D simulations, which are compu-
tationally much less expensive than 3D ones. Perfect mechanical 

contact was assumed at all internal interfaces of the system. Vanishing 
in-plane displacement was imposed on the lateral surface of the 
simulation domain, 6 nm away from its symmetry axis, to describe 
the absence of lateral contraction in films. Stress-free and low-reflecting 
boundary conditions were, respectively, used at the top of the FePt–
carbon film and at the bottom of the MgO substrate.

FePt elastic anisotropy was neglected, and all materials were de-
scribed by their density , Young modulus Y, and Poisson ratio  as 
listed in Table 1.

The time-dependent displacement fields ui(t) induced in this 
system by its sudden excitation were computed in the time domain, 
and the average out-of-plane strain in FePt     ⊥  (t ) =  ∂  u  z  (t) _ ∂ z     was deduced 
by spatial integration.

The laser-induced excitation was described by a time-dependent 
diagonal matrix obtained by summing the contributions of an 
expansive, anisotropic electron-phonon stress with components 
    xx  e−ph (t) =   yy  e−ph (t) =  A   ani    zz  

e−ph (t) =  A   ani      e−pho,0   (  1 +  (        e   _    ph    − 1 )    e   −  t _    )  (t)   
accounting for energy dissipation from electrons to phonons after 
selective excitation of the former by light (41) and an instantaneously 
rising contractive uniaxial spin stress    zz  

sp (t) =   ⊥  sp,0  (t) , where  is 
the Heaviside function. A  = 1 ps electron-phonon coupling time 
and a       e   _    ph    = 0.3  ratio of electron and phonon Grüneisen constants were 
used in the modeling. We approximate both the contractive spin 
stress and the expansive electron stress as instantaneous, i.e., much 
shorter than the 200 fs time resolution of our UXRD experiment. 
This is consistent with recent ultrafast electron calorimetry, which 
has shown that the energy transfer to the spin system in nickel is 
effective within the first 20 fs (42).

SUPPLEMENTARY MATERIALS
Supplementary material for this article is available at http://advances.sciencemag.org/cgi/
content/full/6/28/eaba1142/DC1
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Abstract In this paper, we investigate the
magnetic, optical, and lattice responses of a
Pt/Cu/Bi1Y2Fe5O12/ Gd3Ga5O12 heterostruc-
ture to femtosecond laser excitation of the
opaque Pt/Cu metallic bilayer. The elec-
tronic excitation generates coherent and inco-
herent phonons, which trigger high-frequency
standing spin waves (SWs) in the dielectric
Bi1Y2Fe5O12 layer via a phonon-induced change
of magnetic anisotropy. We find that the inco-
herent phonons (heat) can induce a fast (<1 ps)

and slow (>1000 ps) decrease of the magnetic order by different spin-phonon interaction scenar-
ios. These results open perspectives for generating high-frequency SWs in buried magnetic garnets.

Contributions to the work

Togehter with Alexander von Reppert I performed the ultrafast X-Ray difffraction measurements for the
characterization of the sample. I modelled the temperature and the strain in the heterostructe with the
udkm1D-Sim toolbox and commented on the manuscript. The samples were provided by Elena Popova
and Niels Keller.

Comments

This publication is the second work in which I investigated the ferromagnetic insulator Bi:YIG. In con-
trast to article III, the sample structure is modified so that a 5 nm thin Pt transducer above a 100 nm
Cu layer is grown onto the Bi:YIG layer. The aim was that the Pt transducer injects a high amplitude
strain pulse into the Cu and subsequently Bi:YIG layer, in which standing spin waves are triggered via
anisotropy changes and inverse magnetostriction. At the same time, the Cu layer was meant to isolate
the Bi:YIG from the incident femtosecond laser pulse, so no energy is deposited in the Bi:YIG layer via
photons. With this, previous works on this system assumed an excitation of the spin waves solely via
the strain pulse, i.e. sound not heat [29].

However, we found out that this is just half of the truth. With the UXRD measurements we show,
that the Bi:YIG layer is compressed in less than a picosecond after excitation, far too fast for the strain
pulse from the Pt transducer which is limited by the sound velocity in Cu. The reason behind this is that
the electrons in the Pt and Cu layer equilibrate thermally during the first picosecond which leads to an
ultrafast thermal expansion of the whole Cu layer in addition to the Pt layer, consequently compressing
the adjacent Bi:YIG volume immediately. So, the Cu layer works unintentionally as a transducer as well,
injecting a strain pulse with much larger wavelength but significantly smaller amplitude into the Bi:YIG.
Also, the copper adjacent to Bi:YIG is heated, which results in a significant unintended heat flow into
the Bi:YIG at a picosecond timescale as well.

To conclude, this publication illustrates once again that UXRD is exceptionally useful for character-
izing any ultrafast magnetization dynamics which are thought to be triggered by coherent or incoherent
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In this paper, we investigate the magnetic, optical, and lattice responses of a Pt/Cu/Bi1Y2Fe5O12/Gd3Ga5O12

heterostructure to femtosecond laser excitation of the opaque Pt/Cu metallic bilayer. The electronic excitation
generates coherent and incoherent phonons, which trigger high-frequency standing spin waves (SWs) in the
dielectric Bi1Y2Fe5O12 layer via a phonon-induced change of magnetic anisotropy. We find that the incoherent
phonons (heat) can induce a fast (<1ps) and slow (>1000 ps) decrease of the magnetic order by different
spin-phonon interaction scenarios. These results open perspectives for generating high-frequency SWs in buried
magnetic garnets.

DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevB.103.024411

I. INTRODUCTION

Controlling the spin dynamics at the fastest speed and with
the highest efficiency has always been one of the ultimate
goals of modern magnetism, as it constitutes a fundamen-
tally important challenge with a potential high impact on
data storage and processing technologies. Since the discovery
of the subpicosecond demagnetization in nickel [1], laser-
induced ultrafast magnetization dynamics have attracted a lot
of attention and have become the rapidly developing field
of femtomagnetism [2,3]. Indeed, over the past 25 years, it
was shown that femtosecond laser pulses can trigger many
important magnetic phenomena such as all-optical magnetiza-
tion switching [4,5], ultrafast magnetic phase transition [6–8],
and the generation of collective spin oscillations [9,10]. These
results have provided important insight about fundamental
mechanisms behind the excitation of spins with light. It was
demonstrated that thermal effects play an important role in
the majority of ultrafast magnetic processes induced in con-
ducting [1,11,12] and semiconducting [13–16] magnets, while
in magnetic insulators, the ultrafast control of spin dynamics
can occur via nonthermal mechanisms like the inverse Fara-
day effect [10,17,18], the Cotton-Mouton effect [19], and the
photo-induced magnetic anisotropy [20–23].

These results have motivated researchers to explore al-
ternative possibilities to control the magnetization using
other ultrashort stimuli like picosecond strain pulses and
hot-electron pulses. For instance, the propagation of an ul-
trashort hot-electron pulse in conducting magnets can induce
an ultrafast demagnetization [24–26] and a full magnetiza-
tion reversal [25,26] via thermal effects. Picosecond acoustic
pulses can trigger a homogeneous collective spin oscillation

*Corresponding author: madeb@uni-potsdam.de

(k = 0, i.e., ferromagnetic resonance mode) via inverse mag-
netostriction in conducting [27–29], semiconducting [30], and
insulating [31] magnetic materials. Very recently, the geome-
try for exciting spin dynamics indirectly via pumping a Pt/Cu
bilayer that protects a magnetic layer from optical excita-
tion [24,25] was investigated by ultrafast x-ray diffraction
(UXRD) [32]. These experiments quantify the arrival of hot
electrons, strain waves, and vibrational heat in a magnetic Ni
layer.

The collective spin oscillations, known also as spin waves
(SWs) or magnons, represent one of the most promising ap-
proaches toward the development of more energy-efficient and
faster data transport and processing technology than the cur-
rent charge-based semiconductor-based technology [33]. This
is due to their very useful physical properties at room temper-
ature, such as the low-energy dissipation, the high-frequency
spectrum from GHz to THz, and the tunable wavelength
down to nanoscales [34]. A key requirement for high-speed
applications is to generate SWs that combine low damp-
ing with high frequency. Nanoscale thin films of yttrium
iron garnet (Y3Fe5O12, YIG) with its intrinsic low magnetic
damping constant [35] are particularly interesting for these
applications. The frequency of exchange standing SW (SSW)
modes increases quadratically with the mode number n and
with decreasing thickness d of the nanolayer. A moderate
exchange stiffness Dex can thus support the high frequency
∼ Dex(πn/d )2 required by applications [36,37].

Generating SSWs requires nonuniform excitation across
the film thickness [38], which is very challenging to induce
using conventional microwave antennae [38–40]. On the other
hand, for around 15 years, the excitation of SSWs with fem-
tosecond laser pulses has been limited to conducting [9,41,42]
and semiconducting [13,15,16] magnets. In our recent papers,
we demonstrated that a femtosecond laser pulse can excite
SSWs in insulating magnetic films of bismuth-substituted

2469-9950/2021/103(2)/024411(8) 024411-1 ©2021 American Physical Society
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YIG with high in-plane magnetic anisotropy [43,44]. In this
context, an important fundamental study is to investigate the
possibility to take advantage of femtosecond laser pulses
to trigger high-frequency SSWs in bismuth-substituted YIG
films buried below a thick metallic structure. This configu-
ration is of utmost importance since it allows exploring the
effects of picosecond strain excitation and heat transfer across
a normal metal-magnetic insulator interface on the magnetic
properties.

Here, we report an experimental investigation of the
ultrafast magnetization dynamics in a dielectric film
of Bi1Y2Fe5O12 (Bi-YIG) with high in-plane magnetic
anisotropy and buried below a thick Cu/Pt metallic bilayer.
We demonstrate that the indirect excitation of the Bi-YIG
layer via exclusive absorption of light in the metal triggers
high-frequency SSWs in the insulating Bi-YIG. Two mech-
anisms mediate this indirect excitation of SSWs: (i) Inverse
magnetostriction changes the magnetic anisotropy propor-
tional to lattice constant changes in the form of propagating
strain waves. (ii) The lattice-heating additionally changes
the magnetic anisotropy via the temperature dependence of
the anisotropy constants. The strain pulse (coherent phonon)
launched in the metal, traversing the Bi-YIG layer within 50
ps, and the rapid propagation of heat (incoherent phonons)
can both excite SSWs. We suggest that phonons created at the
Cu/Bi-YIG interface via hot electrons reflected at the metal-
insulator interface additionally induce a fast (<1 ps) change
of the magnetic order. The slower timescale (>1 ns) on which
the magnetic order is further reduced can be attributed to a
combination of slow phonon-spin coupling and heat transport
into the Bi-YIG layer. Our model is based on the experimental
results from time-resolved magneto-optical Kerr effect (TR-
MOKE) and UXRD.

II. SAMPLE CHARACTERIZATION
AND EXPERIMENTAL METHODS

The sample studied in this paper was based on a 135-nm-
thick Bi1Y2Fe5O12 single crystalline film grown by pulsed
laser deposition on a gadolinium gallium garnet (GGG) (100)
substrate [45]. To address the effect of a phononic excita-
tion on ultrafast magnetization dynamics that excludes optical
excitation, we deposited a thick Pt (5 nm)/Cu (100 nm) non-
magnetic metallic bilayer on top of the Bi-YIG film using
direct current magnetron sputtering [Fig. 2(b)]. The top Pt
layer was added due to its high absorption at 800 nm com-
pared with Cu, which also ensured an efficient generation of
a hot-electron pulse [24,25,32]. Experimentally, the transmis-
sion of the pump light was less than 10−3. The Cu was chosen
for its high hot-electron lifetime [24,25,46]. Thus, the 100-
nm-thick Cu layer protected the Bi-YIG film from the direct
light excitation, while the hot-electron pulses propagated until
reaching the back side of the Cu layer [24,25,32].

Figure 1 shows the UXRD study of the heterostruc-
ture, performed with femtosecond x-ray diffraction using a
tabletop laser-driven plasma source [47]. In full analogy to
the recent publication on a Pt/Cu/Ni heterostructure [32],
we were able to model the time-resolved strain in Pt, Cu,
and Bi-YIG with a two-temperature model in combination
with a one-dimensional masses-and-springs model, using the

FIG. 1. Laser-induced lattice dynamics in the Pt/Cu/

Bi1Y2Fe5O12/Gd3Ga5O12 heterostructure. Average strain in
(a) the Cu layer and (b) BI-YIG layer as measured by ultrafast x-ray
diffraction (UXRD). Calculated spatiotemporal maps of (c) the
strain and (d) temperature in the heterostructure. The solid lines in
(a) and (b) are results of our modeling. The UXRD measurements
were performed at room temperature with a pump wavelength of
800 nm, a pulse duration of 50 fs, and an incident pump energy
density of 5 mJ/cm2.

software package udkm1Dsim-toolbox [48]. The two-
temperature model includes an enhanced electronic heat
conductivity κe = κ0 × Te/Tph compared with the equilib-
rium value κ0. This enhancement is due to the reduction of the
electron-phonon scattering channel if the lattice of Cu is cold
compared with its electronic system [32]. The main difference
to the previous paper is that the magnetic layer now is the
insulating Bi-YIG, which cannot accept the thermal energy
in the form of hot electrons. Instead, the hot electrons in Cu
can excite optical phonons in Bi-YIG when they scatter at the
interface, which quickly decay. In addition, heat can be trans-
ported into the Bi-YIG film via incoherent acoustic phonons
from the Cu. Figures 1(a) and 1(b) show the measured time-
resolved average strains η̄Cu(t ) of the Cu layer and η̄Bi−YIG(t )
of the Bi-YIG layer. As a first approximation, we disregard the
direct transfer of energy from Cu electrons to Bi-YIG phonons
and calculate the spatiotemporal lattice strain η(z, t ) from the
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FIG. 2. Static room temperature magnetic properties of the gar-
net sample and the experimental configuration. (a) Normalized
hysteresis loop measured in polar (dashed line) and longitudinal
(solid line) configurations. (b) Sketch of the pump-probe time-
resolved magneto-optical configuration that allows studying the
ultrafast magnetization dynamics induced by coherent and incoher-
ent phonons. The sketch also shows a snapshot of the bipolar strain
pulse that traverses the Bi-YIG layer as modeled in Fig. 1(c). It
contains a bipolar pulse with a broad, low-amplitude contribution
from Cu excitation and a sharp high-amplitude contribution from Pt
excitation.

temperature T (z, t ) in the heterostructure [see Figs. 1(c) and
1(d)]. In our simulation, we used the same parameters for Pt
and Cu in Ref. [32] except that the Cu thickness was 110 nm to
match the timings of the coherent strain signals. For Bi-YIG,
we used a longitudinal sound velocity V L

Bi−YIG = 6300 m/s

[49,50], a phonon heat capacity Cph
Bi−YIG = 2.9 J/m3K [51],

a phonon heat conductivity κ
ph
Bi−YIG = 6 W/mK [51], and a

Grüneisen constant �s
Bi−YIG = 1 [50]. The modeling of the

average lattice strain is plotted as solid lines in Figs. 1(a)
and 1(b), showing a reasonable agreement with the experi-
mental data. We can use the transient temperature and strain
which was calibrated to the UXRD experiment to discuss the
excitation channels of the SWs. In Fig. 2(b), we display the
calculated shape of the strain pulse that traverses the Bi-YIG
layer, i.e., the time-dependent local strain that modulates each
unit cell. It is a vertical cut through Fig. 1(c) at 25 ps. It
contains a low-amplitude feature originating from the expan-

sion of the Cu layer [Fig. 1(a)], which induces the immediate
decrease of the strain in Fig. 1(b), starting within less than 1
ps. At this time, the heat energy transported by the hot elec-
trons through Cu arrived at the Bi-YIG interface. The sharper
high-amplitude feature originated from the expansion of the
thin Pt transducer. Both features of the strain pulse together
with the thermal expansion are shown in the strain map of
Fig. 1(c), which highlights the spatiotemporal dynamics of
the lattice strain in the heterostructure. The heat diffusion
is illustrated by the phonon temperature profile [Fig. 1(d)].
This phonon heat energy density was the main component of
the stress that drove the strain [32,48,50]. More importantly,
Fig. 1(d) shows that the heating of the Bi-YIG layer is strongly
inhomogeneous. Although the diffusion reached the back end
of the Bi-YIG layer only at ∼2 ns, the temperature rose by
more than 40 K within 100 ps in the first 10 nm behind the Cu
interface [see Fig. 1(d)].

The static magnetic properties of the sample are character-
ized using the MOKE. The normalized polar and longitudinal
Kerr hysteresis loops are shown in Fig. 2(a). The out-of-plane
normalized remanence (Mr/Ms) was about 0.02, which is very
small compared with the in-plane one of 0.85. The out-of-
plane saturation field (∼260 mT) was about 50 times larger
than the in-plane one (∼5 mT). These results reveal a strong
in-plane magnetic anisotropy. The origin of this in-plane easy
axis of magnetization is a large growth-induced anisotropy
field [52,53], which has the value of −83 mT in the case of
our film. The TR-MOKE and reflectivity measurements were
investigated with the all-optical pump-probe configuration
sketched in Fig. 2(b). We have employed a femtosecond laser
pulse issued from an amplified Ti-Sapphire laser system oper-
ating at a 5-kHz repetition rate and delivering 35-fs pulses at
800 nm to generate the pump and the probe beams. The pump
beam was kept at the fundamental wavelength of the amplifier
at 800 nm and excited the sample at normal incidence from
the Pt side. The probe beam was frequency doubled to 400 nm
using a beta-barium borate (BBO) crystal and incident with a
small angle of 6 ° onto the GGG substrate. Both beams were
linearly polarized and focused onto the sample in spot diame-
ters of ∼260 μm for the pump and ∼60 μm for the probe. The
probe wavelength was well above the optical absorption edge
of the GGG, which allowed the probe pulses to penetrate the
substrate and reach the Bi-YIG layer. After interacting with
the Bi-YIG, the reflected probe pulses allowed measuring the
differential changes of the magneto-optical polar Kerr rotation
��K (t ) and reflectivity �R(t ) induced by the excitation pulse
as a function of the time delay t between the pump and probe
pulses using a lock-in detection scheme. The external mag-
netic field Hext was applied perpendicular to the plane of the
film. All measurements were performed at room temperature.

III. RESULTS AND DISCCUSSION

Figure 3(a) shows the TR-MOKE induced by an inci-
dent pump energy density of Epump = 9.4 mJcm−2 for Hext =
164 mT. Three important features can be clearly distin-
guished. First, the ��K signal shows a small ultrafast
decrease within the first picosecond after the arrival of hot
electrons at the Cu/Bi-YIG interface, followed by a recov-
ery toward the initial state in the next few picoseconds, as
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FIG. 3. Dynamics of spin and reflectivity in the
Bi1Y2Fe5O12/GGG(100) buried below thick Pt/Cu bilayers.
��K/�K and �R/R induced by a pump energy density of
Epump = 9.4 mJcm−2 for Hext = 164 mT. The solid red line in (a) is
the fit using Eq. (1). Insets: (a) Fourier transform spectrum of the
��K/�K data for the time delay t � 50 ps (top) and a magnified
view of the ��K/�K signal (bottom) around the zero time delay.
(b) Fourier transform spectrum of the �R/R data for the time delay
t � 50 ps (top).

highlighted in the bottom inset of Fig. 3(a). Second, a gradual
slow decrease of the ��K signal started at ∼5 ps and reached
a large value at 1500 ps. Third, very complex oscillations are
superimposed on the slow exponential change of the ��K sig-
nal. The characteristic times of the fast and slow decrease of
the TR-MOKE are τfast = 0.4 ± 0.09 ps and τslow = 1220 ±
60 ps. On the other hand, the complex oscillations are formed
by six modes with different amplitudes in the frequency range
between 0.8 and 64 GHz, as seen in the fast Fourier transform
(FFT) spectrum in the top inset of Fig. 3(a). To study these
modes in more detail, the TR-MOKE measurements are fitted
with the following time damped oscillators:

��K(t > 41 ps) =
5∑

i=0

Aie
−t/τi sin (2π fit − φi )

+ Be−t/τslow + C (1)

Where Ai, fi, φi, and τi are, respectively, the amplitude, fre-
quency, initial phase, and decay time characterizing the
oscillation of the mode i (i = 0, 1, 2, 3, 4, and 5). The
term Be−t/τslow represents the slow exponential change with
the characteristic time τslow and C is an offset. The corre-
sponding fitting with Eq. (1) is plotted in Fig. 3(a) with a
red solid line, showing a good agreement with the experi-
mental data. It yields the frequencies f0 = 0.8 GHz, f1 =
2.2 GHz, f2 = 5.4 GHz, f3 = 9.6 GHz, f4 = 15.5 GHz, and
f5 = 64 GHz, which are similar to the ones obtained by the
FFT analysis.

To have more information about these modes, we mea-
sured the pump-induced change in the reflectivity signal [see
Fig. 3(b)]. Clear oscillations with a frequency of ∼64 GHz
are observed from the time delay t = 41 ps, as seen in the
FFT spectrum displayed in the inset of Fig. 3(b). These
oscillations can be related to the time-domain Brillouin scat-
tering, which originates from the interference of the probe
beam reflected from the Bi-YIG surface with the reflection
from the longitudinal strain pulse propagating into the GGG.
Indeed, the observed frequency perfectly matches the value
fGGG = 2V L

GGG

√
n2 − sin2θ/λ = 63.9 GHz, calculated from

the probe wavelength λ = 400 nm, the longitudinal sound
velocity V L

GGG = 6400 m/s of GGG [54], its refractive in-
dex n ≈ 2 [55], and the angle of incidence θ = 6◦. Based
on these observations, we can conclude that the highest fre-
quency mode in the TR-MOKE is due to the propagation of
the longitudinal acoustic pulse in the GGG substrate, since it
has the same frequency as the Brillouin oscillation. We note
that the observation of Brillouin oscillations in a TR-MOKE
signal was previously reported in the literature [29–31,56].
It can be understood considering a small difference in the
reflection of right (σ+) and left (σ−) helicity of light in-
duced by the acoustic pulse during its propagation in the
sample [30,56].

The frequencies of the low-frequency modes are in the
range of SW frequencies in Bi-YIG films [43,44,57,58]. To
clarify the nature of these modes, we investigated their fre-
quencies as a function of the mode number. Interestingly,
the precession frequencies of these modes have a quadratic
dependence on the mode number. Such a variation is well
described by the dispersion relation of SSW [36,37], which
is written in the case of our experimental configuration as
[36,37]:

ω(k) = ω0 + γ Dexk2, (2)

where ω is the angular precession frequency, ω0 is the angular
frequency of the fundamental mode which depends on Hext

and the effective magnetic anisotropy field, γ is the gyro-
magnetic ratio, Dex is the exchange stiffness, and k = nπ/d
represents the wave-vector of the standing SWs given by
d = 135 nm. Indeed, a fit of experimental data with Eq. (2) us-
ing (γ /2π ) = 28 GHz/T yields an excellent agreement with
the experimental results (Fig. 4). We obtained an exchange
stiffness Dex = (5.9 ± 0.2) 10−17 T m2 in good agreement
with those reported in the literature for YIG and Bi-YIG
[49,59,60]. This clearly demonstrates the SSW nature of the
observed magnetic resonance modes. It also shows that we
can excite SSWs with a frequency up to 15 GHz, which is
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FIG. 4. Spin precession frequency as a function of the mode
number. The solid line is the fit obtained using Eq. (2).

15 times higher than the one associated with the ferromag-
netic resonance mode (i.e., n = 0). The general excitation
mechanism of the SSWs can be related to an ultrafast change
of magnetic anisotropy via coherent and incoherent phonons.
The coherent phonons correspond to the strain wave shown
in Fig. 1(c), and it changes the magnetic anisotropy via the
inverse magnetostriction. The incoherent phonons correspond
to the phonon-temperature change shown in Fig. 1(d). They
change the magnetic anisotropy due to the temperature de-
pendence of magnetic anisotropy constants. We discuss below
that the physics behind the generation of incoherent phonons
should combine the heat energy directly deposited by the
hot-electron pulse at the Bi-YIG surface together with the heat
energy transferred from Cu to Bi-YIG.

Let us now discuss the fast and slow decrease in the
��K signal. To give a comprehensive discussion of possible
mechanisms behind these phenomena, it is worth mention-
ing first that the fast decrease and recovery in the ��K

signal are similar to the ultrafast demagnetization process
usually induced in metallic magnetic films by ultrashort laser
[1] and hot-electron [24] excitations. The exact mechanism
of this ultrafast demagnetization is still under debate, but
different models have been proposed with the most used be-
ing the so-called three-temperature model [1]. This model
is purely phenomenological and based on the heat transfer
between three interacting subsystems representing electrons,
lattice (i.e., phonon), and spins. Such an energy transfer leads
to an ultrafast increase of spin temperature, which results
in an ultrafast decrease of the magnetic order according to
the dependence of the magnetization on the temperature. In
magnetic insulators where no free electrons are present, the
heating of the spin occurs mainly via the phonon-magnon
coupling, which is very weak in the case of iron garnets
[61–63]. Therefore, this mechanism cannot be the origin of the
subpicosecond decrease of the magnetic order. However, the
weak phonon-magnon coupling characterizing iron garnets is
in good agreement with the slow decrease in the ��K signal,
which can therefore be related to a slow demagnetization
process. These slow demagnetization dynamics are consistent
with the generation and propagation of incoherent phonons
(heat) into the Bi-YIG layer [see Fig. 1(d)]. We note that
Fig. 1(d) does not include the process of generating incoherent

phonons directly deposited by the hot-electron pulse at the
Bi-YIG surface. Including this process in the simulations is
a complex task and will essentially increase the temperature
in the first nanometer of Bi-YIG, which could compensate
a reduced interface conductance for acoustic phonons at the
metal-insulator contact. Due to the absence of free electrons
in insulators, heat transport in Bi-YIG is identical to incoher-
ent phonon transport. The decrease of the magnetic order is
expected to be inhomogeneous across the Bi-YIG thickness
and follow the phonon temperature gradient [Fig. 1(d)] with
much larger demagnetization close to the Cu interface.

Apart from the phenomenological three-temperature
model, the ultrafast demagnetization dynamics are explained
from a microscopic point of view using processes involving
fundamental interactions at the origin of magnetism: the spin-
orbit interaction and the exchange interaction [64–67]. The
spin-orbit interaction should only make a small contribution
to the ultrafast loss of the magnetic order observed in our sam-
ple. Similar ultrafast decrease in the ��K/�Kmax signal, i.e.,
amplitude and timescale, have been measured in heterostruc-
tures based on a Bi1Y2Fe5O12 or a Bi3Fe5O12 (not shown),
in which different spin-orbit couplings are present due to
various Bi concentrations. The large difference in spin-orbit
coupling has been experimentally verified in BixY3−xFe5O12,
in which a huge increase of the MO properties was reported
when increasing the Bi concentration [68,69]. We therefore
suggest that the ultrafast change of the magnetic order is
induced by an ultrafast modulation of the exchange interac-
tion [67]. This mechanism has been recently suggested to
explain subpicosecond magnetization dynamics induced in
YIG and Bi/Ga-substituted YIG by resonant lattice excitation
with an ultrashort terahertz pulse and theoretically supported
via atomistic spin-dynamics simulations [67]. The scenario
behind the modulation of the exchange interaction can be il-
lustrated as follows. The excited incoherent phonons modulate
the distance of adjacent atoms, in particular oxygen atoms.
Since the superexchange interaction mediated by these atoms
is distance dependent, this perturbation leads to an ultrafast
modulation of the superexchange interaction between the two
iron sublattices, which result in subpicosecond demagnetiza-
tion dynamics [67].

To investigate further the ultrafast magnetization dynam-
ics, we studied the fast and slow decrease of the magnetic
order as a function of the pump energy density and the ex-
ternal magnetic field (see Fig. 5). The amplitude of both
processes linearly increases with increasing Epump. This is in
good agreement with the expected dependence of the heat
energy density of hot electrons on Epump, since it is the main
origin of the heat energy generated in our structure. The
small nonlinearity in the heat transport originating from the
temperature-dependent electronic heat transport is not rele-
vant here, as confirmed by our UXRD studies [32]. On the
other hand, we show that the magnetic field dependence of
these amplitudes is the same as the static magnetization of the
sample [see Fig. 2(a)]. Indeed, they saturate at Hext ∼ 260 mT,
which is the magnetization saturation field characterizing the
Bi-YIG film. These results clearly confirm our prediction
about the magnetic origin of these phenomena. It is worth
mentioning here that the amplitude of the fast demagnetiza-
tion is about one order of magnitude smaller than the slow
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FIG. 5. Amplitude of the fast (circle) and slow (square) demag-
netization processes as a function of (a) the pump energy density and
(b) the external magnetic field. The solid lines are guides to the eye.

demagnetization for all measured values of Hext and Epump.
This is consistent with a very small amplitude of the motion of
oxygen atoms, which is in good agreement with the high stiff-
ness and stability characterizing the garnet structure [70,71].

IV. CONCLUSIONS

We have studied the magnetic, optical, and lattice re-
sponses of a Pt/Cu/Bi1Y2Fe5O12/Gd3Ga5O12 heterostruc-
ture upon femtosecond laser excitation of the opaque Pt/Cu
bilayers. We find that coherent and incoherent phonons
generated by the laser-excited metal electrons trigger high-
frequency SSWs in the Bi1Y2Fe5O12 layer via phonon-
induced change of the magnetic anisotropy. The incoherent
phonons can induce a fast (<1 ps) and slow (>1000 ps) de-
crease of the magnetic order. We explain these two timescales
by considering scenarios based on spin-phonon interaction.
Our findings highlight the possibility of triggering high-
frequency SWs in magnetic garnets embedded in complex
heterostructure devices.
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Structural Dynamics 8, 014302 (2021)

Abstract An experimental technique that al-
lows faster assessment of out-of-plane strain dy-
namics of thin film heterostructures via x-ray
diffraction is presented. In contrast to conven-
tional high-speed reciprocal space-mapping se-
tups, our approach reduces the measurement time
drastically due to a fixed measurement geom-
etry with a position-sensitive detector. This
means that neither the incident (ω) nor the
exit (2θ) diffraction angle is scanned during the
strain assessment via x-ray diffraction. Shifts of
diffraction peaks on the fixed x-ray area detec-
tor originate from an out-of-plane strain within
the sample. Quantitative strain assessment re-
quires the determination of a factor relating the
observed shift to the change in the reciprocal
lattice vector. The factor depends only on the

widths of the peak along certain directions in reciprocal space, the diffraction angle of the stud-
ied reflection, and the resolution of the instrumental setup. We provide a full theoretical ex-
planation and exemplify the concept with picosecond strain dynamics of a thin layer of NbO2.

Contributions to the work

I performed the ultrafast X-Ray diffraction measurements at the PXS with the help of Maximilian Mat-
tern. The static, temperature resolved data were measured by Matthias Rössle and Wolfram Leitenberger
at the Synchrotron BESSY II of the HZB. I developed the modelling, performed the calculations and
wrote the manuscript with the help and comments of the Co-authors. The Ssmples were provided by Jos
Emil Boschker and Jutta Schwarzkopf.

Comments

I consider the development, presentation and implementation of the reciprocal space slicing technique to
be part of the most important projects during my PhD studies. It clearly states a significant improve-
ment of the experimental procedures of XRD and UXRD in particular. As mentioned in Section 2.1.1,
the low number and availability of ultrashort X-ray pulse sources render measurement time a scarce and
expensive resource and the RSS technique reduces the necessary time significantly. RSS can be applied
and implemented at synchrotrons and FELs and in extension even at other diffraction experiments, such
as electron- or neutron diffraction.

In the UDKM group at the University of Potsdam, we almost exclusively use the RSS technique in
the UXRD experiments at the Plasma driven X-ray source to accelerate the measurements, since the
photon flux is limited to 2 Mcounts/s. In Section 2.1.1 I will give a short summary of the mechanics of
the RSS technique which is described in detail in this publication.
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ABSTRACT

An experimental technique that allows faster assessment of out-of-plane strain dynamics of thin film heterostructures via x-ray diffraction is
presented. In contrast to conventional high-speed reciprocal space-mapping setups, our approach reduces the measurement time drastically
due to a fixed measurement geometry with a position-sensitive detector. This means that neither the incident (x) nor the exit (2h) diffraction
angle is scanned during the strain assessment via x-ray diffraction. Shifts of diffraction peaks on the fixed x-ray area detector originate from
an out-of-plane strain within the sample. Quantitative strain assessment requires the determination of a factor relating the observed shift to
the change in the reciprocal lattice vector. The factor depends only on the widths of the peak along certain directions in reciprocal space, the
diffraction angle of the studied reflection, and the resolution of the instrumental setup. We provide a full theoretical explanation and exem-
plify the concept with picosecond strain dynamics of a thin layer of NbO2.

VC 2021 Author(s). All article content, except where otherwise noted, is licensed under a Creative Commons Attribution (CC BY) license (http://
creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/). https://doi.org/10.1063/4.0000040

I. INTRODUCTION

Modern crystallography and strain assessment at the nanoscale
cannot be imagined without x-ray diffraction. This nondestructive and
widely available tool to determine interatomic distances in crystalline
specimen has been proven to be particularly useful in the ultrafast
dynamics of condensed matter.1–4 Technological progress relies on the
development of novel and faster procedures to transfer energy between
subsystems and a decreasing size of the devices. This implies the
importance of quantifying strain in nanoscale specimens of technolog-
ically relevant materials on the picosecond timescale.5–10

Ultrafast x-ray diffraction (UXRD) setups are sensitive to changes
in the diffraction pattern, which map out the reciprocal space (RS) of
the specimen in which lattice dynamics have been triggered.11 To
access details of the crystalline order in the reciprocal space, all the dif-
fracted intensity needs to be spatially quantified as a function of the
angular relation between the incoming x-ray beam, the sample, and
the detector.11,12 Scanning both angles of a point detector and the sam-
ple takes a large amount of time, especially if multiple reciprocal space
maps (RSMs) need to be recorded for time-resolved measurements.

With the introduction of position-sensitive detectors, i.e., pixel-
area or pixel-line detectors, it became possible to measure the dif-
fracted intensity on a linear subset of the reciprocal space simulta-
neously.12–14 Consequently, the time for full reciprocal space mapping
decreased drastically, e.g., for time-resolved strain assessment. A detec-
tion scheme with a fixed detector has been used in the context of high
repetition rate UXRD experiments at synchrotrons.15

In this paper, we discuss an experimental method to determine
the strain perpendicular to the surface of nanoscale heterostruc-
tures, which reduces the acquisition time even more. The data
acquisition routine, which we call reciprocal space slicing (RSS),
constantly monitors just a subset of the reciprocal space of a speci-
men with an area detector and a fixed diffraction geometry (see
Sec. II). We analyze theoretically that reciprocal space slicing is
sufficient to monitor strain dynamics perpendicular to the surface
of most thin, layered specimen without scanning the diffraction
angles. This applies for diffraction setups with monochromatic
and parallel or convergent x-rays (see Sec. III A or Sec. IVA,
respectively).

Struct. Dyn. 8, 014302 (2021); doi: 10.1063/4.0000040 8, 014302-1
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We test our theory experimentally at the KMC-3 XPP Beamline
at the BESSY II synchrotron of the HZB16,17 for parallel x-rays in
Sec. III B. For a convergent x-ray beam, reciprocal space slicing is vali-
dated experimentally at the femtosecond x-ray diffraction setup with a
laser-based plasma x-ray source (PXS)18,19 (see Sec. IVB). With both
setups, we demonstrate the slicing by examination of a sample
fabricated by pulsed laser deposition a thin layer of NbO2 on top of a
TiO2 substrate.20 NbO2 exhibits an insulator-metal phase transition,
accompanied by a transition in the crystalline ordering at 1070K.21

This renders NbO2 and its alloys a promising material class for electri-
cal switching and even memory applications at high temperatures.22–24

Future ultrafast strain assessment during the phase transition using
UXRDmay reveal novel insight into the transition and promote appli-
cation development in electronics, complementing all-optical stud-
ies.25 For this publication, however, the NbO2 sample was mainly
selected because of its particular shape in reciprocal space, displaying a
high-contrast twofold nature of the Bragg reflections, due to a particu-
lar domain structure resulting in a large discrepancy of the structural,
in-plane coherence length. This sample is, thus, ideal to demonstrate
the advantages and limitations of reciprocal space slicing for narrow
and broad Bragg reflections in a single measurement.

II. RECIPROCAL SPACE SLICING

Generally, the measured intensity in reciprocal space (Ið~QÞ) is a
convolution of the reciprocal space (RS) of the specimen and the
instrument’s resolution area (RA),11

Ið~QÞ ¼ ðRS � RAÞð~QÞ: (1)

The shape of the resolution area is determined by the energy distribu-
tion and the trajectories of the x-ray photons used for diffraction. In
reciprocal space, this translates into the length and directions of the
incident x-ray wave vectors~k in. Since RA is different for the two pre-
sented experimental setups in this paper, we evaluate the role of RA in
Secs. IIIA and IVA. But the shape of the reciprocal space is deter-
mined by the coherence length of the scattering periodic structure of

the specimen.11 As we use the same sample throughout this paper, RS
is the same and is modeled as follows.

For thin films, the reciprocal space RSð~QÞ in the vicinity of~G can
be approximated by a Gaussian function. In this paper, we visualize
the 3D reciprocal space by a 2D projection onto the qx=qz-plane since
we only discriminate between the in- and out-of-plane directions.
Here, qz is aligned perpendicular and qx parallel to the sample surface
and diffraction plane. Thus, we model RSð~QÞ of a thin layer, by a 2D-
Gaussian function,

RSðqx; qzÞ ¼ ARS exp �ðqx � gxÞ2

2r2
x
� ðqz � gz � DqzÞ2

2r2
z

 !

; (2)

where rx and rz are the widths along qx and qz, which are inversely
proportional to the in-plane and out-of-plane coherence lengths,
respectively. The amplitude ARS is proportional to the structure factor,
and gx and gz are the components of ~G, which has an absolute value
that is inversely proportional to the lattice spacing in real space. In our
case, gx is close to 0, as we analyze lattice planes parallel to the sample
surface. The shift of ~G resulting from out-of-plane strain is given by
Dqz . A contour line of this particular intensity in the qx=qz-plane is an
ellipse, in which both semi-axis lengths correspond to the widths rx

and rz. In Figs. 1(a) and 1(b), Iðqx; qzÞ is visualized for opposing
rx=rz ratios by ellipses to provide an intuitive geometric approach.

In a symmetric diffraction geometry, with the center of the posi-
tion sensitive detector set to twice the Bragg angle of the probed mate-
rial (2hB), the detector intersects the corresponding reciprocal lattice
point ~G, which is positioned at ~G ¼ ~Q :¼~kout �~k in in the reciprocal
space map (RSM).11,19 This means that the area detector slices the
intensity distribution in reciprocal space (RS) in the center (Fig. 1), as
the pixels record a large 2h range of the diffracted signal.

Strain of the specimen perpendicular to the surface results in a
change in the qz-component of ~G. Conventionally, this is detected by
comparing an RSM of the strained sample with an RSM of a reference
state. In this process, the RSMs are assembled by the reciprocal space
slices recorded at different combinations of the diffraction angle x and
the 2h range of the detector area.11 Here, x is the angle between~kin

FIG. 1. Schematic sketch of a symmetric diffraction geometry set to the Bragg angle hB for different shaped intensity distributions surrounding ~Q ¼ ~G. qx is aligned along the
sample surface. The red dashed and solid ellipses represent contour lines of the intensity distribution Iðqx ; qzÞ surrounding ~G before and after the shift along qz, respectively.
The dotted blue line represents the Ewald sphere on which the detector is positioned. We approximate the arc by a straight line, indicated by the dashed blue line, labeled
PSD. (a) I is elongated along qz, which results in a small visible D2h on the detector. (b) I is elongated along qx, which leads to Dqz;D � Dqz . (c) 2Dqz;D � Dqz , for reflections
with high crystalline quality at the PXS setup (see Sec. IV).
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and the lattice planes of the corresponding ~G, which are chosen to be
parallel to the sample surface in this paper. 2h denotes the angle
enclosed by~kin and~kout.

In contrast to full reciprocal space mapping, the diffraction
geometry is fixed during reciprocal space slicing, which means, in par-
ticular, that x and 2h are set and fixed to hB and 2hB. This decreases
the measurement time significantly, because no angular scans are
required. The resulting Dqz of a strained material manifests itself in a
shift of the diffracted intensity distribution on the position sensitive
detector (D2h) (see Fig. 1). The projection of D2h onto the qz axis
Dqz;D is proportional to Dqz , and the proportionality factor S depends
on the diffraction geometry, the resolution area of the experimental
setup (RA), and the reciprocal space of the specimen (RS) in proximity
to ~G. Consequently, we are able to determine the strain g by just scal-
ing the shift of the 1D intensity distribution on the detector with the
factor S. Since the detector area is tangent to the 2h-circle, the strain g
is proportional to the change in the diffraction angle D2h on the detec-
tor and S,

g ¼ � Dqz
j~Gj þ Dqz

¼ �S Dqz;D
j~Gj þ Dqz

¼ �SD2h
2

cotðh0BÞ; (3)

where h0B is the Bragg angle after the shift occurred. For small strains
below a few %, we can approximate h0B � hB and j~Gj þ Dqz � j~Gj.

In Secs. III–IV, we will give a quantitative evaluation of the func-
tional dependence of the desired observable Dqz on the shift observed
on the detector D2h. For this, we put in different RAs for the two dif-
ferent experimental setups and model the intensity distribution on the
detector as a function of the shift Dqz .

III. RECIPROCAL SPACE SLICING AT SYNCHROTRONS
A. The role of position sensitive detectors in RSS

First, we assume a resolution area, which corresponds to a mono-
chromatic and parallel x-ray beam, which means that the resolution
area can be approximated by a d-function in the wave vector and
energy space. Thus, the RSM is equal to the reciprocal space of the
specimen: Ið~QÞ ¼ RSð~QÞ, according to Eq. (2).

The intensity distribution measured by a detector line (ID) is a
one-dimensional subset of the intensity distribution Iðqx; qzÞ, namely,
an arc with the radius kin, i.e., a fraction of the Ewald sphere for sym-
metric diffraction.11,19 We approximate this arc as a line, as the size of

the intensity distribution around ~G is typically comparably small with
respect to the wave vector. Even for a minimal coherence length of

Lc ¼ p=ð
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
2 ln 2
p

rqÞ ¼ 1 nm, the width rq � 0:3 Å–1 of the distribu-

tion RSð~QÞ in the corresponding direction is an order of magnitude
smaller than usual hard x-ray wave vectors that are on the order of

j~k inj � 4 Å–1 (8 keV). With this, the detector can be described by a lin-
ear parametric function, which defines a subset of the reciprocal space
via Eq. (4), which is indicated by a dashed blue line in Fig. 1,

qz ¼ �
qx

tan ðhBÞ
þ gz: (4)

Since this defines all pairs (qx, qz) at which the detector measures the
intensity, we substitute qx in Eq. (2) with Eq. (4) to get the measured
intensity on the detector line ID as a function of qz only, which is again
a 1D Gaussian function,

IDðqzÞ :¼ Ið�ðqz � gzÞ tan ðhBÞ; qzÞ

¼ ARS exp � tan ðhBÞ2ðqz � gzÞ2

2r2
x

� ðqz � gz � DqzÞ2

2r2
z

 !

¼! AD exp � qz � gz � Dqz;Dð Þ2

2r2
D

 !

; (5)

where AD is a scaled amplitude, rD is the width, and Dqz;D is the shift
of the intensity distribution on the detector line projected onto the qz
axis. The relation between the strain-induced change of ~G (Dqz) and
the shift that is measured (Dqz;D) is, therefore, given by

Dqz ¼ Dqz;D 1þ r2
z

r2
x
tan ðhBÞ2

 !

|fflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflffl{zfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflffl}
¼:S

: (6)

In the experiments with a fixed diffraction geometry and a
d-shaped instrument function, it is thus possible to derive the
change in ~G and hence, the strain by just scaling the shift of the 1D
intensity distribution on the detector with the factor S. However,
this is only applicable for broad intensity distributions in recipro-
cal space. For very narrow Bragg reflections, e.g., as typical of sub-
strates, even small shifts along qz lead to a massive intensity loss on
the fixed detector so that the diffracted intensity quickly becomes
impossible to detect.

In Figs. 1(a) and 1(b), we display the two limits of this result with
which we illustrate several important implications. In (a), rx < rz ,
which is the case for a single-crystalline thin film, results in a rather
large intensity loss but only a small shift of the intensity distribution
on the detector Dqz;D compared to the real shift of the intensity maxi-
mum Dqz . In (b), on the other hand, where rx > rz , which is the case
for columnar growing films, the observed shift on the detector Dqz;D is
basically equal to Dqz and the amplitude does not change significantly
either. Figure 1 also illustrates that the discrepancies between Dqz;D
and Dqz become more pronounced with increasing diffraction angles,
e.g., at higher diffraction orders.

B. Thermally induced strain measured with RSS

In this section, we evaluate the negative thermal expansion of the
75nm thin NbO2 layer on top of a TiO2 substrate at the KMC-3 XPP
beamline at the BESSY II synchrotron of the HZB,16,17 using the recip-
rocal space slicing theory described in Sec. II.

The thin layer of NbO2 exhibits a tetragonal crystal structure
where the (100) direction, which coincides with the (110) direction of
the rutile ordered TiO2, is aligned out-of-plane, i.e., parallel to qz. We
scanned the full reciprocal space in proximity to the (200) and (220)
Bragg reflections of NbO2 and TiO2, respectively, with 8 keV parallel
x-rays and an area detector (Pilatus 100K from DECTRIS). A projection
onto the qx=qz-plane at a sample temperature of 100K is displayed in
Fig. 2(a). A projection of the intensity of both reflections onto the
qz-axis is displayed in (b), and the projection of the NbO2 reflection
onto the qx-axis is displayed in (c). The black contour lines and graphs
correspond to the RSM recorded at 100K and the red lines to the
RSM recorded at 300K.

The Bragg reflections yield the following information about the
crystalline structure of the sample. The reflection of the TiO2 substrate
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is narrow in reciprocal space, only deformed and broadened by the
crystal truncation rod, analyzer and monochromator streaks, and ther-
mal diffuse scattering.11 The NbO2 reflection, on the other hand,
reveals two contributions, indicated by the broad (b) horizontally elon-
gated and narrow (n) vertically aligned ellipsoidal contour lines for
two different intensities of the RSM, shown in Fig. 2(b). The projec-
tions onto the qx and qz axes allow the determination of the widths
along the two directions by Gaussian fits and, consequently, the quan-
tification of the coherence lengths parallel and perpendicular to the
surface. We find a single width of rz ¼ 0:004 Å–1 in the qz direction
and the widths of rx;b ¼ 0:009 Å–1 for the broad part and an upper
limit of rx;n ¼ 0:0003 Å–1 for the narrow portion along qx. This corre-
sponds to an out-of-plane coherence length of nz ¼ 66 nm, which is
close to the layer thickness of 75 nm. Parallel to the surface, the
widths correspond to coherence lengths of nb ¼ 30 nm and at least
nn ¼ 900 nm. The latter can be even larger, but we are limited by the
scanning resolution. The occurrence of two coherence lengths parallel
to the surface is associated with lattice mismatches of TiO2 and NbO2.
The c-axes of both tetragonal materials are aligned with a small lattice
mismatch of just 1%. This leads to a well-ordered crystalline structure
of NbO2 and a large coherence length parallel to this direction. Along
the in-plane direction perpendicular to the c-axis, the lattice mismatch

is considerably larger with over 5%. This leads to strong distortions in
NbO2 and a small coherence length. AFM measurements of the sur-
face support this interpretation by revealing domains at the nanometer
length scale.20 Since the x-ray probe spot on the specimen measures
tens to hundreds of micrometers in both directions, the signal of the
diffracted intensity is a lateral average of the domains and thus, con-
tains both contributions.

The change of the contour lines and graphs from black to red in
Fig. 2 exemplify the lattice response of the TiO2/NbO2 heterostructure
to static heating. A rise in temperature from 100K to 300K leads to
the expected thermal expansion of TiO2, which we measure directly by
the shift of the (220) reflection of TiO2 to lower qz.

26 Simultaneously,
both contributions of the NbO2 (200) reflection shift to larger qz with
increasing temperature, which corresponds to the reported negative
thermal expansion of NbO2 along the a-axis of the tetragonal unit cell
below room temperature.27 The qz shift due to the contraction can be
quantified by the comparison of two RSMs and the projection onto
the qz axis [see Fig. 2(b)].

We now discuss reciprocal space slicing as a faster alternative for
Dqz assessments, which uses just one detector image of the RSM scan
at 100 and 300K. The two detector images for the two temperatures
are displayed in Fig. 3 after integration of the intensity on the detector
area perpendicular to the diffraction plane. The diffraction patterns on
the detector exhibit the two contributions of the NbO2 reflection, but
only the broad part reveals a visible shift along the diffraction angle 2h
with increasing temperature. This finding agrees with the modeling in
Sec. IIIA since the visible shift of the diffraction pattern on the detec-
tor line D2h is proportional to the strain, but the proportionality factor
S depends on the shape of the intensity distribution via Eq. (6). With
the widths of the two contributions, we get Sb ¼ 1:01 for the broad
and Sn ¼ 11 for the narrow component. Since the real thermally
induced strain is expected to be identical for both contributions, D2h
must be more than ten times smaller for the narrow component of the

FIG. 2. (a) RSM of the sample recorded at 100 K at the KMC-3 XPP beamline in
the vicinity of the (200) NbO2-layer and (220) TiO2-substrate Bragg reflections. The
black and red lines are contour lines of the RSM at 100 K and at 300 K, respec-
tively. (b) and (c) Projections of the RSM onto the qz- and qx-axis, respectively. The
qx-projection contains only the RSM in close proximity to the NbO2 reflection
(1.78 Å

�1
< qz < 1.83 Å�1). The white line indicates the linear subset of the recip-

rocal space, which is measured simultaneously by the detector (PSD) and defined
by Eq. (4). The intensity distribution on the detector is shown in Fig. 3.

FIG. 3. Relative intensity distribution on the area detector after integration perpen-
dicular to the diffraction plane for 100 and 300 K. The position of the detector pixels
is transformed to 2h, according to the diffraction geometry. The data are fitted by a
broad Gaussian function to indicate the larger shift of the broad component of the
NbO2 (200) reflection in comparison to the narrow contribution that remains almost
unchanged.
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NbO2 reflection than for the broad component [see Eq. (3)]. This is
consistent with the data in Fig. 3. Additionally, we crosschecked the
quantitative agreement of the strain determined by conventional full
reciprocal space mapping and slicing. Dqz , determined with RSM data
in Fig. 2, is, in fact, equal to SbDqz;D.

This exemplifies that reciprocal space slicing can be a very effec-
tive way to determine out-of-plane strain if the intensity distribution
in the vicinity of ~G is comparably broad along qx compared to qz,
which is the limiting case depicted in Fig. 1(b). It also illustrates that
shifts of ~G with a surrounding intensity distribution, which are very
narrow along qx compared to qz, can be much better quantified with
full reciprocal space mapping. Thus, slicing with highly parallel beams
at synchrotrons is only effective for thin layers with in-plane coherence
lengths comparable to the layer thickness, i.e., specimen with notice-
able mosaicity or a domain structure.

IV. RECIPROCAL SPACE SLICING WITH A COMPLEX
RESOLUTION AREA
A. The role of convergent and polychromatic x-rays
in RSS

The resolution area can have a rather complex shape in many
experimental setups. In this section, we illustrate the application of
reciprocal space slicing for the plasma x-ray source (PXS) at the
University of Potsdam, which is optimized for ultrafast x-ray diffrac-
tion (UXRD) with a pulse length on the order of 200 fs.18 The probing
x-ray pulses are composed of the Ka1 and Ka2 lines of copper and are
focused onto the specimen by a Montel optic (INCOATEC ELM45).28

The diffracted signal is detected by an area detector (Pilatus 100K
from DECTRIS).19 For static measurements, the PXS can be replaced by
a microfocus x-ray tube (UltraBright 96000 from OXFORD INSTRUMENTS)
with the focus positioned where the femtosecond x-rays emerge.

In both cases, the resolution area of this setup is described by the
sum of two 2D Gaussian functions.19 The Gaussian doublet is sepa-
rated by 0.25% of the chosen scattering vector ~Q with respect to the qz
axis due to the energy difference of the Ka1 and Ka2 lines and is
broadened along qz by the natural linewidth of these characteristic
lines. The major axis of the Gaussian doublet is determined by the
convergence of 0:3� from the x-ray optic. The pixel size of the
detector limits the resolution of the detected x-rays along the
minor axis of the Gaussian doublet. This is associated with an
uncertainty of the diffraction angle, which can reach from 0:1� to
0:005�, depending on the sample-detector distance of 0.1 to 2 m.
In reciprocal space, the doublet is rotated by the diffraction angle
of the incident x-rays x [see Fig. 1(c)].19

As is shown in the Appendix, the intensity distribution ID of an
elongated ~G measured along the slice of the detector is again a
Gaussian function and can be written as

ID ¼ AID exp �
qz �

Dqz
S

� �2

2r2
ID

0

B
@

1

C
A
; (7)

where AID is the amplitude and rID is the width of the intensity distri-
bution of the detector projected onto the qz axis. The scaling factor S
connects the measured qz shift on the detector (Dqz;D) with the real
shift Dqz of~G, similar to Eq. (6). In this case, S depends on the param-
eters of the resolution area as well. For symmetric diffraction

geometries with x ¼ hB, S is given by Eq. (8) that contains two simple
implications if we evaluate two opposite limiting cases.

On the one hand, we can assume very broad intensity distribu-
tions in the reciprocal space of the specimen in proximity to ~G, i.e.,
rx;rz � rRA;x;rRA;z . This is the case for samples that exhibit small
coherence lengths in- and out-of-plane, in particular, thin films with
noticeable mosaicity. Then, Eq. (8) reduces to the definition of S in Eq.
(6), which is expected, as the previously assumed d-like resolution area
is always narrower than any other feature in the reciprocal space of the
specimen.

S :¼
r2
RA;x � r2

z þ
r2
z

cos ðhBÞ2
þ

r2
RA;x

cos ðhBÞ2
� 4 sin ðhBÞðr2

RA;x � r2
RA;zÞ

r2
x þ r2

x � 2 sin ðhBÞðr2
RA;x � r2

RA;zÞ
:

(8)

On the other hand, we can assume a reciprocal space, which
exhibits intensity distributions surrounding ~G that are far narrower
than the resolution area of the PXS setup. This is the case for samples
with large coherence lengths, i.e., substrates or films with high-quality
crystallinity. In that case, the expression in Eq. (8) becomes

S ¼
2 sin ðhBÞ2ðr2

RA;x � r2
RA;zÞ �

1
2
r2
RA;x= cos ðhBÞ

2

sin ðhBÞ2ðr2
RA;x � r2

RA;zÞ � r2
RA;x=2

; (9)

which converges to two for rRA;z � rRA;x , as it is the case for the PXS
setup that has rRA;z � 20� rRA;x .

19 This limit of a factor of 2 can also
be motivated via a geometrical reasoning shown in Fig. 1(c). A contour
line of the measured intensity distribution from a substrate is sketched
in red, neglecting the twofold nature of the resolution area at the PXS.
The semi-major axis of this ellipse is related to rRA;z and the semi-
minor axis to rRA;x . The ellipse is tilted clockwise by the angle hB with
respect to the qz axis, whereas the detector line is inclined by the same
angle, but counterclockwise. In this symmetric diffraction geometry,
the semi-major axis of the ellipse, the detector line, and the qz axis con-
stitute an isosceles triangle (green). Therefore, the qz projection of the
intersection point F of the semi-major axis and the detector line always
is exactly half of the true shift of~G.

B. Picosecond strain dynamics with RSS

In this section, we present a complete evaluation of picosecond
strain dynamics of the sample in the context of reciprocal space slicing.
To employ the slicing technique, we first record a full reciprocal space
map (RSM) of the specimen without optical excitation to determine
the shape of the resolution area and the reciprocal space in proximity
to ~G of the thin NbO2 layer. Ideally, the latter is determined at a
synchrotron-based diffraction setup with very high angular resolution
(see Fig. 2 for the RSM with a very small resolution area). Clearly, the
TiO2 substrate reflection is much sharper than the thin layer NbO2

reflection, which is composed of two contributions with very different
widths along qx. Ultrafast diffraction experiments combining a time
resolution of 100 fs with such a small resolution area can only be
recorded at free-electron lasers or femto-slicing beamlines. At
synchrotrons, the time resolution is typically limited to 100 ps. Here,
we discuss a table top femtosecond x-ray diffraction setup driven by a
PXS.
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The transient response of the sample is probed with a 200 fs
x-ray pulse composed of the Cu Ka doublet in the convergent beam
geometry described in Sec. IVA. For ultrafast x-ray diffraction experi-
ments, we excite the sample with 100 fs pulses centered around
800nm, at an incident pump-energy density of 10 mJ/cm2. The time
resolution of this setup approaches the state-of-the-art at free electron
lasers, however, with many orders of magnitude less brilliance and
with a much larger resolution area. We shall see in the following that
the broad resolution area may be advantageous for the presented
technique.

In Fig. 4(a), we display an RSM recorded at the PXS in proximity
to the NbO2 (200) and TiO2 (220) Bragg reflections. The intensity dis-
tribution at ~G of the substrate TiO2 illustrates the shape of the PXS’s
resolution area due to the high crystalline quality of the substrate. In
principle, it can be approximated by two 2D-Gaussian functions that
are elongated along qz and rotated by the diffraction angle hB.

19 The
scanning resolution of the RSM and the small diffraction angle, how-
ever, limit the clear separation of the Ka doublet. We fit the resolution
area with a single 1D Gaussian function with rRA;x ¼ 6� 10�4 Å–1

and rRA;z ¼ 6� 10�3 Å–1, which is rotated by hB � 3� to account for
splitting.

The intensity distribution in proximity to the NbO2 reflection
consists of two components that are indicated by the black contour

lines corresponding to different intensities in Fig. 4(a). The two com-
ponents have been discussed in detail in Sec. III B, and here we see the
instrumental broadening compared to synchrotron setups. Clearly, the
narrow component is rotated, compared to the measurement at the
synchrotron, see Fig. 2, exhibiting a similar shape as the substrate
reflection, i.e., it is also limited by the resolution area of the setup.

Upon femtosecond laser excitation, the measured RSM changes,
as phonons are coherently and incoherently excited, triggering a long-
lasting thermal expansion and picosecond strain pulses.29 Since the
thermal expansion coefficient of NbO2 perpendicular to the surface is
positive above 300K, the generated strain is positive, which leads to a
shift of ~G to smaller qz.

27 The red contour lines in Fig. 4 indicate the
shift Dqz after a pump–probe delay of 7 ps compared to the RSM
before excitation (black contour lines). The projections onto the qx
and qz axes confirm a shift exclusively along qz. Also, the contour lines
of the substrate reflection do not change since 7 ps is not enough
time to transfer significant amounts of energy into the substrate by
heat diffusion. Energy deposition inside the substrate by the initial
excitation pulse is extremely unlikely as the bandgap of TiO2 with over
3 eV exceeds the used pump photon energy of 1.55 eV.30 The dynam-
ics of both components from the twofold reflection of NbO2 are the
same since the pump and probe spots of the UXRD measurement
with diameters of 1 and 0.3mm, respectively, average over many of
the small, equally strained domains with large and small coherence
lengths, as described in the case of static heating.

To quantitatively determine the strain response of the thin NbO2

layer after femtosecond laser excitation, we first recorded full recipro-
cal space maps and later slices of the reciprocal space as a function of
the pump–probe delay under identical measurement conditions. The
intensity distributions of the reciprocal space maps were projected
onto the qz axis, as shown in Fig. 4(b) to extract the shift Dqz for each
delay of pump and probe pulses. This is done with a single Gaussian
fit since the twofold nature of the NbO2 reflection manifests itself only
in the qx direction, not in qz (see Fig. 4). Via the scaled derivative of
Bragg’s law, i.e., the right half of Eq. (3), the strain was calculated and
is plotted in Fig. 5(b) as green circles (gRSM). The error bars indicate
the uncertainty of the strain assessment given by the standard devia-
tion of the strain for negative delays.

In contrast to the full reciprocal space mapping approach, the dif-
fraction geometry is not changed during the reciprocal space slicing.
The detector measures the intensity of the reciprocal space slice along
the 2h-axis indicated by the white line in Fig. 4(a). The intensity distri-
bution before excitation is displayed in Fig. 5(a). The sum of two
Gaussian functions (black) fits the data.

According to Eq. (3), we calculate the strain gðtÞ from the shifts
of the two contributions to the intensity distribution on the detector
D2hðtÞ separately, where S is set to Sn ¼ 2:2 and Sb ¼ 1:1. The result-
ing strain transients gnG and gbG are displayed in Fig. 5(b) as magenta
and blue lines, respectively. The scaling factors are calculated with
Eq. (8) using the widths in the reciprocal space measured at the
synchrotron and the widths of the resolution area of the PXS setup. To
account for the Cu Ka doublet, we applied an angular offset of 3� to
the diffraction angle. The transformation of the measured angles into
reciprocal space is sensitive to experimental parameters such as the
sample-detector distance, the relation between the 2h and pixel axis,
and the alignment of the sample to the rotation center of the
goniometer.

FIG. 4. RSM (a) of the sample with projections onto qz- (b) and qx-axes (c). The
TiO2 (110) substrate peak is visible at qz ¼ 1.91 Å–1 and the NbO2 (100) layer
peak at qz ¼ 1.82 Å–1. The ellipses in (a) are contour lines of the RSM before
(black) and 7 ps after excitation (red). Accordingly, the projections onto the axes in
(b) and (c) are taken from the RSM before and after excitation. The white line indi-
cates the linear subset of the reciprocal space, which is simultaneously measured
by the area detector (PSD) and defined by Eq. (4).
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We observe that the broad Gaussian part (blue) shifts signifi-
cantly more on the detector after excitation than the narrow Gaussian
part (magenta), i.e., ðD2hÞb > ðD2hÞn. Only the correct scaling of the
shifts reveals a qualitative and quantitative agreement of the strain
value deduced from the change in the diffraction pattern [thin blue
and magenta lines in Fig. 5(b)]. The strain dynamics observed using
the reciprocal space slicing technique also agree with the strain deter-
mined via conventional full reciprocal space mapping.

The presented strain response in NbO2 upon femtosecond laser
excitation corresponds well to the standard model of laser-excited thin
film transducers probed by x-ray diffraction.31 A bipolar strain wave is
launched, which traverses and leaves the NbO2 thin film within the
first 20 ps. The average layer strain rises while the layer is expanding,
and the compressive leading half of the bipolar wave is ejected into the
substrate. When the trailing expansive half of the coherent phonon

wavepacket exits the layer toward the substrate, the strain level
decreases to 0.04%, which is 2/3 of the maximum strain as it is
expected for a perfectly impedance matched layer. In this case, we
observe an additional local maximum at 25 ps, which corresponds to
the expansive strain of the partly reflected strain wave from the layer
interface. The residual expansion beyond 35 ps originates solely from
thermal expansion and decays on a nanosecond timescale via heat dif-
fusion. The observed timings of the strain pulse in Fig. 5(b) are consis-
tent with the thickness and the longitudinal sound velocity of the
NbO2 layer.

The presented example demonstrates that reciprocal space slicing
yields the same quantitative and qualitative strain dynamics as conven-
tional reciprocal space mapping does. The full reciprocal space
mapping measurement took three times longer than the slicing while
having only half of the delay steps scanned. Thus, the reciprocal space
slicing can assess strain dynamics in thin films almost an order of
magnitude faster. The slicing approach readily shows that the strain
dynamics of both components of the (200) Bragg reflection in NbO2

have the same amplitude. In general, different samples may exhibit
nano-domains that exhibit disparate strain dynamics, and the slicing
technique would be able to measure this difference as long as the
dynamics are one-dimensional. This illustrates an advantage of the
slicing performed at the PXS compared to the synchrotron evaluation
presented in Sec. III. There, it is only practically possible to determine
the strain from the broad component of the Bragg reflection since the
resolution area was too small and not tilted in the reciprocal space.
Paradoxically, the instrumental broadening by a convergence and
energy spread is beneficial for the slicing scheme for samples of high
crystalline quality.

It may be important to reanalyze experimental work in the field
of ultrafast x-ray diffraction and strain assessment that uses some
form of reduced reciprocal space analysis.8–10,32–48 From the very early
days of UXRD using plasma sources, the large convergence of the
x-rays was used to speed up the measurements by area detectors. The
correct scaling was often considered unimportant, maybe because
experimental determination of the fluence introduces considerable
uncertainties. In other cases, only scaled quantities were relevant. We
would like to note, however, that some publications in this context use
the phrase “rocking curve” for experimental conditions, where the
sample is not “rocked,” but instead the convergence of the source and
the area detector are used to measure different angles simultaneously.
We now think that it would be good to point out the precise experi-
mental conditions in future publications. Several publications of our
group were based on UXRD measurements applying the reciprocal
space slicing approach.8–10,42–48 We reviewed all of them and found
that the claims and findings are still correct. In most cases, this is
because the scaling factor is negligible due to large mosaicities of thin
films and small diffraction angles. In some other cases, only the quali-
tative strain response is evaluated, rendering the scaling irrelevant.

V. CONCLUSIONS

Our analysis shows that the interpretation of ultrafast x-ray
diffraction experiments using RSS instead of full RSM requires quanti-
tative characterization of the natural Bragg peak widths in reciprocal
space around the investigated reciprocal lattice point. We provide
formulas to calculate the scaling factor S that is required to quantify
the strain from the shift of a Bragg peak in a reciprocal space slice,

FIG. 5. (a) Intensity distribution on the detector line before excitation (black) and
after several ps delays (black to red). The data are fitted with the sum of two
Gaussian functions, a narrow Gaussian (nG, magenta) and a broad Gaussian (bG,
blue). (b) Average strain inside the NbO2 layer upon femtosecond laser excitation.
The strain is determined with single Gaussian fits of the full reciprocal space map
projection onto the qz axis (green dots). A sum of two Gaussian functions is used
to fit the reciprocal space slicing data (black). The latter is the average of the
strain from the narrow Gaussian fit (magenta) and the broad Gaussian fit (blue),
calculated via Eq. (3) with, respectively, different scaling factors Sn ¼ 2:2 and
Sb ¼ 1:1.
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which is recorded in experiments using position-sensitive detectors.
The scaling factor depends on the width of the measured intensity dis-
tributions along qx and qz in reciprocal space. This is given by the
instrumental resolution area, the structural properties of the crystal
investigated, and the diffraction angle. Reciprocal space slicing is an
excellent method for speeding up time-resolved x-ray diffraction
experiments.

The formulas for the appropriate scaling factor indicate that the
slicing is generally ineffective, when S is very large, due to a small sig-
nal-to-noise ratio. This is the case for large diffraction angles or reflec-
tions, which are much broader along qz compared to qx because the
measurable shift on the detector D2h then becomes very small. Our
examples show that a broad resolution area may be advantageous for
rapid slicing of the reciprocal space. In a typical synchrotron experi-
ment with negligible instrumental broadening, reflections from crys-
tals that have a much larger coherence length along qx than along qz
exhibit scaling factor S that can be larger than 10, so that shifts along
qz yield only very small observable changes in a reciprocal space slicing
experiment. For substrate-like reflections, which have large coherence
lengths along both qx and qz, even tiny strains shift ~G along qz such
that the detector only intersects the wings of the associated Bragg
reflection, with considerable intensity loss. Using a convergent x-ray
beam with a consequently larger resolution area prevents this at the
expense of angular resolution.

We conclude that reciprocal space slicing is a useful tool for
strain assessment, from the static heating to femtosecond laser excita-
tion. It works particularly well for small scaling factors S, i.e., small dif-
fraction angles and small coherence lengths in-plane, for example, thin
metal films with large mosaicities. The average strain of thin layers is
correctly assessed even for inhomogeneous strain patterns, although
details of the strain distribution are better characterized by full recipro-
cal space mapping, especially in the context of phase transitions. Even
transient changes of the coherence lengths, due to strongly inhomoge-
neous strain patterns, and the resulting changes of the Bragg reflection
widths can, in principle, be incorporated by a transient scaling factor
and, thus, lead to a correct strain assessment. If strong structural
changes in two or three dimensions, which change the coherence vol-
ume, are expected, full reciprocal space mapping is a better alternative.
We hope that our analysis will help in designing and interpreting
future UXRD experiments.
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APPENDIX: CALCULATION OF THE SCALING
FACTOR FOR THE PXS SETUP

With an ellipsoidal parameterization of the exponent of the
Gaussian functions, the resolution area can be described by

RAðqx; qzÞ ¼ RA1ðqx; qzÞ þ RA2ðqx; qzÞ
¼ ARA;1 exp �aq2x � 2bqxqz � cq2z

� �

þARA;2 exp �aq2x � 2bqx 1þ Dk
kin

� �

qz

�

�c 1þ Dk
kin

� �2

q2z

!

; (A1)

where kin is the wave vector of Ka1; Dk accounts for the separation,
and ARA;1 and ARA;2 for the relative intensities of the Ka doublet. a,
b, and c are parameters of the ellipsoid and are defined by

a :¼ cos ðxÞ2

2r2
RA;x

þ sin ðxÞ2

2r2
RA;z

;

b :¼ � sin ðxÞ
4r2

RA;x
þ sin ðxÞ

4r2
RA;z

;

c :¼ sin ðxÞ2

2r2
RA;x

þ cos ðxÞ2

2r2
RA;z

;

(A2)

where rRA;x and rRA;x are the widths in qx and qz directions of the
2D Gaussian function before rotating by the angle x.

The convolution of this resolution area with the reciprocal
space of the specimen around ~G then equals the RSM measured at
the PXS setup Iðqx; qzÞ, as described by Eqs. (1) and (2) in Sec. II.
Since convolutions are linear operations of functions, it is suffi-
cient to evaluate the convolution integral of RS and the first
addend RA1. The convolution of the second part of RA with RS is
identical after a coordinate transformation to account for the
separation by Dk=kin. We find that the convolution I1ðqx; qzÞ
:¼ ðRS � RA1Þðqx; qzÞ is again a 2D Gaussian function. In order to
derive the intensity distribution ID1 of a shifted ~G measured along
the slice of the detector, we again substitute qx in I1ðqx; qzÞ with its
equivalent expression given in Eq. (4). The function is also
Gaussian and can, therefore, be written as

ID1 ¼ I1ð�ðqz � qz;0Þ tan ðhBÞ; qzÞ

¼ AID1 exp �
qz �

Dqz
S

� �2

2r2
ID1

0

B
@

1

C
A
; (A3)

where AID1 is the amplitude and rID1 is the width of the intensity
distribution of the detector projected onto the qz axis. The scaling
factor S connects the measured qz shift on the detector (Dqz;D) with
the real shift Dqz of ~G, similar to Eq. (6). In this case, S depends on
the parameters of the resolution area as well.
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Abstract Using ultrafast x-ray diffraction, we
directly monitor the lattice dynamics induced
by femtosecond laser pulses in nanoscale thin
films of bismuth iron garnet in external mag-
netic fields Hext. We control the ultrafast
laser-induced lattice strain amplitude by chang-
ing the laser pulse helicity. The strength of
Hext is used as an external parameter to switch
the helicity dependence on and off, respectively.
Based on magneto-optical spectroscopic measure-
ments, we explain these phenomena by mag-
netic circular dichroism. Our findings high-
light an important approach for ultrafast ma-
nipulation of lattice strain in magnetic mate-
rials, in particular insulators, and open ex-
citing perspectives towards ultrafast control of
lattice strain and heat-induced magnetization

switching and spin waves in bismuth substituted iron garnets using the polarization of light.

Contributions to the work

I supported Marwan Deb in the design of the experiments with the previous ultrafast X-Ray diffraction
experiments on Garnets and the discussions about the results. I commented on the manuscript. The
samples were provided by Elena Popova and Nils Keller.

Comments

If parameters like temperature, external magnetic field or pump pulse characteristics change the response
of a material significantly, it is more likely to be used in future technological applications. Consequently,
physical research participates in the search of new systems which are efficiently manipulated and con-
trolled by external stimuli to propel the technological advancement.

In this publication, we show that it is possible to change the amplitude of the ultrafast strain response of
thin ferromagnetic Bi:YIG layers by changing the polarization state of the pump pulses. This provides
a quick and easy way to manipulate the amplitude of the spin waves observed in Bi:YIG, which are
triggered by the strain dynamics. In principle, the change of the polarization changes the amount of
the absorbed energy in the film due to the magnetic circular dichroism of Bi:YIG. In article III, we
are also able to change the amount of the absorbed energy via two-photon absorption by adjusting the
pulse duration of the pump pulse and thus the peak intensity. However, to change the polarization is
experimentally much easier to accomplish and to control with simple waveplates than setting a different
pulse duration with the compressor of the used femtosecond laser system.
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Using ultrafast x-ray diffraction, we directly monitor the lattice dynamics induced by femtosecond laser pulses
in nanoscale thin films of bismuth iron garnet in external magnetic fields Hext . We control the ultrafast laser-
induced lattice strain amplitude by changing the laser pulse helicity. The strength of Hext is used as an external
parameter to switch the helicity dependence on and off, respectively. Based on magneto-optical spectroscopic
measurements, we explain these phenomena by magnetic circular dichroism. Our findings highlight an important
approach for ultrafast manipulation of lattice strain in magnetic materials, in particular insulators, and open
exciting perspectives towards ultrafast control of lattice strain and heat-induced magnetization switching and
spin waves in bismuth substituted iron garnets using the polarization of light.

DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevB.103.064301

Controlling the properties of matter has always been a
major issue in condensed-matter physics. From a fundamen-
tal point of view, it requires a deep understanding of the
interactions among spins, charge, and lattice degrees of free-
dom and their response to external stimuli. Traditionally,
such control has been realized by changing external condi-
tions such as temperature, pressure, and electric or magnetic
fields [1,2]. Recently, intense ultrashort laser pulses have
been proven to be an efficient tool for manipulating magnetic
[3–5], electric [6,7], optic [8], and crystallographic [9–11]
properties of materials on ultrashort time scales. The coupled
dynamics is measured in real time with high spatiotempo-
ral resolution using time-resolved pump-probe techniques,
which are selective for one of the subsystems [3–11]. This
unique opportunity provided by ultrafast laser pulses has
led to the discovery of important phenomena for both fun-
damental science and technological applications, such as
laser-induced room temperature superconductivity [12], in-
verted strain pulses [13,14], control of the ferroelectric [15]
and magnetic [3,4,16,17] order, and triggering coherent spin
[4,18–20] and phonon [21,22] dynamics. Some of these phe-
nomena are explained via processes involving the coupling
and energy transfer between the degrees of freedom in solids
[3–5,12,14,20,23] and others are triggered by nonlinear op-
tical processes like impulsive simulated Raman scattering
[4,5,16,18,19,21]. These nonlinear optical processes can offer
the advantage of controlling physical properties using the
light polarization [4,5,16,18,19]. For linear absorption such
control has been reported in very few cases [24–28]. In par-
ticular, the effect of magnetic circular dichroism has mainly
been discussed in the context of helicity-dependent all-optical
switching in metallic magnets [25,28].

*Corresponding author: madeb@uni-potsdam.de

In magnetic materials, one of the most important ap-
proaches used for ultrafast control of their properties is based
on the interaction between the lattice and the magnetiza-
tion. So far, this approach has attracted attention in two
different ways: The first is related to controlling the mag-
netization dynamics with picosecond strain pulses generated
in metallic film by femtosecond laser pulses [29–33]. It was
demonstrated that a strain pulse can trigger a coherent mag-
netization precession in metal [29–31], semiconductor [32],
and dielectric [33,34] magnetic films. Because of its long
propagation distance of several millimeters combined with
low energy losses [35,36], strain pulses offer an important
opportunity to excite magnetization precession in magnetic
materials deeply embedded in opaque heterostructure devices
[32–34]. The second way is related to control the lattice
strain by the ultrafast modification of the magnetic order
[14,23,37–41]. Most studies in this direction focus on measur-
ing the lattice response upon the ultrafast demagnetization of a
metallic magnet with femtosecond laser pulses [14,23,37–41].
The results of these investigations are explained by consid-
ering the transfer of angular momentum [37,40] and energy
[14,23,38,39] from the spins to the lattice. By now, these
efforts have yielded great progress in the fundamental under-
standing of lattice-spin interactions on ultrashort time scales.
However, an important question remains: Is it possible to
use the magnetization for ultrafast manipulation of the lattice
strain via an external parameter of the laser pulse like the state
of its polarization? If yes, what is the fundamental mechanism
behind this phenomenon? In addition, what can be the impact
of such control on the ultrafast magnetization dynamics, espe-
cially in magnetic insulators?

In this paper, we use ultrafast x-ray diffraction (UXRD)
to directly monitor the lattice dynamics induced by a fem-
tosecond laser excitation in nanoscale thin films of bismuth
iron garnet under external magnetic fields, Hext, applied

2469-9950/2021/103(6)/064301(7) 064301-1 ©2021 American Physical Society
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FIG. 1. Experimental configuration and static x-ray diffraction
results. (a) Sketch of the UXRD configuration with pump pulses
and external magnetic field perpendicular to the film. (b) X-ray
diffraction line profile recorded along the qz direction around the
004 Bragg reflections of the BIG layer and the GGG substrate. The
arrows indicate the 004 Bragg reflection related to BIG and the GGG.
The inset shows the reciprocal space map around the 004 Bragg
reflections of BIG layer and GGG substrate.

perpendicular to the film plane [see Fig. 1(a)]. By changing
the helicity of the laser pulse, we demonstrate ultrafast ma-
nipulation of the lattice strain: A huge 20% difference of the
strain amplitude is controlled by the light helicities when the
magnetization is saturated perpendicular to the film plane. In
addition, we find that the lattice strain can be controlled by
varying the strength of Hext. Both effects rely on ultrafast
but long lived stress and the concomitant strain dynamics are
only limited by the sound velocity. Based on magneto-optical
spectroscopic measurements, we demonstrate that these phe-
nomena can be explained considering the circular magnetic
dichroism.

Our study is based on a 90-nm thick bismuth iron gar-
net (Bi3Fe5O12, BIG) film grown by pulsed laser disposition
onto a (100) gadolinium gallium garnet (Gd3Ga5O12, GGG)
substrate. A detailed description of the growth conditions
can be found in Ref. [42]. The BIG material is a fer-
rimagnetic insulator with a high Curie temperature (TC ∼
680 K) [43], large optical band gap (Eg ∼ 2.4 eV) [44,45] and

giant magneto-optical Faraday rotation (∼37 deg/μm at
2.3 eV) [46,47]. These combined properties make this mate-
rial a promising candidate for nonreciprocal magneto-optical
devices [48,49]. The UXRD measurements are performed at
the XPP-KMC3 experimental station of the synchrotron ra-
diation source BESSY II, Helmholtz-Zentrum Berlin (HZB),
during the standard multibunch operation mode. In this op-
eration mode, the bending magnet emits hard x-ray pulses
with a duration of ∼100 ps. The sample is excited at normal
incidence with a pump beam at the central wavelength of
514 nm, obtained by frequency doubling the output of a
Yb:KGW laser system operating at 104 kHz repetition rate
and with 600-fs pulse duration. At this pump wavelength, the
BIG film absorbs about 38% of the incident energy. The pump
pulse is focused onto the sample in a circular spot with a
diameter of 560 μm, while the x-ray probe has a rectangular
shape with dimensions of 460 × 150 μm2. The x-ray pho-
ton energy 9 keV (λ = 1.38 Å) was selected by a Si double
crystal monochromator. The polarization of the pump beam
is controlled using a quarter-wave plate (QWP). The external
magnetic field Hext is applied perpendicular to the plane of the
film. All measurements are performed at room temperature.

Before the UXRD measurements, we investigated the static
crystalline properties of the BIG/GGG sample using the same
x-ray setup. Figure 1(b) shows the x-ray diffraction line pro-
file recorded along the qz direction under symmetric Bragg
diffraction at qx = 0, where qz and qx represent the scatter-
ing wave vector components along the out-of-plane and the
in-plane directions of the sample. The corresponding recip-
rocal space map of diffracted intensity as a function of qz

and qx is shown in the inset of Fig. 1(b). We observe two
well-separated diffraction peaks at qz = 1.92 Å−1 and qz =
2.03 Å−1, corresponding to the 004 Bragg diffraction of BIG
and GGG, respectively. The absence of any other diffraction
peaks indicates the single-crystalline and single-phase nature
the BIG film. This is in agreement with transmission elec-
tron microscopy measurements in BIG samples obtained in
identical growth conditions [50]. The width of the BIG Bragg
reflection �qz = 0.007 Å−1 and the Laue oscillations indicate
that the coherence length coincides with the film thickness. In
the UXRD experiments, we measured the shift of this peak
induced by laser excitation and we extracted via Bragg’s law
the corresponding lattice strain η(t ) as a function of the time
delay t between the pump and the probe pulses.

Figure 2 shows the lattice strain induced by right (σ+) and
left (σ−) circularly polarized laser pulses with a fluence of
Fpump = 3.5 mJ cm−2 at an external magnetic field of Hext =
450 mT. At this pump fluence, the static optical heating of the
sample is about 50 K. This increases the global static temper-
ature of the sample to 350 K, which is very small compared
to TC(BIG) ∼ 680 K. The lattice dynamics are governed by
two distinct time scales. Within the first 150 ps an ultrafast
lattice expansion by 0.02% is observed. The signal is limited
by the x-ray pulse duration. The time of maximum expansion
is given by T = d/v = 17 ps, where d is the thickness of the
film and v is the sound velocity of BIG [51]. The long-lived
expanded state exhibits very slow relaxation dynamics. In the
measured time window of 5 ns, the strain amplitude decays
only a little by heat transport to the substrate. The central
observation depicted in Fig. 2 is the change of ∼20% in the
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FIG. 2. Time-resolved lattice dynamics induced by right (σ+,
squares) and left (σ−, solid circles) circular polarization pump beam
with a pump fluence Fpump = 3.5 mJ cm−2 for Hext = 450 mT.

generated strain amplitude by reversing the helicity of the
pump beam.

In order to study this phenomenon in more detail, we
have measured the relative strain amplitude at different time
delays of t = 500 ps, t = 1000 ps, and t = 2000 ps as a func-
tion of the angle θ between the fast axis of the QWP and
the p-polarized beam [see Figs. 3(a), 3(b), and 3(c)]. For
all time delays, the strain amplitude follows a clear sinu-
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FIG. 3. Strain amplitude η measured as a function of orientation
angle θ of the quarter wave plate for Fpump = 3.5 mJ cm−2. The
absolute strain η(θ ) obtained for BIG at three different time delays of
(a) t = 500 ps, (b) t = 1000 ps, and (c) t = 2000 ps for Hext =
450 mT. (d) The relative strain (η(θ ) − η̄)/η̄ obtained for BIG and
the nonmagnetic reference sample at t = 500 ps for Hext = 450 mT.
(e) The relative strain for BIG at t = 500 ps for Hext = 450 mT and
Hext = 0 mT. The arrows in (a) highlight the QWP angles corre-
sponding to circular right (σ+), linear (π ), and circular left (σ+)
polarizations of the pump beam. The solid lines are guides to the eye.
The error bars indicate the standard deviation of the time resolved
data.

soidal form with a periodicity of 180°. The minimum strain
is observed for the left circular polarization σ+(θ = +45),
while its minimum is observed for the right circular
polarization σ−(θ = −45). The p- or s- polarized pump beam
π (θ = 0 and ±90) generate the same strain amplitude that is
approximately the average of those induced by σ+ and σ−
polarizations, i.e., η(π ) = (η(σ+) + η(σ−))/2. In Fig. 3(d)
we cross check this finding by comparing the helicity de-
pendence of the photoinduced strain amplitude in BIG to the
helicity dependence observed under the very same excitation
conditions in a SrRuO3 thin film that is nonmagnetic at room
temperature and is used as a standard reference sample for
finding the zero time delay in pump-probe experiments at the
XPP-KMC3 beamline [52,53]. Clearly, the strain amplitude
for the nonmagnetic reference sample [black in Fig. 3(d)] is
independent of the pump polarization at 450 mT, where the
strain in BIG shows a strong modulation. More importantly,
we find that the helicity-dependent strain modulation gener-
ated in BIG can be nearly switched off by setting Hext = 0.
The black symbols in Fig. 3(e) show nearly the same strain
for any rotation angle of the QWP.

To give a comprehensive understanding of these phenom-
ena, it is important to clarify first the mechanism of strain
generation in BIG thin films by near-band-gap laser excita-
tion. Qualitatively, such processes can be described in the
following way. The light energy is absorbed in the BIG layer
by electronic transitions related to the Fe3+ ions [46,54,55].
These electronic states are very short lived [51] and rapidly
transfer the entire energy to vibrations of the lattice via
electron-phonon coupling. This lattice temperature rise asso-
ciated with this heat energy induces a lattice expansion, which
is directly quantified by UXRD measurements. We note that
the demagnetization dynamics in iron garnets is a very slow
process that occurs on the nanosecond time scale [56]. There-
fore, the magnetostrictive strain should have a very small or
no contribution to the lattice dynamics measured in the first
50 ps, where the coherent and incoherent phonons are already
generated. The heat in the BIG layer is mainly transported to
the GGG substrate via phonon heat conduction. This process
is characterized by an extremely long time scale (see Fig. 2),
which is in good agreement with the low thermal conductivity
in iron garnets [51,57].

From the above-described processes that lead to the lattice
strain observed in Figs. 2 and 3, we can conclude that the
origin of the polarization-dependent lattice dynamics should
satisfy the following three fundamental criteria: (i) the absorp-
tion of light depends on the state of its polarization, (ii) occurs
only in magnetic materials, and (iii) depends on the strength
of Hext, i.e., the amplitude of the magnetization. These criteria
are fulfilled by the magnetic circular dichroism (MCD), which
is manifested for a given direction of the magnetization by a
variation in the light absorption when going over from right to
left circular polarization [58].

In order to confirm the physical origin behind the
helicity-dependent lattice strain dynamics, we investigated
the wavelength- and magnetic-field dependence of the MCD,
which corresponds to the difference in absorption between the
right and left circular polarization [45,59]. The measurements
are carried out using a magneto-optical spectrometer based on
90° polarization-modulation technique. A detailed description
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FIG. 4. Static magneto-optical and magnetic properties of the
BIG film measured in polar configuration. (a) Magnetic circular
dichroism spectrum of the BIG film, including the spectrum of the
pump beam used in the UXRD measurements (green line). (b) Mag-
netic circular dichroism hysteresis loop. The inset shows a magnified
view of the region round 0 T.

of the experimental setup has been given in Ref. [60]. Briefly,
the white light emitted by a 150-W Xe arc lamp is polarized
by a Rochon polarizer and modulated at a high frequency of
50 kHz by a photoelectric modulator (PEM). The modulated
light is focused onto the sample at normal incidence. The
transmitted light is collimated and analyzed with a Rochon an-
alyzer, and focused into a spectrometer. The MCD is deduced
from the signal measured by a photomultiplier detector signal
that is analyzed by a lock-in amplifier referenced to the first
harmonic of the PEM. Figure 4 shows the spectral dependence
of MCD measured over a wide range of wavelength between
300 and 800 nm with a saturating Hext applied perpendicular
to the film plane. The MCD reaches a large value of ∼−20%
at λ = 514 nm, which is the wavelength of the pump pulses
used in UXRD experiments [see Fig. 4(a)]. This large differ-
ence of ∼20% in the absorption between the opposite light
helicities confirms the proposed origin behind the polarization
dependent lattice strain. It also reveals that the one photon
absorption process is the dominant mechanism at 514 nm,
which is the expected result with a near-band-gap laser ex-
citation. We note that the measured MCD is about 13 times
higher than the one in GdFeCo [25], which is expected to be
at the origin of the helicity-dependent all-optical switching in
metallic magnets [25,28]. From a fundamental point of view,

the large values of MCD in BIG can be explained by the large
spin-orbit induced in Fe-3d orbitals due to their hybridiza-
tion with the Bi-3p ones, which are characterized by a huge
spin-orbit coupling [54,61]. This mechanism is supported by
cluster molecular-orbital theory [62,63] and band-structure
calculations [64]. On the other hand, to reveal the origin of
the small signal modulation observed at zero external mag-
netic field [Fig. 3(e)], we measured the polar MCD hysteresis
loop [see Fig. 4(b)]. It shows a clear remanent magnetization
Mr ∼ 0.13 Ms that is about 20% of the MCD signal for Hext =
450 mT. This is in good agreement with the remaining strain
modulation at Hext = 0 mT reported in Fig. 3(e) compared
to the modulation of the strain amplitude at Hext = 450 mT.
We note that this remnant magnetization corresponds to the
average projection of the magnetic domains on the direction
perpendicular to the film plane. These domains have a very
small size (∼0.2 μm2) [42,65], which guarantees that hun-
dreds of thousands of them are located within the x-ray probe.
On the other hand, for Hext = 450 mT, the magnetization of
BIG is almost saturated perpendicular to the film plane and
the difference in strain amplitude generated by the opposite
helicity of light reaches a large value of ∼20%.

These findings should not be restricted to BIG, but occur in
all magnetic materials with good magneto-optical properties.
From a practical point of view, light polarization (helic-
ity) can thus be used to control any ultrafast phenomena
that are influenced by the lattice strain (or lattice heating).
For example, in Bi-substituted iron garnets, it was recently
demonstrated that an ultrafast heating of lattice can excite
high frequency spin waves [20,66,67] and induce a full mag-
netization switching [68]. By choosing the appropriate pump
wavelength to maximize the effect of MCD on lattice heat-
ing, it will be therefore possible to use the polarization of
light in order to: (i) control the amplitude of the spin waves
and (ii) obtain a helicity-dependent optical magnetization
switching in magnetic insulators. Due to the low damping
[49,69], large magneto-optical effect [46,47,49,70,71], and
good transparency in the visible and infrared region [49,70,71]
of bismuth substituted iron garnets, these phenomena are im-
portant for future data storage and processing technologies.

In summary, we demonstrated that femtosecond laser
pulses can induce helicity-dependent ultrafast lattice dynam-
ics in nanoscale thin films of BIG. We demonstrated a huge
long-lived 20% difference in the lattice strain generated by
the opposite light helicities when the magnetization is satu-
rated perpendicular to the film plane. For both right and left
circularly polarized light excitation, a variation of the external
magnetic field strength can control the lattice strain amplitude.
Based on magneto-optical spectroscopic measurements, we
demonstrate that these phenomena can be explained by con-
sidering the MCD. Our findings open different perspectives
on ultrafast manipulation of lattice strain and heat in mag-
netic materials, which allows for controlling magnetization
switching and spin wave excitations in bismuth substituted
iron garnets via the polarization of the laser pulse.
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05K16IPA and M.D. acknowledges the Alexander von Hum-
boldt Foundation for financial support.
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Abstract We connect experimental observa-
tions of the magnetization and lattice dynam-
ics via numerical micromagnetic models based
on the Landau-Lifshitz-Gilbert (LLG) equation.
We compare direct optical excitation of the mag-
netic insulator Bi:YIG to indirect excitation via
an optically opaque Pt/Cu double layer. In both
cases the strain and temperature of the lattice
are quantified via modeling ultrafast x-ray diffrac-
tion data. Measurements of the time-resolved
magneto-optical Kerr effect agree well with the
magnetization dynamics simulated according to
the excitation via two mechanisms: magneto-
acoustic coupling to the experimentally veri-
fied strain dynamics and ultrafast temperature-
induced transient change of the anisotropy con-
stant. The numerical modeling proves that both

mechanisms drive the fundamental mode with opposite phase. The relative ratio of standing spin-
wave amplitudes of higher order modes indicates that both mechanisms are substantially active.

Contributions to the work

I performed the ultrafast X-ray diffraction experiments together with Alexander von Reppert. I modeled
the data numerically to extract the spatio-temporal temperature and strain distributions. Those were
used as inputs for the micromagnetic modeling performed by Xi-Guang Wang and compared with the
tr-MOKE measurements conducted by Marwan Deb. The samples were provided by Elena Popova,
Michel Hehn and Niels Keller. I commented on the manuscript and created the figures.

Comments

This publication finalizes the investigation of the generation process of the standing spin waves observed
in Bi:YIG by Marwan Deb [19, 29]. In the previous works, the generation of the high frequency SSWs
were attributed to the coherent and incoherent phonons present in the thin films upon femtosecond laser
excitation. With the help of our theoretically skilled colleagues, Jamal Berakdar and Xi-Guang Wang, we
were able to model the spin dynamics generation process quantitatively [81]. The general idea is to char-
acterize the strain and temperature of the thin film spatially and temporally with UXRD measurements,
which probe the lattice dynamics. This information was used as an input for a spatio-temporal micro-
magnetic numerical modeling in which the strain acts via inverse magnetostriction and the temperature
via thermal anisotropy change on the magnetization state. With this, it was possible to fit the frequency
and the external field dependence as well as the relative amplitudes of the spin modes, observed in the
tr-MOKE experiments, quantitatively. Our investigations show, that inhomogeneous anisotropy change
and inverse magnetostriction alike generate SSWs but the phase of the ferromagnetic resonance mode is
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inverted. Only a combination of both processes thus explains the large realtive amplitude of the higher
order modes obeserved in the tr-MOKE experiments.

A comprehensive summary of this publication is given in Sec. 2.2.3 substantiated by the previous sections
and the publications III, V and VII. In conclusion, this is an intriguing example to justify the combination
of UXRD and tr-MOKE in the future, since this collaboration revealed the true nature of the excitation
process of the higher order SSWs which was initially unclear, or at least not verified experimentally.
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Based on micromagnetic simulations and experimental observations of the magnetization and lattice 
dynamics following the direct optical excitation of the magnetic insulator Bi:YIG or indirect excitation 
via an optically opaque Pt/Cu double layer, we disentangle the dynamical effects of magnetic anisotropy 
and magnetoelastic coupling. The strain and temperature of the lattice are quantified via modeling 
ultrafast x-ray diffraction data. Measurements of the time-resolved magneto-optical Kerr effect agree 
well with the magnetization dynamics simulated according to the excitation via two mechanisms: The 
magneto-acoustic coupling to the experimentally verified strain dynamics and the ultrafast temperature-
induced transient change in the magnetic anisotropy. The numerical modeling proves that for direct 
excitation both mechanisms drive the fundamental mode with opposite phase. The relative ratio of 
standing spin-wave amplitudes of higher order modes indicates that both mechanisms are substantially 
active. 
 
Introduction: 
 
Information processing at GHz and THz frequencies entails a combination of photonic and magnetic 
channels, and hence the optical manipulation of collective spin excitations at high frequencies.(1, 2) 
Magnetic insulators are particularly suitable as the optical absorption is much lower than for metals and 
the damping of spin waves may be engineered to be very low. An example are Yttrium Iron Garnet 
(YIG) thin films which have become a test bed for the optical control of magnetization dynamics.(3, 4) 
Bismuth doping (resulting in Bi:YIG) enhances substantially the magneto-optical contrast while 
affecting only slightly  the elastic parameters and the magnetic damping.(4–6) Recent experiments 
confirmed that the magnetization dynamics, in particular standing spin waves in thin films can be 
directly excited simultaneously by one- and two photon absorption in Bi:YIG.(7, 8) Under strong 
excitation conditions, the frequency of the fundamental mode is persistently changed by 20%.(9) Also 
indirect excitation of Bi:YIG via an adjacent opaque metal heterostructure can trigger standing spin 
waves.(10) Experimental evidence suggests that coherent or incoherent phonons entering Bi:YIG  
(propagating strain waves or diffusive phonon heat) are responsible for triggering the spin wave motion. 
Ultrafast x-ray diffraction experiments have been used to quantify the spatio-temporal profile of strain 
waves and phonon temperature changes under both excitation conditions.(11) While the two dominant 
mechanisms for exciting spin waves, namely the magnetoacoustic coupling and the temperature induced 
anisotropy changes, are surely active under the experimental conditions, it has never been quantitatively 
tested, how they individually affect the magnetization dynamics and what is their relative importance. 
 
Here we analyze and contrast our experimental and simulation results to unveil quantitatively the 
relationship between the observed strain waves and/or the heat input and the standing spin waves in 
nanometric magnetic insulator films, which are directly or indirectly excited via ultrashort laser-pulses. 
Ultrafast x-ray diffraction (UXRD) data calibrate the spatio-temporal strain and the temperature profile 
in a Bi:YIG film after i) direct optical excitation of the insulating Bi:YIG, and ii) indirect excitation via 
an optically opaque Pt/Cu double layer. These experimentally verified spatio-temporal strain and heat 
profiles are adopted as source terms in the micromagnetic model based on the Landau-Lifshitz-Gilbert 
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(LLG) equation. The simulation results are compared to time-resolved magneto-optical Kerr effect (tr-
MOKE) measurements of the spin-wave excitations in the same thin films. The relative ratio of the two 
mechanisms can be experimentally verified by the amplitude ratio of the excited higher order modes to 
the fundamental mode, because this mode is excited with opposite phase by the two mechanisms, which 
therefore partially cancel out. The strain is composed of propagating strain waves and quasi static 
thermal strain following the diffusion of heat. It couples to the magnetization via a linear 
magnetoacoustic coupling. In addition, the temperature induces local changes of the anisotropy constant. 
Consequently, both strain and temperature modulate the effective magnetic field on ultrafast timescales 
triggering standing spin waves. 
  
The paper is structured as follows: First we discuss the micromagnetic model and an analytic solution 
of the LLG equation in section (A). In section (B) we show the experimental tr-MOKE signal for direct 
and indirect excitation. In section (C) we derive the spatiotemporal strain and temperature maps, 𝑇 𝑧, 𝑡  
and 𝜂 𝑧, 𝑡  from the UXRD data. With these experimentally verified input data, the tr-MOKE signal is 
modeled numerically in section (D) according to the LLG equation. The model is compared to the 
experimental tr-MOKE data from section (B) for direct and indirect excitation of the magnetic layer. In 
both cases we separately model the influence of the two inputs, the spatio-temporal temperature, and the 
strain.  
 

A) Micromagnetic model and analytical considerations  
 
Before discussing the experimental observations and the results of full numerical modeling, we analyze 
a linearized analytical solution of the Landau-Lifshitz-Gilbert (LLG) equation(12) without damping and 
without dynamic dipole-dipole interaction. Here, only transversal spin dynamics that do not change the 
length of the magnetization vector is of interest. Hence, the magnetization field 𝑀 can be described by 
a unit field vector 𝑚  with 𝑀 𝑀 𝑚  and 𝑀  is the saturation magnetization. The time evolution of 𝑚  
is governed by 𝜕 �⃗�    𝛾 𝑚 𝐻  , where the effective field  𝐻   follows from the functional 
derivative of the magnetization free-energy density with respect to 𝑚 and is detailed below. For a small 
amplitude precession 𝑚 𝑚 𝛿𝑚   around the equilibrium 𝑚  with |𝑚 | ≫ |𝛿𝑚 | one obtains 
to a linear order in |𝛿𝑚 | an analytical solution of the LLG:(13) In our case, the external field is 
perpendicular to the film and its field strength 𝐻  can be set by an electromagnet. The effective field 
𝐻 (14) acting on the magnetization vector is a sum of the contributions(15) listed in Table 1. (the 
spatial and the time dependence of 𝑚 are suppressed for brevity) 

𝐻 𝑧, 𝑡 𝐻 𝑒  𝐻 𝐻 𝑧, 𝑡 𝐻 𝑧, 𝑡 𝐻 𝑧, 𝑡 𝑚 𝑚 𝑚 𝑒  

𝐻 𝑧, 𝑡 𝑚 𝑚 𝑚 𝑒  𝑚 𝑚 𝑚 𝑒 𝐷
⃑  

  
 .             (1) 

The magnetoelastic coupling 𝐻 𝑧, 𝑡
,

 depends on time and space via the spatio-

temporal strain  𝜂 𝑧, 𝑡 .(10)  The uniaxial and cubic anisotropy constants 𝐾 𝑇  are temperature 

dependent, and therefore the anisotropy fields 𝐻 𝑧, 𝑡 𝐾 𝑇 𝑧, 𝑡  depend on time and space 

via the spatiotemporal temperature profile 𝑇 𝑧, 𝑡 .(16) The external field 𝐻  along the 𝑒  is partially 
compensated by the large uniaxial (𝐻 ) anisotropy field and the demagnetization field 𝐻 𝑁 𝑀 , 
where 𝑁 1 is the demagnetization factor of the thin film geometry. The compensation is proportional 
to the z-component of the unit magnetization vector 𝑚 . Since  𝑚  grows with 𝐻  as the magnetization 
tilts out of plane, the effective field would be zero without the cubic anisotropy as long as 𝐻 𝐻  (see 
Fig. 1(a) for illustration). Thus, the small cubic ( 𝐻  essentially determines the direction of the 
magnetization at low external fields. When 𝐻  reaches the saturation field (critical field) 𝐻 , above 
which the magnetization is aligned along 𝑒  , the effective field grows linearly with the external field 
(Kittel mode). This field 𝐻  is determined by the minimum of the free energy, including cubic 
anisotropy. 
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 constants at RT Effective field Effective Field (in mT/𝜇 ) 
Cubic Anisotropy 𝐾 400 J/m3 

𝐻
2𝐾 𝑇 𝑧, 𝑡

𝜇 𝑀
 

𝐻 5.9 

Uniaxial 
Anisotropy 

𝐾 5750 J/m3 
𝐻

2𝐾 𝑇 𝑧, 𝑡
𝜇 𝑀

 
𝐻 85 

Demagnetization 
field / saturation 
magnetization 

𝑀 170 mT 𝐻 𝑁 𝑀  𝐻 170 

Saturation Field  𝐻 𝐻 𝐻  𝐻 260 
Magnetoelastic 
field(17) 

𝑏 3.5 ∙ 10  J/m3 
𝐻

2𝑏 𝜂 𝑧, 𝑡
𝜇 𝑀

 
𝐻 62 per 1% strain 
𝐻 8 per Δ𝑇 100𝐾 

Change of uniaxial 
anisotropy with 
T(18) 

  𝛥𝐻 31 per Δ𝑇 100K 

Exchange constant  𝐴 3.5 ∙ 10  
J/m 𝐷 𝑘

2𝐴
𝜇 𝑀

𝑘  
 

Gyromagnetic 
ratio 

 28 GHz/T   

 
Table1: Magnetic properties of the Bi:YIG film according to the simultaneous fit of the lower branches for the modes n = 
0, … 4. The second column collects formulas converting magnetic constants to effective fields which enter the LLG equation. 
The third column compares the values of the time-dependent effective fields ΔH  (per strain) and H  (per strain and per Δ𝑇) 
to the magnitude of the static effective fields. Note that the largest contributions H 𝑚   and H 𝑚  are canceled by the external 
filed H  in the perpendicular geometry chosen here.   
 

Before excitation, i.e., in the stationary state with 0, the state 𝑚 0,0,1  is stable, if 

 𝐻 𝐻 𝐻 𝐻 𝐻  (upper branch or Kittel mode – see Fig. 1(c). In wavevector space, the 

exchange term 𝐷
⃑  

   transforms to 𝐷 𝑘  for a mode with a wavevector 𝑘 . Submitting 𝑚 𝑚
𝛿𝑚  into the LLG equation, we obtain to linear order in |𝛿𝑚 | the frequency on the external field.    
  
𝜔 𝐻 𝛾 𝐷 𝑘 𝐻 𝐻 𝐻 𝐻 .                  (2) 
 
If 𝐻 𝐻   (lower branch) the stable magnetization is at an angle 𝜃  with respect to the surface normal  
𝑚 𝑠𝑖𝑛𝜃 cos 𝜑 , 𝑠𝑖𝑛𝜃 sin 𝜑 , 𝑐𝑜𝑠𝜃 , and 𝜑  describes the in-plane rotation of 𝑚. Here, 

 𝐻 𝐻 𝐻 cos  𝜃 cos  𝜃 0 and 𝜑 . In this case the frequency is  

 

𝜔 𝐻 𝛾 𝐷 𝑘 𝐻 𝑠𝑖𝑛 𝜃 𝐷 𝑘 𝐻 𝐻 4𝐻 cos  𝜃 𝐻 sin 𝜃 sin 𝜃            

        (3) 
For the fundamental mode (𝑘 0 , the frequency 𝜔 𝐻  of the lower branch would be strictly zero 
without cubic anisotropy (see first factor of the radicand), if the external field 𝐻  has no in-plane 
components (𝐻 𝐻 ). 𝐻  would then be perfectly cancelled out by 𝐻 𝐻 𝑐𝑜𝑠𝜃 . Thus, the 
cubic anisotropy is crucial for obtaining a finite frequency. Eq. (3) exhibits only an implicit dependence 
of the frequency on the external field which determines the direction of the magnetization parametrized 
by  𝜃 .  See Fig. 1(a) for an illustration of the complete cancellation of the out-of plane components of 
the effective field at the saturation field. For 𝐻 𝐻 , the cubic anisotropy contributions to the effective 
field disappears [Fig. 1(b)] according to Eq. (1), because 𝑚   and 𝑚  vanish.  

Thus, there are two branches of the spin wave frequency [Fig. 1(c)] as a function of the external field, 
which both depend on the wavevector component along the external field. For the thin film, the out-of 
plane wavevector component is quantized: 𝑘 . This spatial quantization of the spin waves 

essentially enters their frequency via the exchange term 𝐷 𝑘  in Eq. (2) and (3). In Fig. 1(c) we fit 
equation Eq. (3) to the lower branch of the experimental data from Deb et al.(7) We obtain a convincing 
agreement for the lower branches for 𝑛 0, … , 4 under the assumption of the parameters given in Table 
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1, which agree reasonably well with the literature.  For the upper branch, the magnetization points 
perfectly out of plane. Hence, the spin wave amplitude is exceedingly small for a perfect alignment of 
the external field, because the excitation is forbidden by symmetry. This and a tiny experimental in-
plane field may explain the deviations.  
 

 
c) 

 

Fig. 1: a) Vector diagram of the contributions to the effective field for 𝐻 𝐻 . The cubic anisotropy 𝐻  determines the 
effective field and hence the stable direction of the magnetization vector (see the contributions to the effective field in Eq. (1), 
because 𝐻 𝑚 𝐻 𝑚  nearly cancel 𝐻 . b) For 𝐻 𝐻  the magnetization points along 𝑒⃗. At the saturation field (𝐻 𝐻 ), 
all effective field contributions cancel to zero. c) Spin wave frequencies according to Eq. (2) and (3) for the first five standing 
spin wave modes (n=0,…,4). All branches fit well simultaneously to the tr-MOKE data from Deb et al., i.e. they fit the quadratic 
dependence on the mode number.(7)  
 

B) Experimental spin wave spectrum for direct and indirect excitation 
 

In this paper we study a pair of Bi1Y2Fe5O12 (Bi:YIG) single crystalline thin films with a thickness of 
135 nm grown by pulsed laser deposition on a gadolinium gallium garnet (GGG) (100) substrate.(19, 
20) One of the two films is covered by a Pt (5 nm)/Cu (100 nm) bilayer on top of the Bi:YIG film using 
direct current magnetron sputtering. During this procedure the thickness of the Bi:YIG is reduced by 
few nanometers. The top Pt layer absorbs nearly all photons from the optical excitation pulses and the 
100 nm Cu layer ensures that no photons reach the Bi:YIG layer. However, the metallic bilayer is known 
to efficiently conduct the absorbed photon energy by efficient heat transport via hot electrons to the 
magnetic film. For metallic ferromagnets, the hot electron pulse would directly funnel energy into its 
electronic system.(21) However, the electrons are stopped at the interface to the ferromagnetic insulator 
Bi:YIG, and energy is transported in the ferromagnet via coherent and incoherent phonons.  
In the following we compare the magnetization dynamics triggered in the Bi:YIG film by energy directly 
deposited in the bulk of the uncovered Bi:YIG film to the scenario, where the energy is transported to 
the Bi:YIG interface via the Cu film, excluding direct optical excitation. Fig. 1(c) we reproduce the 
measurement of the standing spin wave modes upon laser-excitation using tr-MOKE.(7) The standard 
setup has been described previously.(22) In the left column of Fig. 2 we show the direct absorption of 
800 nm pulses in the Bi:YIG film (by one and two photon absorption) and the right column of Fig. 2 
shows the results for indirect excitation, where the 800 nm light pulses are fully absorbed in the Pt/Cu 
layers with 5nm/100nm thickness. Figs. 2(a) and 2(b) show schematics for direct and indirect excitation 
of the Bi:YIG film by pump pulses with a wavelength of the 800 nm. The Kerr rotation of a 400 nm 
probe pulse detects the magnetization dynamics. Fig. 2(c) and 2(d) show exemplary tr-MOKE traces 
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Fig. 2) Measurement of standing spin waves by MOKE a) Schematic of the direct excitation geometry, where 800 nm pump 
pulses at 10 mJ/cm2 incident fluence are absorbed in Bi:YIG.  b)  Schematic of the indirect excitation geometry. c) Tr-MOKE 
for an external field of 𝜇 𝐻 98 mT perpendicular to the sample for direct excitation. d) Time resolved MOKE at 𝜇 𝐻
88 mT for indirect excitation.  Fourier-transforms of the spectra exhibiting five resonance frequencies shown for the direct e) 
and indirect g) excitation. f) Measured spin wave frequencies for direct (blue) and indirect (red) excitation extracted from the 
maxima in panels e) and g). The quadratic dependence of the mode number is given by the exchange energy [cf. Eq. (3)], and 
is slightly steeper for the indirect excitation, where the Bi:YIG film is thinner and the external field is smaller (higher 
frequencies in the lower branch of Fig. 1(c). 
 
under the two excitation conditions. The Fourier-transforms of these spectra are shown in2(e) and 2(g), 
which clearly show the same higher order spin wave modes at slightly different frequencies, because of 
the different thickness of the two Bi:YIG films. We link these exemplary spectra to the full experimental 
determination of the dependence of the frequency spectrum on the external field in f), which shows the 
quadratic dependence of the frequency on the mode number. The solid lines show fits through the data 

in f) using Eq. (3), which contains a linear and quadratic contribution in 𝑛  because we fit the 

lower branch [Eq. (3)].   
 

C) Experimental quantification of the strain and temperature by UXRD 
 
The standing spin waves reported in Fig. 2 are excited by laser-induced coherent and incoherent 
phonons, meaning by strain waves and phonon heating. The transient strain 𝜂 𝑧, 𝑡  including the 
quasi-static strain due to thermal expansion couples to the spins via the magnetoacoustic coupling term 
𝐻 𝑧, 𝑡 . The temperature rise 𝑇 𝑧, 𝑡  induces changes of the magnetocrystalline anisotropy (𝐻 𝑧, 𝑡  
and 𝐻 𝑧, 𝑡 ), triggering spin precession, too. Fig. 3 summarizes the characterization of strain waves and 
heat transport by UXRD as reported by Zeuschner et al.(11) We probe the strain in the Bi:YIG layer by 
the shift of the Bragg peak via reciprocal space slicing(23) at our laser-driven x-ray plasma source.(24) 
In analogy to Fig. 2, the left column of Fig. 3 shows direct excitation and the right column shows indirect 
excitation which is identical to the conditions for the tr-MOKE experiments in Fig.2, i.e. in the indirect 
excitation all light is absorbed in the metal layers. The x-ray probe pulses penetrate the entire 
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heterostructure and we can determine the average transient strain �̅�   by following the angular shift 

of the Bragg peak [dots in Fig. 3 (a) and 3(d)]. The average transient strain �̅� 𝑡  is the direct observable 
in our experiments. On the other hand, for time-delays beyond 100 ps the propagating strain waves have 
left the Bi:YIG layer and the remaining quasi-static strain �̅�  is a direct measure of the average 
temperature change in the Bi:YIG layer. A thorough modeling of the transient strain (solid lines) gives 
access to the spatio-temporal temperature gradient 𝑇 𝑧, 𝑡  and transient strain 𝜂 𝑧, 𝑡 .(11, 21) We 
calculate the energy deposited in the Bi:YIG layer and in the heterostructure from the incident fluence. 
The diffusive two temperature model is required to correctly account for the non-equilibrium heat 
transport in the Pt/Cu bilayer.(11, 21) We use the thermo-elastic parameters given in Table 2.  
The spatio-temporal strain [Fig. 3(b) and 3(e)] and heat [Fig. 3(c) and 3(f)] maps serve as input 
parameters for the simulation of the magnetization dynamics. Since we recorded the MOKE and UXRD 
data in different setups, with different focusing conditions and laser pulse parameters, we scale the strain 
in the UXRD data according to the absorbed fluence. For the indirect excitation the absorption of light 
in the metals and the heat flow are nearly linear in the excitation fluence. The direct excitation was 
shown to have linear and quadratic contributions.(7, 11) We scaled the absorbed fluence to match the 
absorption of the light pulses observed in the MOKE setup. The modeling confirms that the observed 
strain and heat do not significantly depend on the relative weight of the linear and quadratic absorption 
contributions.  

 
Fig. 3 Calibration of strain and heat by UXRD 
a) Transient strain in Bi:YIG following direct excitation at 800 nm extracted from Zeuschner et al.(11) and scaled to the fluence 
10 mJ/cm2 used in the tr-MOKE experiment. The blue line is a fit according to the model. The spatial dependence of the 
calculated strain b) and temperature c) is shown for the selected times indicated by the color code in a). The right panels d),e) 
and f) show the same for indirect excitation, where the data are reproduced from Deb et al.(8) Note the larger temperature rise 
(f) in the metal films and the strong gradient in the Bi:YIG layer. The average temperature in Bi:YIG is smaller for the indirect 
excitation, but the standing spin wave modes are efficiently excited by the gradient. The simulations of the magnetization 
dynamics in Fig. 4 use only the spatiotemporal strain and temperature in the blue shaded areas, which symbolize the Bi:YIG 
layers. 
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In the following we comment briefly on the main observations for strain and heat. Fig. 3(b) illustrates, 
that upon direct excitation the Bi:YIG layer expands via two counter-propagating strain fronts starting 
at the surface and the interface. At 22 ps both strain fronts have reached the opposite side of the film, 
the maximum average strain is reached and the Bi:YIG layer is nearly homogeneously expanded. In the 
next 22 ps, the expansive strain front that started at the GGG interface is converted to a contraction wave 
at the surface. Then, the acoustic dynamics cease as both strain fronts have propagated into the substrate. 
In the Bi:YIG layer, the quasi-static expansion given by the thermal load in the film remains and very 
slowly relaxes via thermal transport to the substrate. Fig. 3(c) illustrates, that already on short timescales 
the heat flow yields a temperature gradient at the interface, which is already considerable after about 
100 ps.  
For the indirect excitation, Fig 3(d) illustrates that the strain in Bi:YIG film is essentially driven by a 
bipolar strain pulse, which results from an expansion of the Cu layer. Unlike one may have expected, 
the short bipolar strain pulse with high amplitude generated in Pt does not considerably alter the average 
strain in Bi:YIG. The simulation clearly shows that the very localized bipolar pulse from Pt, which has 
three times larger an amplitude than the compression launched by Cu, travels through Bi:YIG (see e.g. 
the snapshot at 23 ps in Fig. 3(e). However, the Bi:YIG strain is essentially determined by the Cu 
transducer. We emphasize that electrons transport energy to the Cu/Bi:YIG interface quasi 
instantaneously (see 1.5 ps snapshot in Fig. 3(f) and hence start the relevant acoustic compression of 
Bi:YIG immediately, as indicated by the experiment [Fig. 3(d)]. After the dominant passage of the 
bipolar strain in the first 75 ps, only a small expansion of Bi:YIG is observed due to the slow phononic 
heat transport into the Bi:YIG layer, which is quantified in Fig. 3(f). Again, at 100 ps, a considerable 
temperature gradient is built, however in this case, it is located at the interface to Cu and not towards 
the substrate. 
 

Property at 300K GGG Bi:YIG 
Sound velocity (nm/ps) 6.34 (25) 6.3 (26) 
Density (g/cm³)  7.085 (27) 5.9 (26) 
Linear thermal expansion (10-5/K) 1.65 (28) 1 
Heat Capacity (J/kg/K) 381.2 (29) 560 
Poisson-Correction 1 2𝐶 /𝐶 (30)  1.8 
Thermal conductivity (W/m K) 7.05 7.4 

 
Table. 2 Thermoelastic parameters of Bi1Y2IG and the substrate GGG: The bold parameters can be found for Bi:YIG in 
the given references. The other parameters are assumed reported for YIG and assumed to be similar for  Bi:YIG. 
Parameters for Pt and Cu are identical to the ones used in the publication from Pudell et al.(21) 
 

D) Numerical micromagnetic modeling that uses strain and temperature from UXRD 
 
Fig. 4) summarizes the results of the micromagnetic simulations according to the model introduced in 
section A). The full LLG equation is solved numerically based on the parameters given in Table 1 and 
the explicit spatiotemporal dependence of the strain 𝜂 𝑧, 𝑡  and the temperature 𝑇 𝑧, 𝑡 , which were 
derived in section C) by modeling the lattice strain calibrated by the UXRD data.  In analogy to Fig. 2 
and 3 the left column of Fig. 4 collects simulation results for the direct excitation of Bi:YIG and the 
right column for indirect excitation. The only difference in the simulations stems from the different 
UXRD calibrated input values for strain 𝜂 𝑧, 𝑡  and temperature 𝑇 𝑧, 𝑡 .  
The upper row displays results, where the magnetoacoustic coupling constant 𝑏  is set to zero and only 
the temperature driven anisotropy change ΔH 𝑧, 𝑡 ∝ ΔH 𝑧, 𝑡 ∝ 𝑇 𝑧, 𝑡  are at work (we use the 
linearized dependence ΔH 𝑇  from Table 1 for parametrization.(5, 18) In the second row only the 
magnetoacoustic coupling launches spin waves, because we set the anisotropy to be temperature 
independent, i.e. constant. While all calculated spectra show the expected frequency spectrum, we 
clearly see the excitation of the fundamental mode upon direct excitation to be much stronger than in 
the experiment. The calculated magnetization dynamics (insets in Figs 4(a) and 4(c) display 𝑚 𝑧, 𝑡 ) 
show that the fundamental mode is triggered with opposite phase for the two mechanisms. In order to 
achieve at least a qualitative agreement with tr-MOKE data, both mechanisms must be active. Both 
mechanisms individually trigger a much larger fundamental mode amplitude compared to the higher 
order modes. Because the precise values for magnetoacoustic coupling coefficients and anisotropy 
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changes of our samples may differ from the literature values,(5, 18) we scale the relative magnitude of 
the magnetoacoustic coupling with respect to the anisotropy mechanism H /ΔH    𝑐 H /ΔH   by 
a coefficient 𝑐.  
For the literature value (𝑐 1) the fundamental mode has much too large amplitude. We obtain 
reasonable agreement with the experimentally observed spectra in Fig. 2(c) for direct excitation, by 
using 𝑐 3 . The modeling of the indirect excitation depends much less on the parameter 𝑐 . The 
experiments rely on the same Bi:YIG film and are only different in terms of excitation. The main 
difference between the direct and indirect excitation is that for the indirect excitation the strain 
essentially travels through the Bi:YIG film quickly. The temperature change in Bi:YIG induced by the 
heat flow from the metal to the film has a very strong spatial gradient, which imposes a strong spatial 
gradient not only on ΔH , but also on the effective field change, H  due to the quasistatic change of 
the strain by thermal heating. 

 
Fig. 4 Numerical micromagnetic modeling based on the input of 𝜼𝒛𝒛 𝒛, 𝒕  and 𝑻 𝒛, 𝒕  from experimental UXRD data 
Spin-wave spectra resulting from the Fourier-analysis of the calculated 𝑚 𝑧, 𝑡  shown in the respective inset. The first row 
shows the result, were the magnetoacoustic coupling is zero (𝐻 0) and only the temperature induced anisotropy change is 

active (𝐻
,

). a) direct excitation b) indirect excitation. For the second row only the magnetoacoustic term 𝐻
,

 is on, whereas the anisotropy is constant (𝐻 ). c) direct excitation d) indirect excitation. From the insets, 

which show 𝑚 𝑧, 𝑡  we see that the two mechanisms drive the fundamental mode with opposite phase (see panels a) and c). 
In the last row both mechanisms are active and the parameter c quantifies the relative strength of the magnetoacoustic coupling. 
e) for the direct excitation and 𝑐 3 the fundamental mode is considerably lowered, and the calculated spectrum resembles 
the experimental observation in Fig. 2(f).  For the indirect excitation (f) the suppression of the fundamental mode does not 
exceed the suppression of the higher modes. For the choice of the same 𝑐 3 the calculated spectra are again in reasonable 
agreement with experiment [Fig. 2(g)].  
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Discussion 
 
The modeling of UXRD data strictly determines the connection of the transient strain profile 𝜂 𝑧, 𝑡  and 
the transient temperature 𝑇 𝑧, 𝑡 . For direct excitation, the temperature change leads to a nearly 
homogeneous quasi-static 𝜂 𝛼Δ𝑇 determined by the temperature rise, where 𝛼 10 1/𝐾 is the 

thermal expansion coefficient. The effective magneto-elastic coupling field 𝐻 8 mT due to the 
quasi-static strain 𝜂 (100K) is about four times smaller than ΔH 31 mT for Δ𝑇 100 K. This 
temperature-induced quasi static strain necessarily enters the effective field, and hence the temperature 
changes Δ𝑇 act on the effective field in two ways.  The anisotropy route is about four times more 
efficient, however. We note that in addition to the quasi-static strain, the ultrafast optical excitation 
generates strain waves which may dominate the spin wave excitation if the acoustic wave timescale is 
resonant with the spinwave. For the indirect excitation the strain wave is launched in the Pt/Cu structure, 
and hence the contribution of the magneto-elastic coupling can be relatively larger, because the related 
temperature change is high in the metal but less pronounced in Bi:YIG. Hence the temperature induced 
changes in Bi:YIG contribute less, the thicker the Cu film is. The magnetoacoustic strain wave has two 
bipolar components, which are given by the Pt and Cu thickness [Fig. 3(e)]. Both transients enter the 
LLG equation via the effective field given in Eq. (1). The numerical modeling has essentially only two 
tuning parameters: The change of the anisotropy constant with temperature ΔH 𝑇  and the 
magnetoelastic coupling H 𝜂 . The change of the magnetocrystalline anisotropy due to 
magnetostriction(31) is negligible in the case of YIG and therefore Bi:YIG which leads to independent 
excitation routes of SSWs in Bi:YIG: Thermally induced anisotropy change via ultrafast heating on the 
one hand and picosecond strain waves and thermal expansion paired with inverse magnetostriction on 
the other hand.  
In our modeling of the spin-wave spectrum we tune the relative magnitude of the magnetoacoustic 
coupling coefficient. We have tested that the magnetic response to both excitations is still in the linear 
regime. We find that the experimental spin wave spectrum for direct excitation of Bi:YIG in Fig. 2(c) 
can only be reproduced for a relatively strong magnetoacoustic coupling. The key is that the zero order 
mode (ferromagnetic resonance (FMR) mode) is excited with opposite phase for the two mechanisms. 
If we neglect either the magneto-acoustic coupling [Fig. 4(a)] or the temperature-induced anisotropy 
change [Fig. 4 (c)] the higher order modes have a much too small amplitude compared to the FMR 
mode. For an appropriately increased magnitude of the magneto-elastic coupling ( 𝑐 3 ), or 
alternatively a reduced ΔH 𝑇 , we arrive at a simulated spin-wave spectrum that approximately 
reproduces the measured one. 
 
 
Conclusion 
We have set up a micromagnetic model to quantitatively test the relative importance of strain waves and 
temperature changes for the excitation of spin waves. We find that the two mechanisms counteract each 
other for the FMR mode, but may have a different phase relationship for higher order modes. We can 
quantitatively test our model by calibrating the input parameters of transient strain and transient phonon 
temperature via UXRD and comparing the simulated spin wave spectrum with experimental result 
obtained in MOKE experiments under the same excitation conditions. We have verified the model for 
both cases, the indirect excitation of Bi:YIG via a metal bilayer on the one hand, as well as by one and 
two-photon absorption on the other hand. We believe that this analysis of the two coupled routes of 
generating magnetization dynamics via coherent and incoherent phonons is widely applicable for other 
ferromagnetic, ferrimagnetic and antiferromagnetic materials and may help to design new devices. 
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Chapter 4

Conclusion

This cumulative doctoral thesis summarizes my work in the research field of ultrafast lattice dynamics
and magnetoacoustics and my contributions to the further development of ultrafast X-ray diffraction on
the basis of 8 publications. My work thus covers the two fundamental parts of experimental physics
research: the experimental results and findings as well as their interpretation, conception and modeling
on the one side, the design and development of the experiment itself to be optimized for the respective
research theme on the other side.

With the conception of reciprocal space slicing in article VI, I introduced a time saving alternative
approach for strain assessment on an ultrafast time scale with femtosecond X-ray diffraction. This tech-
nique utilizes the capability of area detectors to measure the diffracted intensity for multiple diffraction
angles simultaneously and thus for multiple scattering vectors, the so called slice of the reciprocal space.
A movement of the diffraction peak in reciprocal space due to strain can thus be monitored without
scanning the diffraction angles of the goniometer. RSS is employed in the majority of publications of the
UDKM group at the Universtiy of Potsdam in the recent past, which utilize UXRD, and is particularly
useful at large scale facilities because of the limited and sparse measurement time.

The second experimental development I contributed to, was the implementation of UXRD measurements
into the research field of ultrafast magnetism. In publication I, IV, V and VIII we directly compared
UXRD data with tr-MOKE data under similar excitation conditions and in article II the strain dynamics
are rationalized by the ultrafast response of the spin system. This development peaked in the design
and commissioning of the actual implementation of a tr-MOKE setup into the UXRD setup with a laser-
driven plasma X-ray source at the UDKM group. This is, to my knowledge, the first setup of its kind
and will be used in the future simultaneous quantifaction of magnetization and lattice dynamics.

Combining the experimental findings of UXRD and tr-MOKE measurements, my colleagues and I were
able to develop a comprehensive model based on the excitation of standing spin waves in the ferro-
magnetic insulator Bi1Y2Fe5O12 by coherent and incoherent phonons. I provided the measurement and
modeling of the lattice dynamics of directly photoexcited Bi:YIG in article III, revealing a two-photon
absorption process which induces an ultrafast heating and thermal expansion as well as picosecond strain
pulses. In article V, I found that a biploar strain waves is immediately injected into a buried Bi:YIG
thin film as the capping Copper layer, in which hot electrons equilibrate faster than a picosecond, acts
as a transducer. Additionally, phonon heat is quickly flowing from the Cu into the Bi:YIG, heating up
the latter on a timescale of a few hundred picoseconds. In article VIII, those information are fed into a
spatio-temporally resolved micromagnetic modelling to fit the observation of excited standing spin waves
in the direct and indirect exctiation scheme. We found that sound and heat, i.e. coherent and incoherent
phonons alike, generate higher order standing spin waves. The SSWs are generated via the thermally
induced ultrafast changes of the anisotropy and via inverse magnetostriction. Interestingly, the phase
of the ferromagnetic resonance mode is reversed for the two processes, which explains the relatively low
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amplitude of the FMR mode compared to the higher order modes observed in the tr-MOKE experiments.
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Outlook

Based on the results of this thesis, there are several possibilities to carry on the work in ultrafast X-ray
diffraction and magnetoacoustics. Our future investigations have the potential to further cement UXRD
as a substantial part of ultrafast magnetism and picosecond ultrasonic research fields. This is based on
the fact that UXRD offers the direct quantification of lattice dynamics which are a sensor for all kinds
of ultrafast phenomena, as discussed in this thesis.

On the one hand, UXRD itself can be further optimized as I have shown with the conception of recipro-
cal space slicing. This technique can not only be transferred in principle to other diffraction techniques,
i.e. neutron or electron diffraction. The modeling can also be expanded to be even more general and
comprehensive. For now, the RSS described in this thesis assumes a fixed RSS scaling factor S, which is
only viable for diffraction peaks which do not change drastically in width and especially do not exhibit a
change of the width ratio along qz and qx. With that being the case, for example during phase transitions,
S needs to be treated as a time dependent variable. Fortunately, an area detector is capable of measuring
the width of diffraction peaks along two dimensions in the reciprocal space simultaneously, supporting
a practical route to implement this addition. Another extension to the presented RSS technique can be
the application for time resolved intensity measurements of Bragg peaks. This is in particular important
for ultrafast investigations of the structure factor which can be a measure of coherent optical phonon
modes, for example in Bismuth [94]. The problem for intensity measurements with the fixed angle detec-
tion scheme of RSS is, that the intensity on the detector is not only modulated by the structure factor
but also by the strain which results in a peak shift in reciprocal space and moves the peak out of the
detection window. This however can be corrected by monitoring the RSS factor time resolved and relate
the measured peak shift with the decrease of intensity.

On the other hand, I have shown that the combination of UXRD and time resolved magneto-optical
Kerr effect measurement is a powerful tool to unravel the intricacies of the ultrafast magnetoelastic and
thermomagnetic coupling mechanisms on the example of Bi:YIG. UXRD can not only determine whether
or not the excitation process of magnetization dynamics with tr-MOKE is thermally induced. This is
important, since a non-thermal mechanism, like inverse Faraday and Cotton-Mouton effects or photoin-
duced magnetic anisotropy, are thought to be the main excitation process in some cases [84, 85]. It is
also possible to monitor the thermal and coherent strain dynamics, if the absorption of the pump light
is significant, as shown in this thesis. Besides the thermal aspects it has been shown, that picosecond
strain pulses change the optical parameters of a specimen in a way tr-MOKE is sensitive to. With that,
a tr-MOKE signal can suggest a magnetization change, without actually being present [95]. In the case
of the strain pulse echoes of article I, this can be ruled out, when repeating the measurement in a man-
ner where TbFe2 is fully demagnetized, so that the tr-MOKE trace is saturated by the magnetization
change. Then, inverse magnetostriction is not possible anymore and if the echoes are still detectable with
tr-MOKE, their origin is not magnetically. With that, UXRD can be employed in future investigations
where a thermal or non-thermal excitation processes or inverse magnetostriction is assumed or expected
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to experimentally confirm or disprove the modeling conceptions. Moreover, the combination of UXRD
and tr-MOKE at the same experimental setup introduces the possibility to measure strain and magne-
tization dynamics under the same exact excitation conditions, which drastically reduces the margin of
error in the quantification.
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